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Zusammenfassung

Schwingungsaufgelöste Photoelektronen-Spektren massenselektierter Cluster-
strahlen enthalten im Prinzip eine Fülle von Informationen über die elektroni-
sche und geometrische Struktur freier Cluster, bedürfen jedoch der Interpre-
tation durch quantenmechanische Rechnungen . Dabei werden hohe Anfor-
derungen an Genauigkeit und Effizienz des verwendeten Verfahrens gestellt.
Durch eine systematische Untersuchung von neutralen und anionischen S, .,-,
Pn-, und Sin C,,-Clustern und Vergleich mit experimentellen Spektren zeigen
wir, daß die lokale Spindichte-Näherung des Dichtefunktional-Formalismus
in Verbindung mit der Molekulardynamik-Methode von Car und Parrinello
beide Forderungen in hohem Maße erfüllt . Zum einen liefert unser Verfahren
elektronische Bindungsenergien unter Berücksichtigung von Relaxationspro-
zessen, zum anderen kann es mit Molekulardynamik-Simulationen bei endli-
cher Temperatur die stabilsten Clustergeometrien effizient bestimmen . Letz-
teres ist entscheidend für den Erfolg unseres Vorgehens, da die Strukturen
der Cluster die Bindungsenergien der Photoelektronen erheblich beeinflussen
können. Das zeigen die Unterschiede der Elektronenaffinitäten ring- und ket-
tenförmiger Schwefelcluster besonders deutlich . Experimentell beobachtete
Veränderungen der Photoelektronenspektren bei verschiedenen Einstellun-
gen der Clusterquelle lassen sich ebenfalls durch das Auftreten unterschied-
licher Isomere erklären . Auch bei P r,-- und Si,,Crh --Clustern entscheidet die
Form der Cluster über die Gestalt der Spektren, so können zum Beispiel
in einzelnen Fällen die Elektronenaffinitäten verschiedener Strukturisomere
um mehrere Elektronenvolt differieren. Darüber hinaus sind elektronische
Übergänge i .A. auch mit Ubergängen zwischen verschiedenen Schwingungs-
zuständen verknüpft . Diese lassen sich, falls sie im Experiment auflösbar
sind, durch Vergleich mit unseren theoretisch gewonnenen Werten ebenfalls
für die Strukturbestimmung nutzbar machen. Zwar ist unsere Methode auf
die Bindungsenergien der niedrigsten elektronischen Zustaände jeder Symme-
trie eingeschränkt, jedoch hat sich dies in fast allen Fällen als ausreichend er-
wiesen, um die experimentellen Daten konsistent zu erklären . Damit eröffnen
sich zum Teil überraschende Einblicke in die Struktur nicht nur anionischer
Cluster .
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Chapter 1

Introduet ion

When Ding discovered his famous equation that describes the dynamies of eleetrons, he is
said to have remarked "the rest is chemistry " . Whether or not he actually said this, most

physieists would agree that the quantum meehahies of eleetrons and nuclei eontains the
principles that govern most of Iowsenergy physics, chenaistry, and biology . However, the
view that this is all that physics can say about the astonishing complexity of these fields
was certainly too pessinaisti .e . Powerful numerical modeln based on quantum meehahies
are now used to explain and predict mang properties of chemical compounds . lt has
become increasingly apparent that a key to the understanding of the behaviour of complex
molecules is the geometrical arrangement of the constitu.ent atoms. This is obvious in
molecular biology, where the enzymatic funetion of polypeptides or the effects of drugs
can be directly related to the three-dimensional arrangement of their atoms in space, and
was recognized early by researehers in this field . F. Crick wrote

	

you wart to study
funetion, study structure" However, the structure also affects the properties of
chemical compounds on a lower, more immediate level of compledty . The boiling points
of alkahes CnH2n-2, for exainple, are correlated both with the size of the molecules (i .e .,
n.) and the amount of branching in the struetures . Cortversely, we cannot expect to be
able to predict the properties of a given compound correctly if we know nothing about its
structure. Therefore, the determination of the correet equilibrium structures has become
a major goal of computational physics.

This interest in the predietion of specific properties of individual systems might seem
to contradiet the search for universal laws that dominates rauch of theoretical physics, hut
is a neeessary prerequisite for the understanding and predietion of more general trends and
relations in this field of researeh . h%le these remarks are valid for ehemical compounds
in general, they are particularly important for atomic Clusters, which can be expected
to exhibit a large variety of different geometries as they span a larger size ran .ge than
molecules.

What are Clusters`? There seeins to be some semantic confusion about their definition,
so let us consult a dietionary [Oxf93] . While a molecule is defined as "the smallest portion
to whieh a substanee can be redueed by subdivision without losing its chemical identity",
we learn that Clusters are simply "compact groups of similar things" . According to this

3
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CHAPTER 1 . I.NTRODUCTION

definition, which is less restrictive (with respect to size and to ehemical stability) for a
duster than for a molecule, a molecule might as well be regarded as a more or less sman
and espeeially stable duster . In fact, since elusters are characterized by a large number of
surface atoms with often strained and/or dangling bonds, most of them might be viewed
by ehemists as free radicals rather than molecules . On the other hand, there are some
exeeptional elusters that can exist in macroscopic amounts, such as small elusters of sulfur
and selenium [Don74] and several carbon structures such as C 60 [FSM+91] . The borderline
that separates Clusters from molecules is imprecise, and this is also true for the upper
bound of the size range (about 10 5 atoms) that distinguishes clusters from bulk matter.

Particularly difficult to describe and predict are elusters of elements that form covalerttly
bon.deell molecules and solids [MRB90], such as C, Si, P and S in the first and second rows
of the main groups 14 through 16 of the periodic table . These elemen.ts are the focus of
the present work. The propensity to form covalent bonds has crucial implications for the
complexity of the geometries of these elusters. Unlike rare gas and, from a certain size,
metal clusters, these are neither simple dose packed arrays nor bulk-like, but exhibit a wide
variety of forms that challenge both experimentalists and theorists . These particies are
also interesting from a teehnologieal viewpoint, since the uniqueness of struetural features
suggests that some elusters might be used as building bloch of new materials with novel
properties . For example, conferences are now held on C 60 alone, the most famous of a whole
new dass of "Bucky" strudures. This duster can be assembled into a molecular solid,
yielding a third distinct crystal structure for bulk carbon that, doped as Rb 3Cs2C 60 for
example, can even be made into a high temperature superconduetor (T,=33 K [TES + 91]).
The unique features ixtet in the mesoscopic region between atoms or sman molecules and
condensed matter are a serious drawhaek for the applicability of standard experimental
and theoretical concepts and models used successfully in either region.

Despite many efforts, struetural properties of most Clusters are difficult to obtain from
experiment, since the modest size and the comparatively high reactivity of these partieles
restriets the applicability of traditional solid state methods, such as rmdeas magnetic
resonance (NMR) or x-ray diffraction. Moreover, it is not yet possible to produce size-
selected Clusters of a given composition in macroscopic quantities (with the exception of
Bucky-structures, see [KLFH90]) . The deposition of Clusters on a support or the embedding
into condensed matter (matrix) could facilitate th.eir study, but the interaction with the
substrate changes the properties of the elusters and adds considerable complexity, both
experimental and theoretieal . These diffietäties apply to all experiments urleere supports
or matrices are used, although they can be studied by infrared, visible and ultraviolet
spectroscopy or by x-ray spectroscopy (for reviews, see [CS94], [KQ94] and [DW94]) . Only
a few experimental results have beeil published for, e .g., mass-selected supported Clusters
(but see [EFC +9O]) that allow for conclusion.s about their geometries, despite the obvious
technological importance in catalysis and nanostructured deviees.

lThe term « enaale& bond" Bates was introduced by Lewis [Lewl6] (in 1916, before quantum meehanics
was established fully) and refers to a directional ehemini band that results from a sharing of an eleetron
pair (as distinet from electron transfer) between the bonding atoms (see [Pau6O]) . The directionality of
the deetrott distribution is also ehararteristie for covalent crystals [AM76] .
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Experiments on elusters in the gas phase require sources that are able to produce
intense duster beams, and two of the most common designs are discussed below . Gas-
aggregation sources [RMT +89, dIlKCC87] vaporize Clusters (mostly metals) continuously
into a ftow of cold inert gas, and the most intense sources are of this type . Pulsed sources
[Sma83, SLF+ 91] use a laser or an eiertrin discharge to produee, for a wide range of mates
Hals, a plasma of neutral and charged partieles that is carried away by an inert gas, and
high instantaneous duster intensities can be reached . Among the various characteristics
of Clusters studied in the gas phase are the size distribution (see, e .g., [Ked+84]), the po-
larizability [dC89], the collision-induced modes of fragmentation (see, e .g ., flUBK901) and
the fission upon charging [Saa90] and in Coulomb explosion experiments after a complete
removal of all valence electrons [VEK +9I] . The Clusters can also be investigated by optical
spectroscopy either by exeiting the duster with either one or two photons, where in the lat-
ter rase ("two photon spectroscopy') the second is used to probe the photo-exeited states
by scanning their frequency (see [KM90] ) . The oceurrence of photofragmentation has been
put to advantage in. depletion spectroscopy, where the photoabsorption eross seetion is de-
termined indirectly from the photofragmentation eross seetion (see [BCC + 95]) . In infrared
spectroscopy, the Clusters are mixed into a rare gas carrier and the absorption spectrum
probed by irradiating the mixture either in the gas phase (seeded rare gas Clusters, for a
review see [AGL +94]) or in deposited form (matrix isolation spectroscopy, see [PMGS90]).
The spectra contain information. about the vibrational states of the Clusters.

Among the gas phase methods, eleetron spectroscopy has established itseif in recent
years as a promising source of indirect structural information about Clusters with up to
-100 atoms . This developrnent has been faeilitated by improvements in electronie detection
techniques . In electron spectroscopy, mostly negatively charged elusters that have been
ionized either during or after the generation process are mass selected and focused into
a beam that is irradiated by a laser . Photoeleetron spectroscopy measures the kinetic
energy of photo-ejeeted eleetrons, which contains information about the eleetronically and
vibrationally excited states of the resulting neutral duster . The energy resolution of the
electron spectrometers is typically -5 to 50 meV, and in chapter 3 we describe in detail
a typical experimental setup and Interpret the Features contained in the spectra . Even
higher resolution is provided by the zero kinetic energy eleetrons (ZEKE) spectroscopy,
where the duster beam is intersected by one or two narrow band, tunable laser beams.
The laser frequency is tuned near to a threshold for eleetron production and only photo-
ejeeted electrons with very Iow kinetic energy are deteeted. The energy resolution can be
as high as 0.1 meV (for an application of both eleetron spectroscopy timlinieines to C and
Si duster anions, see [KN93]).

Photoeleetron spectroscopy has raised particular interest among theorists, since vibra-
tionally resolved spectra are now available for a large variety of Clusters (e .g., Sb elusters
[PGHL92], Au Clusters [TJC +90], Bi Clusters [PHGL9I] and C/Si Clusters [KCWN90],
[KN93], [I-IGK+95], [NTN+ 95]) that eonvey a wealth of information on vibronic excita-
tion properties and indirectly on the ground state geometries . A reliable Interpretation
of these spectra is a major challenge for theory in the field of Clusters . Traditional "ab
initio" computational methods of quantum cheraistry are impracticable in the size range
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covered by the speetra, and the search for more effizient algorithms (see, for instance,
[ODMG95, MG94, HTP94]) is the subject of current researeh interest . 'liiaditionally, the
understanding of the eleetronic exeitations of atoms and molecules relies on configuration
interaction (CI) calculations, which, although highly accurate, are limited to systems with
relatively few electrons (less than 100) . Recently, Cl calculations haue provided success-
ful interpretations of photoeleetron speetra, such as in the case of anionic silver Clusters
[BKC94], but the high computational cost restricts these calculations to a reduced ba-
sis set and consideration of valence electrons only . lt would be extremely expensive to
perform high-level Cl calculations on systems like those considered here (see [RR92] for a
QCISD(T) ealeulation for one isomer Bach of Si3 - and Si4-).

On the other hand, atomic and molecular clusters are fields in which density-ftmetional
theory in the local-spin density approximation, especially with the Car-Parrinello method
(see, [HJGP88, JH90a, RAP94, BJ94]) has demonstrated its ability to determine
ground-state structural and electronic properties both reliably and efficiently . However,
while the ground-state properties can in principle be obtained exactly, the eigenvalues of
the Kohn-Sham equation cannot be interpreted as electron addition or rennoval energies,
such as those measured in photoemission . Instead, a possible caleulation of the excitation
spectrum might start from local density approximation results for the ground-state and
then compute the quasipartide (QP) energies of the System within many-body perturba-
tion theory. This is often done [HL85b, Sli93] using Hedin's GW approximation [Hed65].
Despite the approximations involved, this approach is computationally demanding, and
is restricted to relatively simple systems, such as Na and K clusters within the spherical
jellium raodel [SZLC89] . Application to systems such as those considered here is presently
beyond the scope of this method.

This has prompted us to develop a parameter-free and manageable scheme based on the
Car-Parrinello method that is able to calculate the electronic excitation energies of clusters
in terms of differenees of self-consistent total energies (ASGF) . The approach, which we
describe in detail in the next section, requires no approximations beyond the local spins
density approximation. Many recent publications in the area of duster science (see, e .g.,
[PMG92] and [Rit92], [Rit94] and [PMG94], [GKL+94] and [PMGRG95]) are the result of
dose collaboration between theorists and experimentalists . We therefore suggested to the
experimental group in our institute led by Gerd Ganter& that they check the predictions
of the scheme by performing high resolution photodetachment measurements . This has
been done for S,,-, pes_ and microelusters and the results of the collaboration plag
a central role in the work described in this thesis .



Chapt er 2

The Car-ParrineIlo Method

In this chapter, we describe a manageable theoretical scheme that leads to a successful
interpretation of the photoelectron speetra of small Clusters . The crucial factor to bring
theory dose agreement with experiment is the accurate determination of the equilibrium
atomic geometries of anionic Clusters . To this end, we use the method introduced by Car
and Parrinello (CP) [CP85] . The two key ingredients to the CP method are

o an accurate [Koh95] approximation to the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potential pro-
vided by the local spie-density apprwdmation (L DA) of density functional theory
(DFT)

• a numerieally efficient approximation to the true BO dynamies, i .e., the dynamical
evolution of the system of nuclei an the BO potential energy surface, provided by the
CP molecular dynamics (CP-MD) seheme,

The firnt two sections are addressed to an outline of both aspects of the CP method.
In section 2 .3, the reader will be confronted with the unavoidable technicalities of the
implementation of the method. In the same seetion we will describe our steps taken to
make the method (that uses periodic boundary conditions) applicable to isolated, charged
Clusters, especially to calculate total energies differenees.

The Born-Oppenheimer Potential

2.1 .1 The Adiabatic Approxirnation
The Car-Parrinello (CP) method as used in this work requires the validity of the quantum
adiabatic or Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation [B027] . Within this approach, the
kinetic energy of the nuclei is considered as a perturbation of the electronic system

2m '

7'
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where

	

m/( j) serves as a formal parameter of the perturbation, (Mi ) being a suit-
able average of the nuelear masses involved .

	

(MJ)/Mr are dimensionless parameters
of order

	

The unperturbed (eleetronic) Hamiltonian reads

V t (r

Vene
ri

and its eigenstates 1,b

h({RII) n = en({R1})lb„,

depend only parametrically on the nuclear positions . As a result of stationary pertur-
bation theory, it turns mit that dose to the extremal positions l of the nuelei, the total
wavefunctions of (2 .1) factorize

e n ({ri}, {R.1})

	

'e/‚n (

	

) {RA. x .({RI1) + o(K),

i .e., the electrons follow the nuclei instantaneously in their stationary states (only the
ground state will be of importance here) . This results from the good separation of the
time scales of the motions of the partides due to their high mass ratio, allowing the (fast)
electrons to follow immediately the (slow) nuclei (see the following paragraph) . lt is only
in the higher-order terms that transitions between the electronic states due to the nuelear
dynamies cause deviations from this simple form. As a consequence of the large mass
difference between the eleetrons and the atomic cores, these terms can safely be negleeted,
provided that the gap between the ground and the ferst excited eleetronic state remains
smaller than typical vibration energies . This Nolds true, for instance, for seniiconductors
and insulators, but is a more subtle issue for metals, where the effeet of deviations on haany
physical properties is at least less dramatic [Che61] . The functions of the nuelei might
in principle be obtained as solutions of the Seh.rÖdinger equation

e.({Ril) x.({I}) E:.x.({RI}) +
Q(,4

),

(

where the eigenvalues of the electrons serve as effective potentials and the E n are the exact
eigenvalues of (2 .1) . Ilut owing to the comparatively large ionic masses, it is possible to tal ge
the dassieal Ihr it an the nuclear degrees of freedom leading to the effective 1-Iamiltonian

H({RI ,PI 1)	 	 + en(fRil),

1clefinedby0e({RI}),l8Rj =O, VJ
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where usually only e®, the ground state energy of an inhornogeneous electron gas in the
presence of fixed ions at positions {Rl l is considered. In its rote as potential for the nuclei,
lt will be referred to hereafter as the BO potential and its 3Ninsdimensional graph as the
BO (potential) energy surface.

Dimensional Analysis So far, c.g .s . units have been used. However, in solid state
physics, expressions and calculations are commonly simplified by the use of atomic units
(a.u.), taking mass, en.ergy and length as fundamental dimensions . One chooses the Bohr
radius ao = 0 .529 Ä as unit of length and one Hartree e = e 2 /cto h2i(rnaD =- 27.212
eV as unit of energy. In this unit system, a timesdependent Sclu-ödinger equation with
Hamiltonian (2 .2) takes the form

"V«ri) 1

	

Iltl -
	 ZrZj	 )

r�J

Helme "in h e = 1" in a.u. and 7 := hie = tnaä/h = 2.419 x 10- "s is the natural unit
of Urne of the electronic subsystem. Writing out	 Newton's equations of motion resulting
from (2.3) in the saure units, one finds

	

:= 14lraZ/6 as natural units of time for the
subsystems of the nuclei, which. is, say for Si, about 1000 times langer than r . Therefore, at
least two completely different time eonstants are present in the dynarnies of the system.
not otherwise stated, this unit system will be used throughout the remainder of this work,

2.1 .2 The BO Potential in Density Funetional Theory

The ealculation of en would usually require the solution of a 3N el-dimensional Schrödinger
equation, which is a completely hopeless task . Hohenberg and Kohn (HK) [HK64] and
Kohn and Sham [SK65] were able to recast this problem in terms of the electronic density
and an universal functional &, of it . In view of the compledty of the mang-body prob-
lem at hand, the task of deriving an. exact expression for this density functional (DF) is
altogether intractable.

This section is devoted to the most popular - and necessarily approximate expres-
sions for eo within and extensions to the DF approach [Kei] as far as they concern the
present work. This means that we focus on the formulation of the theory as it applies
to the description of systems with a spin-paramagnetic eleetronic ground state (GS), as
is appropriate for the investigation of small systems Iike atoms and molecules . Of course,
the HK theorem in its original form could also be used hone, which demonstrates that all
information about a system is already contained in its GS density alone . An obvious conse-
quence would be, that the spin densities are functionals n .-[n] of the GS density as well and
a separate description would be, at best, completely superfluous . In practice, however, the
sein-density functional formalism is advantageous, hocanso, as experience has shown, at
least in the spin-polarized case a local functional F [rs+ na] can adequately deserle effects
that would otherwise require a highiy nonlocal funetional F[n] .
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The HK Theorem for Spiri-polarized Systems

The HK theorem, as it applies to a non-degenerate spin-polarized electronie ground state
[vB1I72, RC73] of an N-electron System, encompasses two statements.

The first one states that it is possible to replace the all-eleetron wavefunction b0 as
basic variable by its N, 1-partiele GS spin densities'

ne (r) = N,j

	

dr 2	dr Ne, hbo (ro-, r 2u2 , . . .,rNe,o-Ne,)

,rNet

Strictly speaking, it demonstrates, that the ne (r) uniquely determine the GS wavefunction
'o, i .e., there exists a bijeetive (fully invertible) map

(n+, n-) -+

	

44

Therefore, the GS expectation value of any observable of the system can in principle be
obtained as a unique funetional of the spin densities.

The second one, the HK variational theorem, ensures the variational aeeessibility of the
new basic variables, without any recourse to the Schrödinger equation . lt demonstrates
the eidstence of an universal, i .e., 17"t-independent functional

F En+ , n-] := (loEn+,n-IIT + vee17,bo[n+,n-]),
where T and Vee are the kinetic and electron-electron interaction operators, respectively.
lt is a direct consequenee of the Ritz theorem that, for a given 17 e', the DF

E . [i+ s

	

= F[,] + JdrV t (r)i(r) ,	(2 .4)

being defined for all non-degenerate GS spin densities
GS spin densities (n+, n-) belonging to V" t and that

attains its rainirctum only at the

eo({RI1) = min )

	

+
r�J lRr- Rjr

	

(2.5)

Although the HK theorem in this formulation has little practieal significance, several au-
thors [Lev82, Lie83, EE83] have shown that the restrietion to GS densities in the HK
theorem is a severe one, since not all well-behaved functions n,(r) can be realized as
GS spin densities of any external potential . To bypass this so-called problem of "V-
representability", [Lev82, Lie83] have proposed to define an extension to F[n+,ne] by the
so-called "constrained search" approach

F[n+,ne] := min (OFT + Vee b),

	

(2 .6)

where the notation 5 ei> (n+, n-) indicates that the minimum be searched over all antisym-
metric, normalized functions that yield the prescribed spin densities.
This extertds the dornain of F to arbitrary non-negative functions n,.(r), integrating to the
desired number of electrons [ZM83].

2For this review, the diseussion may be restricted to the orte case of practical importance, where the
GS spin density matrix has only nonvanisbing diagonal components n+ and n_
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The KS Energy Funetional for Spin-polarized Systems

So far, we have assumed tacitly that V, e i�j 1r i - rj 1 -1 . In order to arrive at an inde-
pendent-electron picture, Kohn and Sham [SK65] also considered systems with vanishing
electron-electron interaction 14, a7- 0 . Their central assumption is, that for every system
of interacting electrons there exists an auxiliary system of non-interacting electrons with
a suitable potential V, such that the GS spin densities of both systems are the same . For
systems of independent particies, the simplest an.tisymmetric eigen.states (and the GS) are
Slater determinants 0 (N 1 !)-Iciet{0j (rk )1 of orthonormal one-particle orbitals

	

and
the GS spin densities read

n,(r)

	

10,,(r ) 1 2 .

	

(2.7)
nEI

Hera, l± denote the sets of indiees of occupied spin up arid down orbitals, respectively. lt
is possible to separate the restriction Fo[n+, na] of the universal DF F [n+ , uni onto this
dass of spin densities into

F[n+ , na] = : F0 [n+ ,n_] To[n+ , na] + Jdr il VH [n](r)n(r) +

	

(2 .8)

To devotes the kinetic energy DF of non-interacting electrons,

V2 \
To [n+ , na =

	

min drK(r)(- 2 m(r) constraints

(the constraints ensure the orthonormalization of the orbitals 4' during the miniraization),
VE( is the dassical Coulomb potential for electrons, whicli is ordy defined up to a harmonic
fimction and may be Chosen as

VH [n] (r) = Jdrl
Ir

and E may be viewed as a (admittedly somewhat indirect) definition of the exchange-
correlation energy. Calaulafing the total electronic energy using (2 .8) and (2 .4), it becomes
apparent that all terms apart from

	

are foryttally identical to the Hartree approximation
and it might be tempting to identify

	

with the exaet correction of the Hartree energy.
However, it should be kept in naind that the spin densities that enter (2 .8) raust be deter-
mined under the inclusion of E c [n+,n_] and cannot be identified any longer with Hartree
densities . Instead, a more direct definition of & c that holds for spinsunpolarized systems
may be kund in the literature [HJ74, GL76] . The physical meaning of E is to favor such
spin densities that lower the electrostatic energy and the kinetic energy of independent
electrons by two dynamical effects:

ezehange : due to the Pauli exclusion principle, electrons of the same spin avoid each
other in r-space . This interaetion is essentially skort-ranged and therefore prevails at
high densities (r.,, 20) . lt favors alignment of the electron spins, thereby lowering
their electrostatic energy at expense of their kinetic energy.
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ehr'relation : due to the Coulomb repulsion, electrons avoid each other in r-space,
irrespective of their spin . This interaction is essentially long-ranged and prevails at
Iow densities.

The HK variational theorem ensures now that Ev.t is stationary for small variations
around the minimum spin densities (n + ,na) that preserve Nej:

bEv..t[n+,n_

	

ST0 [n+ , j + vH[n](r) + 6E7 [n+ ,

	

+ ve.t(r).

	

0 =	
&n .(r)

	

5n .(r)

	

n,(r)

Since the corresponding variation applied to Ev of the postulated non-interaeting system
yields at the sause spin densities

äEv[n+,n-]

	

5T0in+,n J0 = 	 	 es.- 	 + V;(r) .5n0.(r)

	

5n,(r)

Therefore, if the funetional derivative 6T0[n+, na /ön, (r) exists, the postulated potential
V of the auxiliary non-interacting system also exists and has the form

Va(r) = VH[n](r) + V,"[n+,ne](r) + V"«r),

	

(2 .10)

where [n, n ] (r) := [n+ , n_ /in,(r) denotes the exehange-eorrelation potential.
The single-partiele orbitals (;bn that enter the spin densities can be determined by solving
the set of Schrödinger equations

haOn(r) = EaOa(r),

	

=

	

2 + VV (r),

	

n E 1,,

	

(2.11)

that are connected with the independentspaxtiele Hamiltonians h, with potential (2 .10).
For each spin < en, for n < m. A. slight amendment mimt be made to ensure mathe-
matical rigor: the funetional differentiability of T0 is guaranteed only for its extension.' to
a wider dass of densities than those given by (2 .7), allowing for fractional occupation of
the orthonormal one-particle orbitals

	

(see [Jan78, DG90])

n,(r) =

	

fn On (r)1 2

	

fn =

	

(2 .12).tim a.
nEI n

The oecupation numbers (apart from fam. e [0,1], as is necessary for fermions) follow from
the requirement that the GS spin densities shall miniraize the Energy funetional Ev of
the auxiliary nonainteraeting system with as inspection shows - total energy En, fasen .

Consequently, in the ease of a GS, the

	

raust satisfy for each spin cr separately

{11 if en < p,

	

Vn E

	

:

	

f~E

	

[0,11 if en = p

	

p, max{&,,lfT, 0}

	

(2 .13)

{01 if en >

3The only modi.fihation to the definition of To as given in (2 .9) is that the sura over n has to be replaced

1)Y Ei,

	

-
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As originally proposed by Kohn and Shara, the problem of determination of the BO po-
tential is thus converted into the solution of (with regard to V,"[n+,n_]) self-consisterit
eigenvalue equations, the KS equations.

lt is by no means necessary to go this byway in real calculations, since the KS equations
served only as a means to establish the existence of the auxiliary non-interacting system.
Having thus verified that it is permissible to use Fo[n+ , no] as universal DF to determine
the electronic GS, the BO potential may be obtained alternatively by direct minimization:

eo({Rr})

	

min

	

{Fo [n+ n_1+jczrv t (r)n(r

1

	

ZxZj
1R1 - 11,7 1

among all non-interacting N 1-particle spie densities . Combining the constrained mini-
mization {Oi } -+ (14014 and the subsequent minimization with respect to the (n+,no)
into one minimization with respect to the electronic degrees of freedom that preserves the
orthonormalization of the orbitals, we arrive at

eo({Ri}) = min E I{Onl, {RIN + constraints,ü .1
2

E[IO,J,

	

= E ffif drO:,,(r) (- ) On(r) 2 JdrVn1(r)n(r) + E. , na]

+ JdrV t (r)n(r)

Heime, within this formulation, the determination of eo({R .1}) may be viewed as an op-
thnization problem, with a variety of mathematieal and physical methods at our disposal
for its solution (see seetion 2 .1 .3) . This approach was originally proposed by Car and
Parrinello [CP85] and is completely equivalent to the solution of the KS equations (2 .11),
as will be demonstrated in the following.

Convergence to KS eigenstates The electronic solutions are determined from the re-
qnirement that they make the functional (2 .14) stationary . we incorporate the constraints
via Lagrange multipliers, the stationarity condition reads

0

	

1E[{},{RI}] - >
2, A,,,(Jdr(r)n(r) - & , ,n

a,iii

or, since öE/80,,(r) ffl. h,c/i n (r) for n E I

OCC

fnh,(;bn(r)

	

.,..Om.(r),

	

n,m

	

(2.15)

(2.14)
zizj
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Note that the orbitals of different spie are not constrained to be orthogonal to each other,
since they arise from different Hamiltonians ho- and the corresponding An,, are zero . Since
the matrix of the Lagrange multipliers is Hermitian4 , Eq . 2.15 is is equivalent to the KS
equation to within a unitary transform, if the occupation numbers are equal . In the case
that A,. for sonne n,1, this is not so obvious. Multiplying (2 .15) by and integrating
over r yields

MOIlhakba) Aa,1 .

Subtracting the corresponding equation for 1 and n exchanged, we arrive at

(f,, - fz)((NlhalOa) = 0 ,

i .e ., (0 1 and A1,n raust vardsh if A fam . This means that the matrices are block
diagonal with. respeet to subsets of orbitals with different occupations and the previous
arguments can be applied to each of the blocks . Therefore, the minirniaation of (2 .14) is
always equivalent to the solution of the KS equations (2 .11) for the lowest occupied states.

On the other hand, it is well known that numerical errors introduced during the calen-
lotions may spoil the convergence to eigenstates whenever two states of unequal occupation
are separated by a small energy gap ([GHMC94]) . As far as microclusters are concerned,
unequal occupation numbers have to be considered only in cases of degenerate electronic
states in molecules of high symmetry . the convergence to eigenstates does fall, the sym-
metry of the orbitals, which can monitored during the iterations, will be destroyed . lf such
a situation arises, it is sufficient to enforce the correct symmetry on the numerical orbitals
to overcome this difficulty.

Excited States Althongla we have focused in this section on the BO potential in the
GS b0 of the electrons, neither the BO approximation (see section 2 .1 .1) nor the spin-

density formalism is restricted to this case . There are hasically two classes of methods
for caleulating excitation energies within DFT. A possible calnlotion of the excitation
spectrum rnight start from loco' density approximation results for the ground-state and
dien compute the quasiparticle (QP) energies (real parts of E i below) of the system within
many-body perturbation theory . This is usually dope [HL85b, SL93] within Hedin's GW
approximation [Hed65] to the nonlocal energy-dependent electronic seif-energy E, which
plays in the Dyson equation for the QPs (ki of the system [HL69, J089]

'
+v(r)+ ve"(r) 0(r) + drP E(r,r',Ei)Oi(r» = 0

a similar role as the exchange-correlation potential in the Kohn-Sham equations of density-
fanctional theory (the expressions for the remaining terms are defi.ned in chapter 2) . The

4For complex orbitals, the constraints take the explicit form r,,., ( Än,.(sa,) + ,n,(tian.Ws)) Ex-

chaaging the indices in the second mim, we arrive at + .4% and the expression in

brackets may be understood as the definition of An,a, which is obviously Elermitian .
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GW approximation consists in replacing the seif-energy by a coiwolution

E

	

w) lm

	

J (r,r+w)w(r,r,w ' )e4'
stto+ 2ir

of the one-electron Green's funetion G and the dynamieally sereened Coulomb interaction
W of the eleetrons . Actual selfseonsistent eomputations of QP energies can be performed
in first-order perturbation theory in E(E) Vze on real physical systems with the local
density approximation resuhs of density-funetional theory for G and W [HL85b, 0N89].
Despite the approximations involved in this procedure, the caleulation of W and G requires
summations over a large number of empty Kohn-Sham states [HL69, SZLC89], which has
restricted the use of this scheine to relatively simple systems, as for example to Na and K
!Husters only within the spherical jellium model [SZLC89] . Without doubt, an applieation
to systems as complex as these considered fiere would be beyond the scope of this method.

Another method for caleulating excitation energies within DFT is the .ASCF scheine
that uses no approximations beyond LSDA . ASCF refers to a procedure, where the OS
scheine is applied to both the excited state and the GS, and the energy difference is
ealeulated . Excitation energies are then given by the total energy differentes between seif-
eonsistent-field (SCF) ealenlations for both the excited state and the GS . This method
rests on an extension of the GS formalism to the lowest excited state of a given symmetry
that has been proven by Gunnarsson and Lundqvist [GL76] . In fast, all statements of the
preceding seetion can be recovered for the corresponding e n({RI1), n. > 0, with the only
exception that E,,e and consequently T' now depend formally on the symmetry label . But
since the exact form of the corresponding quantities even for the GS is unknown, we are
reduced to use a single approximate funetional in all cases and the symmetry dependence
of a state only enters via the prescription for construeting the Charge and spin densities for
that state.

As von Barth [vB79] has demonstrated on multiplet energies of Mauls, the naive use of
the GS funetional for Iowest excited states of a given symmetry leads to erroneous results
if these states cannot be represented by single Slater determinants . Inverting the relation
between multiplet states and their determinantal constituents, such Siater determinants
m.ay be viewed as speeial (i .e ., noninteracting) eases of what von Barth terms "mixed-
symm.etry states" (MS), i .e ., linear combinations of states of pure symmetry . Although MS
states are in general not eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, von Barth was able to generalize
the Hohenberg-Koten theorem to the state of lowest energy (i .e., the state with the lowest
energy expectation value) of a well-defined mixture of symmetries

I

	

S,

(2.16)

where are (non-degenerate) eigenstates of lowest energy with symmetry S . lf the
a are Chosen so that i%Pms) reduces to a single determinant in the noninteracting rase, its
density and energy expectation value rnay be found by solution of the corresponding KS
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equations . As follows from eq . 2.16, every deterininantal state KS energy Ems gained this
way gives an estimate for a certain linear combination of term values

Ems ij 2E(S).

In general, although some of the equations might be identical, this set of linear equations
will be overdetermined and so the equations should be solved, an recommendation of
v. Barth, by a minsmax fit . lt may also happen that most or ail determinants are degenerate
(at least in LSDA) and we may not obtain enough different energy terms to solve the
equations . Examples for both eases and a further discu.ssion may be found in appendix B.

Local and Senii-local Approximations to lt is established tradition in many
brauches of theoretieal physies to study a simple (i .e., soluble) model System exhibiting
the saure essential features as the dass of physieal problems in question . Example are
the harmonie oscillator in quantum mechanies and the Ising model in the theory of phase
transitions . In DF theory (as in the theory of many-fermion systems) the uniform (spin
polarized) electron gas plays a sirrdlar rote, because it is the only many-fermion system, for
which ~zc is known, at least to numerical accuracy . The results of extensive, high precisions

qmanturn Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations [Cep78, CA80, 0B94] gave rise to analytic inter-
polation formulas [VWN80, P280, 0B94] for e c (n+, ), the exehange-eorrelation energy
per eleetron in the OS at constant spül densities n+,n- . The high-density limit, (r, es'. 0)
which is known exactly [GMB57], is reproduced by these parametrizations . The famous
local spinsdensity approximation (LSDA) eonsists in adopting these results to arbitrazy
in.homogeneous electron systems by the substitution

[n+ , na]

	

Jdrn(r)

	

, n-) ls+(a (2.17)
ne(s)

where ez.e(n+,na) is evaluated at the local spie . densities n+(r),ne(r). In this work, the
formulas given by [V t80] and [PZ801 have been used.

As might be expected from the somewhat uncontrolled charaeter of this approximation,
it suffers from several problems, despite its ability to describe the trends of many physieal
properties reliably, as documented by a lange and growing Body of computations . Among
the problems that apply to finite systems, like molecules and Clusters, are the following:

e Cohesive energies are often overestimated.

e Equilibrium Bond distanees are systematically overestimated and vibration frequen-
eies are often too lange.

e Negatively charged systems Ilke H , 0-, F-, Ca-, . . . are sometimes predicted
to be unstable, contrary to experiment.

5The estimated error Bars for the correlation energy per particle ha the regime of valence electron
densities 0,8 < r . < 10 are ,a 0 .01 eV [0B94] .
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lt seeins to be natural to assume that the inelusion of gradients of the (spin-) densities into
the would result in an improved deseription . of exchange and correlation for inhomos
geneous electrou systems . However, early systematic attempts to develop formal gradient
expansions by perturbing a uniform electron gas with slowly-varying potentials have gener-
ally been disappointing in applications to realistic systems [JG89] . Semiphenomenological
gradient functionals, ealled "generalized gradient approidmations" (GGA's), of the form

&,[ii,+ , r .]

	

Jdrn(r)fc(n+(r)na (r), jVn+(r)j !Vize (r)i»

	

(2 .18)

seem to be successful in a number of eases [LM83] . The fast the gradient terms erster the
functional only by their modulus follows from the requirement, that must be invari-
ant under rotations, for arbitrary, say spherieally symmetrical n e (r°), since it is universal
(independent of V e'» . The GGA's of Perdew and Wang [PY86, Per86], [Per91, PCV +92]
and Hecke and Perdew (BP) (the exelaauge part is taken from [Bee88], the eorrelation part
from [Per86]) have been studied in a range of uintexts, e .g., hydrogen bonded systems
[LeP92], cohesive energy and equilibrium distances in solids [PCV + 92, GEZ+92], simula-
tion of Clusters [DBB92, BJ94] and molecules [Bec92, JGP92, 0B91] . We have implemented
and successfully tested a spin-dependent BP GGA in the formulation of [WB94], which
is specially suited for the use in a CP scheme, but an intended applieation to Clusters of
carbon could not be completed during the course of this work and results are left to a
feure publication.

2.1 .3 Elteetronie Struetm.e Optimization

The direct iterative minimization of the KS energy functional (2 .14) with respect to the
eleetronie degrees of freedom would be superior to diagonalizing the KS Hamiltonian seif-
consistently, since

seif-consistent diagonalization ean lead to instabilities during the iteration, if the
density and therefore the potentials ehwage too rauch from step to step

es, in self-consistent diagonallzation, one diagonalizes the whole Hamiltonian matrix
(which has dimension N N if the Basis set has N elements) and obtains all N
eigenveetors . This is in contrast to iterative minimization, where only the occupied
states are calculated and stored, thus rendering feasible the treatment of ]arger and
more complex systems.

As experience has shown, only Ideal optimization methods are needed that lower the KS
energy funetional at every step of the iteration to reach the dosest minimum nearby. This
is nadelt, because, if the nuelei are kept fixed, only a single minimum for the eleetrorts is
encountered . Since a local mirdusiezflott is computational less demanding than a global orte,
there exists a variety of traditional methods . Whereas the computation of the first deriva-
tives 3E [{Onl, {RI I]/J(b, of the KS funetional is relatively straightforward, the require-
ment of memory and computational time to build up the Hessian matrix (6 2E/4h 4595rn ),in
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seeins to be prohibitive, at least for a high-dimensional basis set such as plane waves . So
we are left with methods that require the computation of the gradient alone, among which
the quasi-Newton methods, as typified by the Davidson-Fleteher-Powell algorithm or the
Broyden-Fleteher-Goldfaxb-Shanno algorithm [PTVF92], can be ruled out hexe owing to
their large storage reqnirement of order N 2 , where N is the dimension of the basis, to build
up an approximation to the inverse Hessian matrix. Nevertheless, they show the desirable
feature of superlinear6 convergence (see [F1e87]).

Eiere we confine ourselves to the steepest deseent (SD) and the conjugate gradient (CG)
methods that reqnire storage of the gradients only. These methods may be explained using
an 1-valued function f(x), x E R.N [PTA92] . Close to a local minimum point x*, f may
be approximated by its Taylor series truncated after the quadratic terms

f(x) e + i (x - x*) . A (x -

	

+ o«x - x*)»,

82 f
c = f (x* )	Ai j

	

Oxtaz .i

with a symmetric and positive definite Hessian matrix A. Starting from a point the
algorithms generate iteratively a sequence or points (x%e lti that converges to x* [F1e87].
They des so by providing at every point x i a search direetion di along whieh the value of
the function f is reduced. The hext point x R+i xi + ,f eig may be determined by hie
minimization

where

f(x' + >,di )
8)d 0 = Vf(x i + ), id» di

= : ei ? d i

where the gradient at the point i + 1 has beeil termed gi+l . Resolving the last equation
for

	

we find. that
es. .

Ai	-- 	 .

	

(2 .19)
dz . A . dz

This means that the lins minimization contains information about the Hessian matrix that
can. (and will) be exploited in the following . In the absence of any further information
about f but its gradient at the optimum search direction would be the SD direction,
i .e .,

di+1 _ g +i

because it is the direction along which f deereases most rapidly local to SD can be
shown to be globally =vergeht, but it exhibits only poor linear convergence [F1e87] (i .e .,
Ixi+l - x* Inxi x‚ l < =Ist . for all i).

81n the termhbology explained in the following, this means that lx(i + 1) -- x*1/!x' - x* I-+0, for

	

oo,
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But this is only the initial direction of the CG method. For the following directions
di+', i > 1, CG exploits the (nonlocal) information about f eontained in all previous line
minimizations . lt does so by the further requirement that the overall decrease of f with
respect to all the line searches that lead to the point xi+2 =- xl +

	

Akdk , i > 1, shall
be extremal, i .e .

vi < i + :

	

a» f(
x ' + E2.Akd )

(xI - x* +i+l dk ) . A . di

Subtraeting the corresponding conditions at

Vj <i .

	

(xI - x* + EL 1 ,)tI'dk) - A -

we are left with the equations

Vj

	

: 0

	

di+l . A . dj

Vj

	

i :

	

0 1-- di . A - di ,

	

(2 .20)

since A is symm.etrie. This is the condition that the direetions di be conjugate to amla
other . Since (2 .20) implies that the sea.rch directions d i form a linear independent set, N
of them would be sufficient to span the wlwle vector spare and to determine the minimum,
if f would be an. exactiy quadratic form . Because this property, known as quadratic
termination, has been derived for quadratic forms only, it can not be expected to hold in
the case of an arbitrary funetion f, where it is recommended to raset d i+I periodically to

In this case, Nsstep superlinear convergence (lx(N+i)-x*I/Ixi-x*1-+0, for i -s oo)
can be guaranteed [nee.

Although it might seem as if (2 .20) would require the knowledge of the Hessian matrix,
it is possible to elirainate A from the expressions for the di by the assumption

di+ '

	

-gi+l + ,yidi .

	

(2 .21)

Inserting this into (2 .19) and using the fact that the iterated gradients are mutually or-
thogortal, which may be concluded inductively from (2 .20), one finds that

ai+l ai+l

ry =
= '

This is the Fletcher-Reeves formulation of the CG method, that has been implemented in
the present work . The determination of the CG at any steil requires the previous CG anal

the present SD direction . Both of these constitute an array of the saure size as the vector
xi itseif, so that the total storage requirement is of order 3N.

lt is useful to examine (2 .20) a little doser in order to understand why CG is so muk
betten than SD in minimizing a function . The easiest way to do so is to expand any given
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direction d i into the eigerweetors of the Hessian matrix A (whiell form in fact an orthogonal
basis of the N-dimensional space) :

N

If d is multiplied by A, the directions with the largest eigemeines a k of A will dominate in
the resulting vector . ®ne eould therefore say, that A turns di into these directions, which

xi

Figure 2 .1: Schematic comparison between SD (left) and CG (right)

are the directions of strongest curvature of f. Choosing the new direction orthogonal
onto A - cli means that the following steil will proceed ortliogonally to a direction of high
curvature. Consequently, subsequent line minimizations are performed an the average
along directions of successively lower curvature of f. This is particularly advantageous if
the minimum x lies in a lang uarrow valley such as illustrated in Fig . (2.1) . lf the initial
SD vector does not happen to be at right an .gles to the axis of the valley, successive vectors
will point across rather than along the valley, resulting in a Iarge number of iterations.
On the other hand, the second CG vector already points along the bottom of the valley,
because this is the direction of lowest curvature, and the need for iterations will be greatly
reduced.

As [SCPB89] have shown, the CO method can provide an efficient tool for locating
the minimum of the KS energy functional with respect to electroaic degrees of freedorn,
too. The relations derived above translate with only a few amendments . The KS energy
funetional E takes the place of f and the vector xi is replaced by the wavefunetions «M j.
The occupied KS orbitals may then be updated by the prescription [SCFB89]

g(r)

	

(r)

	

+ constraintsse,t
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	 f. fdrI gnr) 1 2

e«r)

	

-gn (r) + 7i e(r)

02« r )

	

(;b2r) + ,\'er),
where the cortstrained functional derivative preserves the orthonormality of the orbitals.
The constraints may be imposed by application of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
at every step . The SD step can be recovered by putting ,y' =: 0 in the equations above.
Purthermore, in the rase of SD, the lins minimization is in practice replaced by the choice
of a fixed reduced "time step" A.t/p instead of », that governs the convergence rate of the
scherae (p is a ficticious electron mass) .
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2.2 Born-Oppenheimer Dynamics

2.2.1 Simulated Annealing and

	

ecular Dynamits

With the advent of powerful supercomputers in recent decades, researeh interests have
shifted towards developing effieient techniques for finding absolute minimum values of a
function of very many variables. In a situation where there is a large number N of minima,
e.g., the number of different isomers that is consistent with a chemical formula [lilM83],
none of the exaet methods known require a computing effort that increases as any power
of N [WV85] ("NP-hard" problems [GJ79]) for determining the optimal one . Simulated
annealing has been successfully applied to this dass of problems, such as the "traveling
salesman problem", as a tool to find nearly optimal solutions in which the computational
effort scales as a small power of N [KGV83] . Simulated annealing adopts a statistical
mechanies approach . Its original formulation is the Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm
[MRR+ 53], which generates iteratively new coordinates to lower the potential function
e({ .1}), but avoids getting stuck in locai minima by permitting occasional "uphill moves".
This means that taE = e(f RI(t)}) -e(-fRI(t - AM» 0 is also accepted with probability
p(i E) = exp(-AE/k B T) . Initially, the "temperature" T is taken to be high compared
with the energy barriers separating the competing minima . As the temperature is gradually
lowered, it is highly probable that the distribution of the variables becomes progressive
concentrated in the energetically favorable regions.

Because the evaluation of the BO potential for arbitrary, randomly generated is
very demanding (see section 21.3), a direct application of this algorithm to our problem is
out of question . Instead, physically reasonable configurations are generated if one integrates
numerically Newton's equations of motion derived fror the BO Hamiltonian (2 .3)

aeo
P = --	 ({RJ }),

	

(2 .22)

by use of the Verlet algorithm (see below) or any other finite differenee method, as is done
by the constant-energy (the total energy corresponding to (2 .3) is conserved) molecular
dynamics (M)) simulations [AT87] . The instantaneous and mean temperature of the
simulations may be calculated using the equipartition theorem and may be reduced from
time to time by rescaling the atomic momenta . This combination of simulated annealing
and MD is sometimes referred to as "dynamical simulated annealing".

Special rare raust be taken when caleulating the forces, since according to the Hellmaim-
Feynman theorem, the atomic forces can only be caleulated in a straightforward way by
differeutiating the {R.r}-dependent potentials in (2A4), if the {15,,} are very dose to the
exact eigenstates of (2 .11) . This requires expensive CO minimizations at every time steil,
as the forces will otherwise be in error and the total energy of the nuclei will not be
conserved due to a steady dissipation into the eleetronie degrees of freedom [RM90] . On
the other hand, if the atomic formes are ealeulated to a high precision, comparatively large
time steps can be Chosen for the dynamics and there are eases, espeeially in dealing with
metallic systems, where this procedure, ealled "conjiagate-gradiert molecular dynamics"
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[AP392, PTA92I is appropriate.
Since the computation of the forees from the true BO potential is numerically demand-

ing, most early and many emTent conventional MD simulations resort to approximate
parameterized interaction potentials between the partieles that are fitted to a given set
of experimental and/or theoretically calculated data . These potentials are funetions of
interparticle coordinates arid many include pairwise, three-body and higher-order terms,

eo(f

	

s-:'.,

	

V2 (R.t - Itt .r) +

	

V3(Rr,

	

RK) + .
I< J

	

I<J<K

whose functional forms are related to the nature of interactions and bondiiig in the material
under investigation (see, e .g., [SW85, BH851) . The applicability and predictive power of
this approach is obviously limited in circumstances where the system evolves into regions
of Phase spare not covered by the fitted data . For example, the strength of the covalent
bond depends an the local environment, consequently potentials fitted to the bulk may
be inadequate for systems such as surfaees or elusters with lower coordinatiou . Moreover,
serious diffieulties are encountered in situations where electronic rearrangements occur,
such as in changes in the nature of Bonding (e .g., a transition from covalent to metallic
behaviour as occurring in silicon upon transformation from the solid to the liquid state).

2 .2 2 The Car-Parrinello MD

Car and Parrinello [CP85] haue developed an alternative way to circumvent costly electronic
minimizations at every time step of the MD without sacrificing the universality of the
original BO formulation . In their approach, the determination of the potentials is an
integral Part of the simulation rather Uran a separate prelimirtary step as conventional
MD sänsalations . They achieved this by introducing a fietitious elassieal kinetie energy of
the KS orbitals analogous to that of the atomic degrees of freedom and by replacing the
BO potential by the KS energy functional (2 .14) in the energy function corresponding to
(2 .3) :

0cc
JdrpF n (r) 2' I, {Rll, {ür})1

	

ili.l + .E[,[0,,l, {RI ] . (2.23)

This means that the orbitals no longer evolve parametrically as in (2 .22), but serve as addi-
tional degrees of freedom subjected to a ciassical dynamical evolution . If the electrons axe
initially in their GS and the fietitions electronic mass p is small enough, the deviations from
the BO Hamiltonian (2 .14) arid from adiabatic dynamics will be small, provided that the
energy transfer between the atomic and electronic degrees of freedom is insignificant during
the time scale of the simulations (see below) . The advantage of this formulation is that the
electronic energy need not be minimized for eaeb atomic position, with consequent savings
in time. The atomic and electronic "trajeetories" are then integrated simultaneously under
the (holonomic) constraints of orthonormalization, which are incorporated most easily into



and the Euler-Lagrange equation.s derived from it are
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the Lagrangian formulation . The Lagrangian corresponding to (2 .23) reads

£ ({(/)n},
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and h, is the KS Harniltonian introduced in (2 .11) . The Lagrange multipliers can be
deterrained by differentiating the constraint condition for orbitals n, and rn, twice wich
respect to the time and inserting the equations of motion (2 .24). The resulting equations
Show that A can be Chosen to be Hermitian, so that one obtains the expression

Am,. {

	

f,n)/2(6.Fh,lOr.)
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if n E I m E
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(2 .25)

Note again that the Oh of different spin are not constrained to be mutually orthogonal . lf
the equations of motion would be integrated analytically, (2 .25) would yield the appropriate
multipliers at any time, provided that the orbitals had beeil orthogonal at some initial time
t = to . However, the numerical Integration is performed using the Verlet algorithm
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(2 .26)

where n and m have the sanae spin (n,m E 1,7 ) and Xn,m An,",,(At)2/p. This introduces
errors of the order O(At4) in the numerical solutions and (2 .25) is no langer valid for them.
But the appropriate Lagrange multipliers may be derived at each time steil [RCB77 from
the requirement

= (rin (r, t + At)i0,n(r,t + L1 t ))

(0a- (r, t + A.t)10in- (r,t + lt)) +

	

(Odr,t)i(75-,(r,t +
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X:n,1 -Sa(r ,t + Zit)i0(r,t)) +

	

I X,>1

(A + XB + B+X+ +

After some rearrangement and using the fast that X is Hermitian, we obtain t the following
fixed point equation for X

1
X = 2 - (1 - A - X(B - 1) (B - 1)+X - XX+ ) =: e(X),

which raust be solved iteratively, starting from the initial "guess" X 0 = 1/2(1 - A).

Adiabatie Decoupfing

The dynamical trajeetories generated for by (2.24) are generally not identical to
the trajeetories generated by (2 .22) . At equilibrium, if the forces on the orbitals vanish,
0,2 = 0, the electronic equations of motion reduce to

oac,
fh,0n (r,t)=

	

An 0

	

, ),

	

n EI,,

which is equivalent to the stationary condition (2 .15) and the KS equations (2.11) to within
a unitary transformation. Therefore, the dynamies (2 .24) represent a physical system
exactly only when = 0. However, under certain conditions, it is possible to keep
the deviations of the orbitals from the KS solutions small, and one um expect that the
dynamies generated by are a dose approximation to the KS-BO dynamies . Furthermore,
the eonserved energy of equations (2 .24) is given by .E£

	

h({5n},4n1,11t11,-(RII), as
can be seen by computing the total time derivative of (2.23) using (2 .24), the fast that A
is Hermitian and the orthonormality wostraint . However, the total energy of the atoms,
i .e., the physical (if the eleetrons are in their GS) total energy

mlit + E[{On}, {Rr}i, (2.27)

is eonserved only approximately, due to fiuctuations in the fietitious kinetie energy of the
eleetrons. Under certain conditions, these fluetuations stay bounded and small [PSB91]
during typical simulation times. To provide some rationalization for these statements,
consider the following expansion of the CP orbitals with respect to the instantaneous
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (2 .24) at time t,

0n(t) -

	

((5, , + otn , k(t)) xk ,

	

where h,1 t xn, = enxn, n E 1.

	

(2.28)

This is always possible, since the {Xn} form an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert spare . Let
us assume that the had been initially in their GS and that we are now in a regime where
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the deviations of the CP orbitals from the KS orbitals are small, resulting in small 0:, m .

Let us assum.e further th.at all dependencies of die KS Hamiltonian on the can be
neglected at the first order . This is reasonable, since the error in the KS energy is second
order with respect to errors in the wave function. In this rase, neither h, nor the {x,j.

depend explicitly on time and inserting the expansion (2 .28) into the equations of motion
(2 .24) yields the following differential equation for the deviation funetions

where terms of the order cs' and oll the r .h.s. have been neglected . If the KS Hamiltonian
were a linear operator, i.e ., the dependeney of the eigenvalues on the oi,, , , were negligible,
diese equations could be integrated immediately with the result that the deviation of the
orbitals from the KS solutions in this regime consists of harmonie modes with frequencies
equal to

v/f.(E2- Eir)/p

w(2)

	

(fn> - f,)(€Zerrs.,n

Ziere the state of oecupation of the eigenstates has been indicated by a superseript . ixe can
conelude from the second equation that the system will be stable (pure real frequencies) if
the occupancies of states decrease as the eigenvalues increase. If we assume that this is so
and furthermore that the occupation numbers are equal for all occupied states, as is almost
always the rase, then the first-order forces add ortly the frequeneies to the vibrational
spectrum of the electronic degrees of freedom . Onl if the highest atomic frequency ean be
separated from the lowest electronic frequency wL,)n, an effeetive energy transfer between
the corresponding degrees of freedom by resonance can be prevented . If the energy gap
is not too small or zero, this ean be achieved by reducing the fietitious electron mass p
and in that rase, the MD generated by (2.24) provide meaningful statistical averages in
the microcanonical ensemble . But p cannot be reduced arbitrarily, because one needs
to compromise between the former requirement and the competing observation that the
maximum integration time step of the Verlet algorith.m and p are proportional,

Atmaz 2
f(€_- EI)'

	

(2.29)

where and e l denote the instantaneous KS eigenvalues that belong to the highest and the
lowest bound KS orbital . This um be seen by inserfing (2 .28) into (2 .26) (see [PTA92]) . If
such a procedure is not possible, as in metals, where there is no energy gap in the electronic
excitation spedrum., two Nos6 thermostats [Nos84] can be coupled to the electronic and
atomic degrees of freedom, acting as heat bath.s that keep each system at a different
temperature so their average kinetic and potential energies are fixed [BP92] . The MD is
then able to sample the canonical ensemble .
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2.3 Practical Implementation

2 .3 .1 The CP method with a Plane Wave Expansion

The CP approach does not depend on a particular basis set and has been implemented
using, e .g., floating Gaussians [SK89], augmented-planeswave-Iike schemes [S 90, YSK91],
the generalized valence bond method [HC92] and 'tannier functions [ODMG95] . In addi-
tion, several schemes have been employed where simplified, approximative deseriptions of
the electronic problem are adopted such as tight-binding methods [SN89, WCH90, SJ91],
Harris-functional methods [HH90] and Ioealized orbitals [MGM . But for several reasons,
the plane wave (PW) expansion in conneetion with the imposition of periodic boundary
conditions (PBC) is the most widely used method:

0 A PW basis set is attractive from a conceptional point of view, sinee it offers, as
the CP schere itseif, a general formulation applicable to different ciasses of systems.
Althougb designed for periodic systems such as perfect crystals, the PW expansion
can also be applied to disordered and finite systems by using supereells . These are
unit cells that are so Zarge that the imposed periodieity does not affeet the physical
properties of the configuration (for example a point defect, a duster, . . ) contained
in them to within a given tolerance.

e PWs are also particularly convenient from a numerical point of view, if advantage is
taken of the localized nature of nonloeal pseudopotentials and of fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) techniques [PTVF92] for the calenlotion of the energy and the forees.
The evaluation of forees aetin.g on atoms is misch simpler than with Gaussian or other
loealized basis sets, because the PWs do not depend on atomic positions and no Pu-
lay forees [Pu169] have to be evaluated [SVB85] . PW basis functions are orthogonal,
eliminating any considerations of an overlap matrix, and they are simple ; in most
cases the expressions are analytic . %rthermore, the PWs form a complete basis set
and accuracy can be improved in an unambiguous way by including additional PWs
that correspond to larger and larger reciprocal lattice veetors.

As a consequence of the imposed periodieity, the single-particle orbitals {O,,} have Bloch
form

7/ank (r)

	

e'k'' cnk (G)ezG . r (2 .30)~ri

The computation of the corresponding spin-densities requires an integral over the Brillouin
tone (BZ) of the reciprocal lattice

rt,(r)
nB

1
fdkfflk k&n (r)! 2 ,

	

(2.31)
n€Zmaz

where OBz devotes the volume of the BZ . This work is devoted to the study of mieroelusters
using supereells, where (2 .31) can be approsdmated by

(r)

	

ra(k=0) '11br&(k=0) (r) 2 5

	

(2.32)
nEI.
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because flBZ = (271f/9 (where is the volume of the supereell .) is very small and the
dispersion of the KS eigenvalues e,,4k becomes negligible as the overlap between eleetronic
states of different eells vanishes with inereas'mg eell size . Therefore only the wavefunctions
at the F-point (k = 0) need to be considered in the following, and the index k may be
consequently dropped. The numerical rost ran be reduced further, if we take into aecount
that at k = 0, the KS orbitals ran always be Chosen real by an appropriate choice for the
global phase factor . In this ease, the symmetry relation c n(G)* = e,,(-G) for its Fourier
eomponents holds, which we exploit the calenlotion. to reduce the number of PWs needed
by a factor of two . In principle, the sum in (2.30) extends over the wilde reciprocal lattice,
but is truncated in practical calenlotions to indude only those PWs with a kinetic energy

ki,, = G2/2 less than a given energy Eeut that determines the accuracy of the calenlotions.
The eboice of Eßt depends on the specific system and on the pseudopotential (PP) used.
The truncated Fourier spare summations will be denoted by a superseript "eilt" . Of course,
the errors introduced by the finite size of the supereell ., the use of a single k point and
a finite ,,,, have to be gauged by best caleulations . lt should, however, be mentioned
that we cannot inerease the size of the unit eell arbitrarily, since this decreases the size
of the shortest reciprocal lattice veetors, which ran lead to instabilities in the caleulation
of the Hartree potential and energy (2 .43) . The Hartree potential VH(G) is proportional
to n(G)/0 2 , where n(G) is the Fourier transform of the Charge density. Tberetore, at
small reciprocal lattice vectors, small errors in the dynamics of the wave functions and
consequently the n(G) will produce Iarge changes in the potential and lead to instabilities
in the calenlotion ("Charge sloshing"), if the time steil is too lange.

Pseudopotentials

The pseudopotential (PP) approximation consists in replacing both the bare nuclear po-
tential and the eiert of the core electrons on the valence eleetrons by an effeetive PP

Ve t = Ps(r -

thereby eliminating the rare states from the ealeulation and leaving the ehemieally active
valence states as the only degrees of freedom, with corresponding savings in computing
time. This is justified by the following observations:

Core-electron wavefunctions change little when plaeed into different ehemical envi-
ronments.

Their only effeet on chemical Bonding is to irdnertee the shape of the valence wave
funetions in the bonding region via orthogonality constraints in the core region.

Further savings of the computational tost may be gained from a suitable idealization of
the valence funetions inside the core regions, since one is mainly interested in describing
bonding properties (e .g., equilibrium structures, phase diagrams, . . ) correctly, which are
insensitive to details even of the valence electronic strueture within the core . The Erst
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observation above suggests that the PP may be generated in preliminary all-electron (AE)
atzmin calcuhtions . Within LDA this is done by solving self-consistently the radial KS
equation

	

( 1 d'

	

1(1+
r

1)

	

H

	

Z\
	 + V [n (r) + V[rt](r) -

	

rR„ra(r)

	

a,,jrRtü(r) .

	

(2 .33)

	

2 dr2	2 2

	

r

A PP is then constructed to reproduce exactly the valence-electron states for all angular
momenta 1 present in the GS and a few angular momenta present in excited states (since
there is only one valence state present for each angular momentum 1, the principal quantum
nuraber may further be omitted for simplidty) . This results in the following requirements
HSC79, TM911:

Requirement AE and PP eigenvalues of the valence states raust be equal, = ei .

Requirement

Requirement

The eigenftmctions Res of the PP should contain no nodes.

The normalized AE and PP radial functions must be equal beyond a
Chosen cutoff radius re

Rr(r) = R 1(r),

	

r

Requirement 4 (Norm Conservation) : The total integrated Charge inside r, of AE
arid PP orbitals must be equal

j t dhr2 Rr«r)1 2 = f drr 2 1RI (r)1 2 .
o

The first requirement determines the energy zero, so that total PP energies always lack a
large additive constant representing the energy of the cores if compared with results of all-
electron calculations, and only energy differenoes can be reproduced correctly, which are the
experimentally observable anyway. Requirement 2 together with the elimination of the core
states is motivated by numerical considerations, because the oscillations associated with
the nodes of the wavefunctions would require a high .E t in the PW expansion . In addition
to this, r, raust be chosen to be larger than the outermost mode of the AE valence orbitals,
since deviations from the AE orbitals are only allowed within the core region . Requirement
3 guarantees that the AE densities and the PP densities n. P '(r) = Erl jRr(r)1 2 of the
valence electrons are equal outside the core and consequently the (electrostatic) potentials
generated by them as well, which may be seen by solving Poisson's equation and using
Gauss's theorem. The form of the PP wavefunctions Rr inside the core region is, however,
by no means deterrained uniquely by the requirements (1-4) and in fast there exist many
recipes for the generation of PPs that differ at this point . But, onee a PP wavefunction is
obtained, it defines the screened PP vr°(r) for angular momentum 1 via the equation

(

	

d2

	

1(1+ 1)

	

2 dr'

	

2r

	

, ,,,er(r) rRr(r)

	

Rr(r ) .	(2 .34)
2
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With regard to the intended use of the PP in self-consistent calculations in various chernical
environments, the following separation of the screened PP into an ionic PP and the PP
Coulomb and exchange-correlation potentials suggests itself:

( 1 d2 +	
(2r2	

+ 11 [n PI(r) + 17"[nPs](r) + v .(r)) rRr(r) e ire' (r).
2 dr 2

The ionic PP may then be recovered by inversion of the radial Schrödinger equation

1(1 + 1)

	

d2
vpi .(r) = ei -

	

+

	

p,,	 	(rRr«r)) - vH [n ' ](r) - 17[nPs ] (r).
2r

	

2rRi (r) dr

Two conelusions are immediate : (a) if we wish the PP to be continuous, the PP wave-
funetion misst have continuous derivatives up to and inelading the second, (b) if we wish
to avoid a hand-core PP with a singularity at the origin, the PP wavefunetion R raust
behave as near the origin . A major consequence of the l-dependence of the PP is that
each angular momentum component of a general wavefunetion an which it operates raust
see a different potential . This is generally achieved by use of angular momentum projection
operators

'PI (r, r»

	

ö(r r» /r Yr(n )Yi«n»,
rn=-1

where the` denote the (normalized) spherical harmonies . The ionic pseudopotential
operator for arbitrary systems is then given by

	

v(r, r»

	

'a pi:c (r)«r - r' ) + v°«r, r»,

	

where

	

vp""(r, r' )

	

11vps(r)Pi (r,r»,

	

Avlp (r)

	

vps(r) vp',, (r) .

	

(2 .35)

Theloeal part vic (r) introduced here can, in principle, be chosen arbitrarily, but a rapidly
decaying function of G is numerically most convenient, since the contribution of to the
potential energy is calculated in reciprocal space, whereas the nonlocal part is evaluated
in r space, see section 2 .3 .1. Flor simple sp-bonding elements of the first, second and third
rows of the periodic table, it is then advisable to take the smooth v plrjae (r) that belongs to
the finite I ßz, where the summation over 1 needs to be truncated . This choice also has the
advantage, that the atomic scattering for all angular momentum channels with 1 > 1 is
adequately reproduced . Of course, this choice is not optimal for transition series elements
and rare earths, where in general the s and/or p cornponents are tauch smoother than
the d and/or f eomponents . lt turns out that the form (2 .35) of the nonlocal part (which
is in this context sometimes called semilocal since it is local in r but nonlocal in fe) is
computationally rather expensive (see seetion (2 .3.4) for details) . As a remedy, [KB821
proposed a "truly nonlocal" form for vp.'

(r vp1 ! r' YI "2 ) (RT Yr
(2 .36)
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that has been used in the investigation of S aad P Clusters . lt is easy to show that
v"l'IRr' Yr) hs- 41vpeiRrY1 n , i .e., the two Potentials will produce the same solutions
for the atomic reference configuration (but will produce different solutions in arbitrary
environments).

The modifications to the potential within the core have been dictated by "smooth-
ness" considerations (i .e., there shall be a rapid convergence of the systems properties wich
respect to an increase of the eutoff of the PW basis set) and the requirement that
it reproduce exactly the AE results in the atomic reference configuration . On the other
hand, the final purpose of the PP approximation is to reproduce closely AE ealeulations
in different environments, i .e ., we require a "transferable" PP . While a Iarge core radius
r, enllances smoothn.ess, the opposite is true for transferability. The Choke of r, is then
a compromise between the two requirements, and a perfeet transferability cannot be ex-
peeted. A prescription that ensures transferability at least in an approximate way has
already been incorporated in the generation procedure by requirement 4 above, as we now
show. The logarithmie derivative dln R1 /dr at any ro specifies uniquely (apart from a con-
stant factor) a solution of the radial Schrödinger equation for all r ro, since it is a linear
second order differential equation . By considering solutions for arbitrary e in (2 .33) and
(2 .34) (in general no bound states), it follows from the Wrons1dan theorem [Mes69, §3 .2.1]
that

ae ar
1 drr 2 R«r,

	

(2 .37)
C-ta

	

r2R2 (rc , ei) jo

Therefore, not only the logarithmic derivatives for e = e i match at r = r,, as is required for
the equality of AE and PP solutions for r rc , but the same Nolds also true for neighboring
energies e at the frrst order . This is advantageous, since the atomic eigenvalues will shift
when the atom experiences different chemical environments . However, this result should
not be tagen as an absolute criterion for transferability, since (2 .37) has been derived under
the assumption that the potential is spherically synametrieal.

In the present calenlafilms, two recipes for the generation of norm-conserving PPs have
been employed . The approach of Bachelet et al. [IIS079, BHS82] has been applied to the
investigation of charged S and P Clusters . This scheine starts from a erude guess for the
screened PP

i-,pi,:ss(r) V[n](r) + V[n](r) Z )

r
(-)) + cif r 'r,/'

where f(r) eh r'" ,

and et follows from requirement 1 for the lowest nodeless eigenfunction jir of this potential.
is then modified to meet the remaining requirements (2-4) above in the form

es (?) =11 er) + sir l f(
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where the coefficients are adjusted numerically. The final PP obtained by inversion of the
corresponding Sehrödinger equation has been fitted to the analytical form

)1
c1

	

+

	

(2.38)

Ziv«r) =ps (Ai + r2 Ai+3 )e-air2 (2 .39)
i=i

where z devotes the valence Charge and the remaining parameters have been tabulated by
the authors [B S82] . lt should be noted that v pl ':e is finite at the origin . A raodifieation
to this method [Van85] to render the PP optimally srnooth has not been considered in the
present work . An alternative recipe originally proposed by [Ker80] and then modified by
Trouiller and Martins [TM91] to be optimally smooth, has been applied in the investigation
of mixed OflSim elusters . lt involves an. analytie expression for the PP functions inside the
core radius

Rr(r) = Rjt(r)
r exp(p(r)) if r < re

	

wherep(r)

	

c2n,r
if > r,

rn .o

The seven unknow-n coef19.eients en, (odd powers of r have been discarded for smoothness
considerations) are determined from the conditions of norm conservation (1), the continuity
of R(r) and its first foul' derivatives at r, (2-6) and zero eurvature of the screened PP
at the origin, v plr"(0) = 0 (7) . We have generated PPs for 0 and Si within this scheine,
choosing L17/2.24 a.u . and 1.84/1 .89 a.u. as sp/d (1=0,1/1=2) cutoff radii for 0 and Si,
respectively . The PPs are provided to the MD/DF program in numerical form, i .e., they
are tabulated an a Iogarithmic radial mesh, without any further fitting procedure.

The KS Energy Functional in the PW expansion

Mithin the PP approximation, the KS en.ergy functional (2 .14) takes the form

) (er) +
2
-1 Jdrn(r)V1 [ri](r)

32,1J

(2 .40)
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where the last line contains abbreviations of the terms given explidtly above (in order
of their appearanee) . z, is now the number of valence eleetron.s of the atom located at
R,, := + R,, where are vectors of the direct lattice and R, denotes the position of
ion v within each supereell . The prime in the expression for the ion-ion Coulomb energy
indicates that ionic self-interaetion terms are excluded from the summation . In practice,
some mathematical manipulations are necessary, since E pk)se and E11 are individually
divergent quantities . Only their surr is well defined [IZC79] and may be evaluated using
Ewald 's summation method [MM I71] . An elegant trick to avoid the explicit evaluation
of Ewald sums has been used by Car and Parrinello (see, e.g. [0P91]) . Instead of Ee ,
they consider the (finite) electrostatic self-interaetion of a neutral System of eleetronic and
fictitious smeared Gaussian charges centered at the Tonic sites

n"» (r )
( .ViRct' )3

exp - (je )2*fi(r) := nP«r)
n,v

The fictitious Gaussian charges give rise to the following Coulomb potentials (apart from
arbitrary constants) :

,jdr' nat«r» = erf(
r
-)

- 1-

	

r c

as may be seen by straightforward integration . This introduces spurious interaetion ener-
gies of the Gaussian den.sity with itself and with the electronic (pseu.do-)density that are
compensated for by fictitious contributions of equal amount and opposite sign to E11 and
E l ', respectively. In all, the above terms are replaced by

E I" -4
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(2.41)

where the last, approximate relation results from the rapid eonvergenee of the error function

	

to unity, i .e., for 0 < we haue 0 < 1 -erf(s) <	 	 (see [AS72]) . The last term
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represents the self-energy of the Gaussian eharges, which has been oraitted in the preceding
sum. All the resulting energy terms are separately finite quantities and are evaluated using
a dual-spare method [MC88], i.e ., both real- and momentum-space representations of the
wave functions are used . The following terms are most easily evaluated in Fourier spacet

Ek

	

'-'EE f,Gi (G)12

	

(2.42)

(2.43)

,.(G)

	

,E,IOC,V(G) etG,,

	

(2 .44)
G

The superseript "deut" indicates that the eu.toff for the expansion of the electronic density
has to be larger than the olle used for the expansion of the wavefunetions . The convolution
theorem would require a factor x = 4 between the two cutoff energies, but one usually
resorts to smaller factors in praetieal ealeulations [MC88] (factors used here are x = 2 (S,
P) and x = 3.36 (C, Si), see secdort 3 for details) . The expressions for EH and Eve are
evaluated in real spare in a straightforward way, while the integral in eq . 2 .17 or 2.18 is
replaced by a sum over the FFT grid . The remaining term E OC depends an the form of
the nonlocal PP used. If (2.35) is employed, we obtain

..t

E 47ril(9r ) Yl fIG)*er()e"g'
G

Eni"

2

	

(2.45)

The upper integration limits are largely arbitrary, since the Zlv are skort-ranged (cf. eq.
2.39) and may safely be assumed to have vanished at the cell boundaries . The ehoiee male
above allows to use a Gauss-Hermite integration formula (i .e ., abseissas are the roots of
the Hermite polynomials, orthonormal in (-oo, oo) with weight funetion e' 2 [PTVF92]),
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o

This is appropriate, since the AvpI tst' have approximately Gaussian shape (see also et' . 2 .39).

On, the other hand, if the separable form (2 .36) had been Chosen to represent the nonlocal
part of the PP, we find

tut 2
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The forces

	

the expansion coefficients of the eleetrons may be calculated from either side
of the equation

11- 8E"[fo((GG) , {RIN _f -Idr (ha e(r)e-tGr
h

	

8a')*

	

nn

The former is better suited for contributions to the forces arising from .Eki,, and .E,"!" that
are analytic expressions in the of«G) . lt is not appropriate for contributions from the
remaining energy terms, since they are analytic in the n P«G), which are convolutions of
the ef,«G) . This would make their evaluation in Fourier space cumbersome. On the other
hand, their contribution to the forces is a simple product in, direct space,

vH [174 (r) + v," [nr , n ( )

	

j3p7'«r R) 0a(r )s
$yY

so they are more conveniently calculated there using the second expression above and
FFTs to switch between the dual spaces . The forces an the atoms are calculated in a
straightforward way as the analytic derivatives -8 (4, +

	

+ Eflis' + H /8R,, of the
energy terms given above.

2.3.2 Charged Systems

PW ealeulations imply periodic boundary eonditions (PBC) . This is appropriate for erys-
tal ealeulations, and neutral clusters can also be treated by use of the supercell method
described above . However, this approach leads to serious problems if charged dusters are
to be investigated . In order to avoid a divergence of the electrostatic energy, any practical
ealeuietion using PBC [YOBC90, Jon93, MPC95] raust resort to an artificial compensating
charge density that is spread uniformly throughout space to maintain neutrality in each
unit eell . This amounts to a constant (albeit infinite) steift in. the potential that rules out a
direct caiculation of electron addition or rennoval energies from energy differenees between
differently charged systems within the ASCF scheine . The application of the ASCF schese
requires that the constants in the potentials of differently charged systems are Chosen in a
consistent way. We can achieve this if we assume that the eleetron density is nonzero only
in an isolated cell SZ C containing the duster, say the region of space of volume 1 defined by

s

	

r

	

Xiai , 0 < i < 11

and solve the Poisson equation
AVH (r)

subject to zero boundary conditions at infinity (instead of PBC) . Its solution is the Hartree
potential, given by

(2.48)V (r ) = j

	

''c(r»
,
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where the density introduced here is identical to the periodic density inside and
zero outside. As far as the calenkation of the total energy of such an isolated system is
concerned, we raust recalculate only this term (the Hartree potential) and its eontribution
&,,e to the total energy, because these are the only terms of Jong-range form, as we can
see if we analyze the individual terms in the expression for the total energy .

	

Epfl.I"
and ean be used unchanged, because they involve only contributions from real-spare
sums and/or Integrals over a single unit cell. Eki (2 .42) can be calculated as before if we
also assume that the wavefunctions are nonzero only in ne . Mais is reasonable, since the
exact electronic density decays exponentially to zero outside a duster [LPS84] and both the
density and the wave functions should be negligible at the call boundary. The only terms
that are affected by the abandonment of PBC are E ee arid, to lasser extent, Ep7, for their
evaluation in reciprocal spasse (2A3), (2Ä4) relies

	

periodicity. The computation of
is less critical, because i3p10,e ''" is short-ranged in direct space, and it may be assumed that
its periodic images are negligible inside Sl v . We have verified this assumption by numerical
tests (see below) . Furthermore, we always have ,« = 0) = 0 in reeiprocal space (see
equation 2 .41), and these is no divergence for either charged or neutral unit cells.

The calculation of the modified Hartree energy of an isolated duster, denoted by Z,,,,
can be dune in r-space, for example by calculating multipolar charges and the corresponding
potentials of '74, as has been proposed by [Y0BC90], who included terras up to 1 = 3 in
their expansion with respect to Legendre polynomials. An alternative approaeh proposed
here proceeds in Fourier space and uses FFTs to compute both the potential and
The method implemented is similar to the approach presented in [BL93] and uses sonne
ideas of the so-called "partial PTT" introdu,ced in [KTMS8T] . Of course, our procedure
cannot offset the infinallee of residual irrteradions between images in periodically repeated
cells an the eharge density, e .g ., in the presence of large multipolar moments, where other
methods should be employed [BL93].

The evaluation of the Hartree energy is especially convenient in reciprocal space (see
equation 2 .43) if a compensating eharge density is used to guarantee neutrality . We can
maintain this convenient description to estimate the Hartree energy of an . isolated duster,
if we consider a secprence of periodic arrays where the Clusters are separated by increasing
lattice constants Iaw . lf we then take the limit 1 -s oo, the corresponding densities fz t and
Hartree energies Beshould converge to their values for the isolated system. The densities
äag can be obtained from the original density ii subjected to PBC by the deseription

z/(1'f2) if r
"fitz (r) aa- -z/(13n)	other se,

where the neutrality of the lattice is always maintained by adding a uniform positive
background eharge -z/(I'fl) to the density (z denotes the electronic excess eharge of the
Cluster) . rll is the region of space enclosed by the separated superealls, i .e .,

r E + Aiain 0 .5i

	

<1.
ä=i
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In real applications, we use FFTs to calculate the Fourier components of the densities ü 1 .
The expansion of the periodic lattice erdarges the r-space FFT mesh to

(2.49)

(2.50)
b i lNi	IM

Mi-, - <
1

	

2

{1-1 1 <j <1N,

and refines the conjugate FFT-mesh in reciprocal spane to

(where the original meshes are recovered for 1 = 1) . Under the condition that vanishes (or
is negligibly small) at the boundaries of the original cells (which can always be satisfied by
increasing the dimension of these cells and/or by translating and rotating the system inside
the cells) the FFT coeffieients (for G 0) can be related to both the Fourier coefficients
of R l and the Fourier transform of (see appendbc A):

iiff«G)

	

"ri(r)e-'G'r =13 Nh,I(G), G

	

\
{}1

n(G).

Using these relations, the Hartree energy of 4 may be calculated Prom.

fiffe(G)

N

2

G2

and may alternatively be expressed by

1 (270'

	

1

	

2 47r
Eee = -

'

	

2 13fl

	

E	 lii,(G)1

	

(2 .51)
{G}A.[ } ( 2'7)3

As we show in appendix A, the Hartree energies & e ,l converge to th.e Hartree energy & e,c
of the isolated density, which may be expressed by a k-space integral (see, e .g . [Jac75,
§3.13, (3.164)])

E„ -3- -1 j	 drki2(k) 1 2 -- = Eee,c .
47r

	

-

2

	

(27r) 3

	

k2

In the practical implementation, FFT components and Hartree energies for several 1 1 <
1 2 <

	

are calculated and are extrapolated polynomially to the limit 1

	

oo. Choosing
= 21n.h l , all the components of the previous steps can be used, since

	

C {G} F,, .
For all results presented in section 3, I n. = 8 has been used.

The FFTs above may be confined to the original r-space mesh since the uniform positive
baekground Charge that is alone present at the additional FFT points r, ja > Ni contributes

(2 .52)
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only to the G 0 component (which is thereby eiiminated) . This fact may be exploited to
reduce the effbrt for the computation of the ü(G) by taking into account that each veetor
of the Üner kspaee mesh can be decomposed unambiguously into a surre of a veetor G' of
the coarser original mesh and some veetor

bi
G -G'+-y, -y =

	

m,

	

= 0, . . .,1- 1, G E

	

G' E {Gb.

The set {'y} contains 1 3 veetors . The FFT components an this mesh can be written as

J't (G)

	

h( G' + -y)
n(r) exp -t(G' + -y)r

r

(r)exp-vyr]exp-tG'r, G E {G}a, G' E {G} l .

	

(2.53)
r

This means that we need 13 FFT's, eaeh of length N N1 N2N3, to cornpute all the 1 3N
FFT-components of the entire set {G} i. The nuraber of operations for one large FFT
is 0(13 Nlog2 (1 3 N)), while the present preieeduze needs O(I 3Nlog 2 (2N) N) operations
(induding 0((1 3 - 1)N) operations to compute the quantities in the brackets in (2 .53) . As
usual in this context, only multiplications and/or divisions are considered.

Obviously the largest contribution to the error in approximating (2 .52) by (2 .51) stems
from the ornission of the G 0-term . lt is possible to increase accuracy and to improve
convergence if a more accurate deseription of this contribution to the integral is used,
as indicated at the end of appendix A . To assess the aecuracy of the resulting method,
we have applied it to analytically soluble Lest eases and experirnented by ehanging the
size of the original supereell and/or ehanging the energy eutoff of the PW expansion (see
section 3) . The resttIts were both accurate and stable . The tests indicated further that
an extrapolation of Ep.,1 analogous to the above for R- e4 made a negligible differenee (the
total energy differenees changed always less than 0 .01 eV) if a value of Eßt large enough
to achieve eonvergence has been used. Therefore such a correction has only been included
if the computational effort (of memory and CPU time) to caiculate the additional FFT
coefficients of the PP seemed feasible, i .e., only if analytical PPs [BHS82] have been used
(S, P), wbereas it has been ornitted if numerical PPs were employed (C, Si), where the
FFT components require demanding numerical integrations.

2 .3 .3 Vibratianal Spectra

Withdu the framework of Car Parrinello MD, a natural source of inforrnation about the
vibration frequencies of the eigenmodes of a given (local) mildraum structure under inves-
tigation is provided by non-thermally equilibrated MD trajectories at Iow temperatttres
( 300 K) . In partieular, the frequencies may be deterrnined as the peak positions of the

[-ee
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vibrational density of states (VDOS) computed by Fonzier transforming the (normalized)
velocity autocorrelation funetion c,," (t) [AT87] in a harmonie regime ((v) =_ 0)

(v(t) v(O))
8,,(w)

	

cit c,,(t) expamt, where c,,(t) =
tost

	

(v( 0) v(0»

Here, v encompasses all 3Ni,, components of the lonic velocities 1 = 1, , Ni of e
System and the brackets denote the microcanonieal ensemble average . In MD ealeulations
however, the ensemble average is replaced by a time average (assuming ergodieity) and the
discretization of time {4, = nL t, n 0, . , N

	

introduced, e.g., by (2 .26), raust be
Laken into account . The numerator of c„(t) (234) is therefore replaced by

(v(t„) - v(0)) --›

	

1 1im

	

v(tnili,fl) v(t,,)

	

(2 .55)
N---*ao N - m

and the denominator is substituted correspondingly . The resulting discrete cini (tr,) is called
an autocorrelation sequenee (ACS) . In practice, instead of extrapolating N oo, tl~e
length of the MD run T := NL~t is chosen to be reasonably lange (for the results presented
in sectiort 3, the trajectories have been followed for 2000 - 8000 time steps, depeneling an
the size of the duster) . A direct application of FFT to c	 (t ) to obtain the VDOS

(2.54)

.=o

N

	

N
c,»(tn) expz27rkn/N,

	

< k <
2

	

- 2

N-1
&,(2trk/T) = t

suffers mainly from two Emdtations:

• Due to the discretization of frequencies, the frequeney resolution is limited to 22r/T,
i .e ., by the length of the MD rinn

• The strength of the peaks is proportional to the weight of the modes in the original
data set . An efficient energy transfer between the modes would then be required to
ensure that all of them would be excited sufficiently to be discerrdble fein, numerical
noise . This condition is seldom met during typical simulatiort times, since anhar-
monie terms in the potential that account for thermal equilibration are weck at Iow
temperatures.

The multiple Signal classification (MUSIC) analysis method [Mar87] is able to overcome
these difficulties to a luge extent by constructing a frequency estimator, i .e ., a continuous
funetion of frequency that exhibits sharp peaks at the frequencies of the eigenraodes, even if
their amplitudes in the incoming trajectory are small or even comparable to the numerical
noise . lt should be uoted, however, that a frequeney estimator function, unlike power
spectral density estimators (e .g ., the maximum. entropy estimator [PTVF92]) does not
preserve the weight of the eigenmodes in the trajectory, nor can the AGS be recovered by
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Fourier transforming the frequency estimator . To get the essence of the method, let us
assume the following idealized form of an ACS:

1
ces(ta,)

	

-

	

ä ( ) 2 exp -uairnAt +

	

= 0, . . . , L, L < N.

	

(2.56)

The last term has been added to account für numerical uncertainties . lt is called white
noise, justified by the fact that its FFT is a constant (Atpw) for all frequeneies . The
remaining terms may be imagined as being produced by, e .g., a linear combination of
complex sinusoidal funetions

V(tn)

	

a(wi ) exp -za) Irdlt,

	

(2 .57)

where the Gase of a real v would be contained by the requirement that, für every WZ,

there is a wr~ with cal, = (471 and a(-asi ) = &(wI ) . Applying (2.55) to this sequence
für a large but finite N and a complex scalar product then would yield (2 .56) with
ij i (wl ) ai (a.11 )WE 1 ,av(coi ,)2 apart from correetions of 0(1/N) . The number of inde-
pendent vibrational modes would then be P/2 = 3Nün„. - 5 für linear and P/2 = 3Nio,, - 6
für non-linear molecules, respectively, since they ()mir in pairs (wz, -cal ) . So far, the fre-
quencies haue not beeil speeified, but they may be determined by diagonalizing the complex
L L autocorrelation matrix defined by

	

1 tt,IT4 := CIrt,(t72-171) - :

	

+ PW511,77l°

The cleeomposition refiects the assumed form (2 .56) of the ACS. By construction, R and S
are Hermitian and consequently all eigenvalues are real and their (common) eigenvectors
eonstitute an orthonormal basis . . .,qLI of CL . A perfectly sinusoidal signal, such as
the harmonic gart of the ACS (2 .56) may be represented in this space as linear combinations
of complex sinusoidal veetors

e(ai) := (1, exp -uaAt, . . . ,exp -ua(L - 1)At) T

whieh may also serve to write a compact expression for the signal; matrix S

S

	

e(un)it' i (w1 ) 2 e(w1 )H.

We raay safely assume that for small microclusters P < L is always valid. In this ease, it

can be shown (see IMar87]) that S has rank P and therefore only P nonzero eigenvalues

. . . , Äp, sueh that the eigendecomposition of R is given by

+ pt,,)q1,'+

	

p.qk Hgru
is-a p. +i

P
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The eigenveetors that spar_ (pari of) the noise subspaee all haue the saure
eigenvalue and should therefore easily be distinguishable fror the ci of the signal subspaee.
In practice their eigenvalues will show dispersion due to the t imt that a finite 'tumber of
steps has been used to estimate their moduli are usually markedly smaller than
those of the signal subspace eigenvalues, provided that L is suffieiently large . As soon
as the eik of the noise subspace are known, they may be used to construet the MUSIC
frequency estimator function by the definition

i

	

Pmusrc ) =

	

elf (ta)q 1,1

	

(2.58)
P+1

Whenever a signal vector e(w) happens to lie within the signal subspace, Pmusw should
diverge by virtue of the orthogonality of noise and signal subspaces . In practice, estimation
errors will sause the function (2 .58) to be finite, but with very sharp peaks at the frequencies

On the other hand, if e(w) belongs to the noise subspace, it is desirable to choose L as
lange as possible, in order to rnaicimize the overlap with the noise subspaee eigenvectors,
since this resuits in a lange signal-to-noise ratio . In practice, a value L 5P seeins to be
recommendable ([Koh94]).

However, it has been observed [FAPC91], that the stability of the MUSIC algorithm
is reduced in the presence of anharmordeity and/or a skort ruh, causing frequencies to
move significantly when varying the sampling interval At and/or L . In order to improve
the stability of the MUSIC algorithm in such situations, Kohanoff [Koh94) proposed a
combination of MUSIC with a projection technique that singles out the normal mode
components of the trajectories . For this purpose, a first MUSIC estimate of the frequencies
cal is used to perform a Ieastssquares fit of the MD velocity sequence (2 .57) to a linear
combination of sinusoidal functions at these frequencies

sin (wi nAt +
Y~I

The amplitudes and phases of the eigenmodes as well as the eigenveetor components are the
fitting parameters . The variance of the fit is mirtiraized using the SD algorithm, inaposing
orthogonality an the eigenvectors ei of the modes at every iterative step using the Gram-
Schmidt algorithm. Then the velocity sequence is projected onto the eigenvectors

	

v«tn)

	

(v(tn)

to filier out a lange amount of both other modes and the noise that usually bias the
estimator (2 .56) . Depending the quality of the first estimate, a Barther applieation
of MUSIC to every projected sequence v l will either yield an improved estimate of the
frequency cal, or it will show several peaks, none of them elose to the original, indicating
a spurious frequency. Applying in tums MUSIC and then the projection of the ionic
velocities onto the eigenmodes, the seheme naay be repeated until self-consisteney in the
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variance of the fit is reached. lt is possible to improve the signal-to-noise ratio further
by performing a symmetry deeomposition of the Ml) trajectory by conventional group
theoretical analysis using projection operators [MSB94] and applying the scheine to the
symmetrized trajeetories. The final accuracy of the procedure can be assessed from the
residual deviation of the fit and a more extensive simulation should be performed, if it does
not prove satisfactory. This approach has been successfully applied to the determination of
the vibrational speetra of Coo [KAP92], C 70 [OAKP94] and ferrocene [Fe(C 5H5 ) 2] [MSB94].
The results presented in section 3 have been obtained with a version of Kohanoff's program
modified by Margl

	

[MSB94).

2 .3 .4 Comput ational Cost

lt is apparent that the CP method as described

	

the previous sections offers several
advantages over approaches based an matrix diagonalization:

o lt does not require the evaluation and storage of the fall Hamiltonian (0(Nw)
words of memory, where Npw denotes the nuniber of PWs in the expansion of the
wavefunetions).

• lt avoids matrix diagonalization, which is eomputationally very expensive, as the
number of operations indeed grows as 0(.lew).

• lt offers the particular attractive feature of heilig an iterative scheine; once EP'I{ejl
has beeil rrdnimized for a given ionic configuration, it is straightforward to use the
solution as a starting point for another (not very) different geometry. Fürthermore,
the caleulation can be started with a Iow E eut and then be improved by adding more
PWs.

However, the CP scheine requires only the storage of the wave functions, i .e ., 0(N,,,, iNpw
words (Nval is the nuraber of valenee electrons), plus the storage of the locol potential

vi.(r) := (vH [ü] + V. i n+ y n_ + v ) (r) . -.

	

,
av «r -

ps

	

)

which retplires 0(N,.,) words . N,. s, denotes the number of points of the FFT mesh (botb
real-space and reciprocal space), whieh is 1V.„, x312NFw (x has been defined in section

2 .3 .1 as the ratio between Edcut and Ee,,t ) . The basic steps in the computation of EPs[{e)-]

and 8E/8e«G)* are illustrated in Fig. 2 .2; this shows the most convenient space (real

or Fourier space) Chosen for the evaluation of different terms, and the order of operations

needed for the calenlotion of the various contributions . lt is common praetice [EMR93]
to consider only multiplications and/or divisions as contributions to the operation count,
since they are the most expensive elementary operations an a computer . As indicated in the
diagram, direct or inverse (<-) FFTs are used to transform between real and reeiproeal
space. The transforms are handled by a standard fast Fourier routine and need not to be
diseussed here . From results of computational analysis (see, for instance [PTVF92]) it is
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Reciprocal Space

	

Real Space

{e(G)}, o (N2-aI NPw)

EI.,

	

, o ( N.I NPw)

8E"
s, O( Nnoe),(2A5),,aas (G).

O(Ntnke), (2Ä7)
N,,al . FFT
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{(r)}, O(Nvai NFFT )

-1-

nl:.«r),

0(N)

V, ` (r), 0(N,)

Figure 2.2 : Block diagram illustrating the basic steps making up one iteration in the computation

of the energy and the Torces on the electrons, together with the number of operations needed in

their mimlatim See text for the definition of the various quantities.

knowu to require NFFT IV,. a logt P4, operations . Depending on the form of the nonlocal

PP used (eqs . 2.45 or 2.47), N,.üo,

	

NGHNLNIN,,,ti Npw and

	

NLNIN,j,, i Npw

N„„,a FFT

(1710,e!)(G), 0(N,,alNFFT )

4,
1 8.EPs öE« )

8a«G)*

	

äe

O (NFFT)

iee 0 (N,-.)
41 , O(N,. 8 )

(vH + v,''n(G), o (1,4

FFT

FFT

V ' + vplze)(r), O( NFFT)

(vioc :)(r), OfM.INr.)
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operations are required respectively for its contribution to the energy and the Torces, where
is the total number of atonas, NL = E;:0*" (21+ 1) and NGH is the number of integration

points of the Gauss-Hermite Integration formula . For systems where N,,ai is Irina smaller
than Npw-, the most time-conslirning steps are then the FFTs needed to set up the
density in real space and the contribution of Vh to the Torces on the electrons in reciprocal
space. For suttEeiently ?arge systems the orthogonalization of the wavefunctions (Erst Erle
of the uppermost block in Fig . 2.2) which grows as N,2a1NpTv, dominates and the numerical
cost of the algorithm still grows with the third power of the system size . The search for
algorithms that scale quadratically or evert linearly with systera size (see, for instance,
[ODMG95, MG94, HTP94j) is the subject of continuing researeh interest.

The various terms shown in Fig. 2 .2 are updated once during an SD or MD step.
On the other hand, in a single CG step, E P'[.fl] and

	

are evaluated three times
to minimize EPS along the conjugate direction ei n (see section 2.1.3) . This leads to an
increase of the absolute computational cost of a CG step by about a factor of 2 3 with
respeet to an SD and/or MD step, but the differenee in cost is greatly reduced and is
rnore than counterbalanced by the betten effieieney of the former method . lt is well known
[SCPB89, BG90], and has been. verified in the present calenladons, that the CG algorithm
reduces the namber of iterations by a factor of 5 - 10, depending on the system in study.
Some absolute figures to assess the demand of the programs for computing time for the
dass of systems studied hexe may be found in section 3 .



Chapter 3

Result s

Up to now, these is little structural information about microclusters (i .e ., clusters with
up to - 13 atoms) available from experiments [MPC95] . One reason for this Situation is
simply given by the size of these particies, which are too sman for traditional solid state
methods as nudear magnetie resonance (NMR) or x-ray difEraetion to be directly applica-
ble. The formation of single crystals of microclusters is, however, severely hampered by the
often high reactivity of these molecules already present at room temperature, which results

from "dangling bonds" . Exceptions are rare, consisting of Clusters with saturated bonds,
such as small Clusters of sulfur and seleniuin [Don74] and several carbon Clusters such as
C80 [FSM 91] . On the other hand, photoelectron detachment spectroscopy (PE) is now
a well-establisheel experimental tool for the study of structural and eleetronic properties
of size-selected Clusters . These experiments usually investigate charged clusters, which al-
Iow for highly selective mass-separation in mass spectrometers by simply applying electric
and/or magnetic fields . The spectra eonvey a wealth of infortnation on eleetronie exeitation
properties that haue the potential to provide a valuable source of structural information,
where opportunities for direet comparison with experiments are rare . The interpretation
of these spectra still remains a prominent task in the field of Cluster physics . To clarify
the origin of the various features contained in these spectra a dose collaboration between
theoretical and experimental physicists would be desirable, as these spectra depend usually
on (and can be moclified by) many experimental parameters . An experimental group at
the Forschungszentrum Jülich led by Gerd Ganteför has been alle to check our theoretical
predictions by highly resolved photoeleetron detachment measurements [GPS96] . There-
fore, after presenting some computational details of our method in seetion 3 .1, a skort
summary of the experimental setup will be given in section 3 .2 to provide the realer with
some information that will be needed for the discussion of our results in seetions 3 .3-3.5.
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3 .1 Computational Details

As already mentioned in section 2 .3, we use a repeatedseell scheine and consider only Bloch
waves at the k 0 point of the BZ . In the calculations for elusters of sulfar and phosphorus
a large face-centered cubic unit cell with lattice eonstant 30 a.u., was used, while a simple
cubic unit cell with lattice constant 20 a .u. was used for the Sin C,.n- molecules . No further
symmetry restrictions have been applied to the MD simulations . The calculations for the
larger elusters were repeated using a larger cell (lattice constant 36 a .u. for S,,- clusters,
30 a.u. for Sin C,.,,- clusters), which resulted in negligible changes (less than - 1%) in
bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles . As already mentioned in section 2 .3.1, for
clusters of sulfur and phosphorus we use the PP parameters of Bachelet et al . [BHS821
with sp nonlocality (1,n = 2) and energy cutoff = 14 Ry for the orbital functions.
For the density, we Chose Edcut = 28 Ry, which results in -3200 and -s9000 plane waves in
the expansion of the wave functions and the density, respectively . As has been shown in
previous calenlotions on neutral sulfur [HJCP88, JH90b] and phosphorus [JH90e] Clusters
carried out at our institute, this provides a reliable deseription of structural parameters and
binding energies less than 1% from the convergence limit . Test calculations on C2 indicated,

PP .Eeut (Ry) De (eV) r (a .t1 .) w(cm-l)

BBS 18 -5.96 2.54 1569

BEIS 27 -6.76 2.41 1853
BBS 39 -6.95 2.37 1868

BEIS 54 -7.05 2.36 1871

BBS 70 -7.11 2.35 1883

TM 18 -6.12 2.47 1537

TM 27 -6.91 2.37 1847

TM 33 -7.06 2.35 1878

TM 39 -7.15 2.34 1899

TM 53 -7.18 2.34 1897

TM 70 -7.19 2.34 1896

AE-LSDa -7.19 2.35 1869

Clb -5.8 2.35 1940

exp.c -6.21 2.34 1855

ef. [PA82].

bRef. [RB87].

cRef. ["111179].

Table 3 .1: Spectroscopic parameters (see text) of C 2 , 1E . The frequencies have been determined
from the second derivatives of the potential energy curve.

however, that an application of the saure kind of PP to com.pounds of this element is not
desirable, as its use would require an comparatively high Gutoff of more than 50 Ry to
obtain a comparable level of accuracy. The results for the well-depth De , the bond length
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re and the vibration frequeney (ca) for the 1 E GS of C2 are given in table 3 .1 (see the
values labeled "MS") . This led us to test sp nonlocal PPs of Trollliier and Martins [T 91]
on the mixed C-Si Clusters . As can be deduced from table 3.1 (values labeled "TM"), this
PP shows more favourable convergence properties . Full convergence, however, cannot be
claimed with our choice for Ec.ut , i .e ., 30 Ry, although all parameters shown deviate by
less than 2% from their values at &tut = 54 Ry (which may serve as a reference point).
Further tests included several other states of C 2 , Si2 and SiC, which all showed a less
critieal behavioux . Our choice for the parameters leads to - 11000 and -- 31000 PWs in
the expansion of the wave fimetions and the density, respectively . For Clusters of Sn- and
Pn -, the factorized form (2 .36) of the nonlocal part of the PP was adopted to speed up
ealenlations, whereas, in the ease of Si,,C,.n - Clusters, a Gauss-Hermite integratiort with
NGH = 13 integration points was used to evaluate contributions from the nonloeal parts
(2.35) of the PP to the energy and the forces.

With appropriate values of the artifieial mass for the eleetronic degrees of freedorn
p = 300 a.u. and the integration time step (2-7) x 2.419 - 10-17 seconds, the
deviations from the BO energy surface during the MD runs have always been less than
0.005 eV per atom for times of the Order of es 2000 time steps.

Before applying our extrapolation schere to calenlee the total energy of charged Clus-
ters, we ensured that the density was always small near the cell boundaries by translating
and/or rotating the clusters within the eell . We tested the energy extrapolation mainly on
several sulfur Clusters . The change in the energy of S- using an . extrapolation parameter
of 16 instead of 8 (see section 2 .3 .2) was only -3x10' eV, so that our ehoiee of this
parameter should be very reliable. Further tests involved increasing the FFT m.esh from
323 to 48' points and the energy eutoff from 14 to 37 .8 Ry, with an increase in the number
of plane waves in the expansion of the density to over 39000 . The change in the electron
affinity of S- (2 .42 eV to 2 .37 eV) indieates that further expansion of the basis set will
change Edle . We have also tested the effect of increasing the dimensions of the unit cell
on our extrapolation seheme. For the isomer of S7-- discussed below [Fig . 3.12(a)], we
increased the lattice constant from 30 to 36 a .u., enlarged the FFT-mesh to 36' points
and the number of plane waves in the expansion of the den .sity to -46000 . The calculated
vertical detachment energy (VDE) decreased by only 0 .02 eV.

For the exehange-correlation functional of the eleetron gas, we have used the Vosko et.
al. [VWN80] (for P,) and Perdew-Zunger [PZ8O] (for parametrizations of
the Monte Carlo numerieal results of Ceperley and Ader [CAASO], respectively.

GS and local minima are found by seleeting initial geometries of sulfur, phosphorus
and silieon-carbon clusters from those suggested in the 1iterature ([HJCP88, JH90b] for
Sn , [JH90e, JS92] for P n) and/or found upon MD simulations on isomeric structures of
the neutral Clusters (all Si,C, Clusters) . Talding the neutral local minimum shapes as trial
initial states, we perform an extensive MD search for the anionie clusters finding several
elose local minihaa by means of a dynamical simulated annealing strategy . First we relax
the electronic degrees of freedom to their GS and then run repeated eyeles of CG (less
than - 100 time steps), combined SD (eleetrons and Ions, - 10 time steps) and CP-MD
(- 1000 time steps) . As deseribed in section 2.2 .1, we keep the instantaneous temperature
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of the simulations during the MD runs at constant values in the Lange of 4004000 K to
within a certain toleanee (±10 K) . The temperature is then reduced to 100-300 K in the
vicinity of ltreal minima. Depending on the size of the system and the quality of the initial
geornetr3,, about 5000-20000 MD steps are needed to find the most prominent Iowslying
local minima nearby. The CPU time required for each time steil was in the range of 1-9
seconds on a Cray YMP8/864 computer, depending on the number of occupied electronic
states and the energy eutoff used.

For the comparison with experimental PE spectra, we focus on vertical excitation pro-
cesses ; i .e., we keep the atomie geometry unchanged . For every anionie duster in its GS,
we consider all the final states corresponding to the removal of a single electron that are
covered by the DF formalism, i .e., the lowest states of every symmetry only . These are
not GSs and sometimes require ealeulations for determinantal states that have holes below-
the Fermi energy, which cannot be obtained by straightforward total energy minimization.
Therefore, in order to compute the total energy of the final states, we have adopted a
constrained rainimization procedure, in whieh we relate the occupation numbers and the
order or symmetry of the orbitals.

3 .2 Experimental Setup

The present section is devoted to a brief deseription of those aspects of the experiments
accompanyiug our ealeulations that concern the diseussion of our results in the following
seetions . A more detailed deseription of the apparatus may be found in [CGE92] . The
experimental setup as depicted in Fig . 3.1 consists of a pulsed arc duster ion source
(PACIS) [GShMB90, SLJ + 91], a timesof ffight (Tof) mass spectrometer, an exeimer laser
for eleetron detachment, and a time-of-ftight eleetron spectrometer . The sulfur Clusters are
generated by pulsed ignition of an eleetric arc, the lower electrode of which has the shape of
a crucible containing the material under investigation. About 10% of the emitted material
is charged. Reactive materials such as phosphorus require special treatment to avoid direet
contaet with air . In this rase, the sonne chamber is designed as a glove box that is fiooded
with an inert gas (N2 ) during manipulation and evacuated during the measurements . For
the saure reason, phosphorus reust be stored under waten outside the ehamber, which is a
source of oxide and hydride impurities in spite of the efforts to rainimize contarnination (see
section 3 .4 for a diseussion of the implieations on the measurements) . Baring ignition, a
pulse of He gas is fiushed through the gap between the eleetrodes and carries the vaporized
material into an extender, where Clusters grow on cooling . After leaving the extender, the
gas containing the neutral and ionic Clusters Passes through a conical nozzIe into vacuum
and forms a supersonic ,vet . After passing a skimmer, the anions in the beam are accelerated
in a pulsed electric field (timesofsflight (Top`) mass spectrometer), where the Clusters are
accelerated to the saure kinetie energy &in eU and thereby separated aecording to their
time-of-fligh.t or their masses, respectively . A typical mass speetrum [see, e .g., Fig. 3.3(11)]
contains Eines corresponding to every size of Clusters present in the beam . The overall
shape of the spectrum depends on the following parameters of the source :
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Figure 3.1 : Schematic experimental setup.

• the intensity of the He gas pulse (stagnation pressure),

o the time-delay (AtHA) between the opening of the He valve and the ignition of the
arc,

• the time-delay (AtAE) between ignition and the switching on of the eleetric field,

• the voltage of the arc, and

• the duration of the arc.

lt is important to discuss the &Feet of changing these parameters, since this can result in
the preferential generation of different isomers . A lower intensity of the He pulse results
in a slower transport of the Clusters through the extender and favours the Formation of
larger Clusters . The time delay At HA has a sirnilar influenee, because at the beginning and
the end of the He pulse its intensity and therefore its fiow velocity is Iow . The parameter
AtAE determines whether Clusters leaving the source first or later are detected in the mass
speetrum. Clusters leaving the source immediately after ignition have spent a short time
in the extender and are smaller . The voltage of the arc determines the rate of vaporization
and the partial pressure of the material, a large value of whieh results in more eoffisions and
larger Clusters . The duration of the arc has only a minor iniluence an the mass spectrum.

Finally, the anion beam is directed into the interaction region of a "magnetic bottle"
ToF electron spectrometer . A selected bunch of phosphorus Clusters of a pairticular size
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is irradiated by a UV-laser pulse of energy 100 pJ-1 mJ (second, third, and fourth har-
mordes of a Nd-Yag laser, corresponding to hv=2 .33, 3 .49, and 4 .66 eV, respectively).
The detached eleetrons are guided towards the electron detector by magnetic fields, and
their kinetic energies Zur, are determined from the measured time-of-fiight . Their binding
energy Eb in the Cluster is then determined by the equation of the photoelectric effect

Eb = hv - Ekin .

The energy resolution, which is limited by the Doppler effect due to the velocity of the
anions, increases with deereasing eleetron kinetic energy and inereasing mass of the anions.
In the measurements presented in sections 3 .3-3.5 it varies between 0 .02-0 .1 eV. There is
also an uncertainty in the absolute value of the BE of ±0 .05 eV.

3 .3 Sulphur Cluster Anions

S,,- clusters constitute an ideal starting point for the determination of duster structures
from PE data, since the structures of their neutral counterparts are among the best char-
acterized of all atomic elusters. One reason for this is the fast that sulfur is exceptional
in that many S, mieroclusters either occur as or may be prepared as molecular crystals
(n=6-8,10-13,18,20) [Don74, Ste84], which allows for the application of x-ray structural
analysis.

In recent years there have been studies of the neutral elusters using a range of ex-
perimental techniques . Ramm. spectroscopy of sulfur vapor up to 700°C [Rd. [LPC88]]
indicates the presence of chainlike species of S 3, two isomers of S4, chainlike helical con-
formers with n > 4, and cyclic species with n=6,7,8 . Infrared studies of matrix isolated
sulfur clusters [BMA9I] have also been interpreted to ixnply the presence of two S4 isomers.

The characterization of the structures of the duster ions (S,e) is more difficult, although
there has been mach evidence for their existente . The cations Swere detected up to
n=56 several years ago [Mar84] . The sulfur anions S,.7 have also been the subjects of many
studies. S-, and S3- have been identified in single crystals ELJ73j and their electron
affinities in the gas phase have been determined by photoelectron speetroscopy to be 2 .077
eV [HL85a], L66 eV [CBH74], and 2 .09 eV [NE86], respectively. The reactivities of Sn-
ions up to n=6 with several molecular species have been measured by Fourier tra .nsform
ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) [SBNSB92], and reactions with NO 2 were observed in
all cases . For n=2-5 there is a direct transfer of an electron to nitric oxide, indicating
that the affinities of these ions are less than that of NO 2 (2 .28 eV, Ref. [WEIMP81]) . The
reaetion of S 5- with NO 2 led to a considerable yield of S3 , which was viewed as evidence
for a chainlike rather than a cyclic strueture [SBNSB92] . The reactivity of the cations Sn+
with NO2 showed a drop at n=5, suggesting that there may be a structural transition from
chains to rings [SBNSBO2J . The wide range of measurements an sulfur Clusters dummmuts
both the interest in their properties and their structural fiexibility . There have also been
numerous theoretical studies . Hohl et al. [HJCPS8I using a combination of density
funetional (DF) calculations with molecular dynamics (MD) - and Raghavaehari et al .
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Figure 3.2 : Binding energies per atom Eb /n for S; clusters as a function of n.

[RRB90] using Hartree-Fock caleulations with fourth order Moller-Plesset corrections
- studied neutral elusters up to n=13 . In the esse of S4 there are several isomers with
comparable energies . The two rnost stable are singlet states with cis-planar (C 2 ) and
rectangular (D2h) symmetries, with most calntristions showing the former to be slightly
more stable [QSM9O, vN91] (see Sec . 3.3 .1 ). There have been fewer studies of charged
sulfur clusters . Zakrzewski and von Niessen [ZvN94] have recently considered S3, S4 , and
S5 and their positive and negative Ions . Their results for the vertical attachment energies
of the neutral clu.sters at their optimum geometries complement our own.

3 .3..1 Optimal Georneries, Vibration Frequencies, and Vertical

Excitation Energies

We present the struetures of energetieally low-lying isomers of sulfur duster anions in
Figs. 3.5-3.15 and Tables 3 .6-3 .11. Distances and bond angles not given explicitly are
related by symmetry to values in the tables . Angles are given to the nearest degree,
and the sign of the dihedral angle sy has been chosen in accordance with the convention
of Ref. [KP60] . Apart from the distances between the end atoms in the "broken ring"
struetures, we include in the figures and tables only interatomic distances shorter than
5.3 a.u., the minimum the pair correlation funetion of liquid sulfur between the first
peak for covalently bonded pairs and the second peak for non-bonded pairs [S L86].
"Bonds" are shown black for distances <4 .8 a.u. and White from 4 .8 to 5 .3 a.u.

We have estimated the relative stabilities of equally charged elusters using self-consis-
tent energies without extrapolation . The calculated binding energies per atom

Ej/n = [(n - 1)EI + Er -
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Figure 3 .3: Mass speetra of

	

clusters generated by the PACIS. slow cooling of the sulfur
plasma, 11 : more rapid cooling.

are plotted in Fig . 3.2 for all anionic structures considered here . The stabiE.ty inereases
with increasing cluster size n, so that S,- ;- clusters should be observable for all n in the
range studied here . With the exceptions of the upper C 2, and Doch isomers of S3- , there are
numerous minima in the potential energy surface of the anion clusters with similar energies.
Most features contained in the PE speetra 3 .7-3.13 provided by [GPS96] can be interpreted
approximatively aceording to the Franek-London principle . This is the approximation that
the transitiort is vertical, i .e., the transition takes place from the minimum of the BO energy
surface of the anion to vibrationally excited states on the BO energy surface of the neutral
species without change of the geometrical strueture. As the BO-approximation, this is
based on the view that the mielei move mueh more slowly than eleetrorts . The nuclei
respond only after the transition by breaking into vigorous vibration . Sonne of the spectra
(see, e .g., Fig. 3 .7) also contain features that do not originate in eleetronic transitions, such
as a feature at very Iow kinetic energy (4 .4-4.5 eV BE, denoted BG) that corresponds to
background electrons . These are generated by scattered light striking surfaces within the
spectrometer . The laser fiux is also high enough to allow fragmentation to take place via
multi-photoa proeesses, and features of the spectrum of S- were found in the speetra of
several S; elusters . These result from the proeess

	

S + hv

	

Snti l + S- .

A second photon can detach the electron from the monomer, resulting in a superposition
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Figure 3.4: Vertical detachment energies of sulfur anions S ;, n=1-9. Cireles: experiment,
crosses : caleulations, induding values for helical chains . The bars cover the values for other ehain

structures.

of the speetra of the rnonomer and the duster . These peaks ( 2 .1 eV, denoted A) are
relatively small arid easy to identify . The spectra for S n , n=1-3 are also in good agreement
with. earlier experimental results [HL85a, CBH74, NE86].

The two photoelectron spectra for S6- and S 7- displayed in Fig . 3.13 have beeil obtained
at two different adjustments [(1), (11)] of the duster source and are of special interest,
because they differ completely. As we will show in the following, this indicates the genera-

tion of different isomers with different source adjustments . The effect of th.e corresponding
adjustments an the mass spectra is shown in Fig .3.3.2. In case (1) the souree is adjusted to
favor small clusters with n=2-7. With the exception of the trimer, clusters with n <6 have

a very low intensity in spectrum (11). The progression starts at Se- and reaches a maximum
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n A

	

B

	

c

	

D

	

E
2 1 .84(0.05)

	

L91 2.3(0.1) 2.45 2.73(0.1) 2.98 4.4(0.15)

3 Frag 2.50(0 .05) 2.64 3.7(0 .1) 3 - 73 3.9(0.1) 3.95
3.77

4 Frag 2.42(0 .05) 2.49 2.7(0 .1) 2.96(0.05) 3 .19 3 .87(0.1)

	

3 .96

2.85 .81
5 Frag 2.97(0 .03)

3.28
3.9(0 .1) 3

.923

6(1) 2 .62(0.1)

	

2 .61 3.3(0.15) 3.17 4.1(0.1) 3.80

6(11) 3 .35(0.05)

	

3 .55

7(1) 2 .66(0.05)

	

2.69 3.47(0.07) 3 .88 4.14(0 .07) 4.15 4.4(0.1) 4.51

7(11) 3 .38(0.05)

	

3.52 3.6(0.2) 3 .62

Table 3.2 : Binding energies (at the maxima) of transitions in the photoelectron spectra of Sz,
n=1-7 (eV) . Assigmnents A-D correspond to those in the spectra [Fig . 3.7], experimental numbers
are given in the left column with uneertainties in brackets, calculated values in the right column.
"Frag" devotes features assigned to photoemission front S ions generated by photofragmentation.

at Sj . Only S3- , S6- and S7- have relatively high intensities in both spectra . Sinee all the
adjustment parameters differ in the two eases and each speetrum iran. be obtained using
more than one set of parameters, it is difficult to analyze the growth processes responsible.
However, spectrum (1) is probably the result of a slower process similar to an anne&ing of
the Clusters, and speetrum (II) the result of a more rapid cooling process . In spectrum (II),
the He pulse is more intense, whieb increases the jet veloeity, so the elusters have shorter
Limessof-flight than in (1) and spend less time in the extender . If all other parameters were
the same, the average duster size would be smaller in (II) than in (1) . However, using a
higher are voltalte increases the rate of vaporization and the partial Pressure of sulfur, and
langer Clusters can result . We will provide evidence for this assumption in the following,
when we discuss the photoelectron spectra of the individual eilusters.

lt should be noted that the DF formalism applies to the lowest state of a given symmetry
and not just to the ground state of a given molecule, and we use the fitting procedure of von
Barth [vB79] to obtain the corresponding physieal multiplet energies . The resulting spin
multiplets of the atom and the neutral Clusters with the optimal geometries of the atom
and all ions from S 2- to S9- shown in the figures are given in appendix C . Fig . 3.4 shows a
comparison of the calculated VDE with values extracted from the photoelectron spectra,
including values for S 6- and S7- found in both spectra. In the ease of ions with n > 5, there
are a variety of ehain struetures that are local minima an the BO energy surface and we
show both the range of VDE values and the result for the helieal eh .ain. The curves show
that the VDEs depend strongly an the geometry. The overall agreement is remarkably
good, indicating a high probability, although no guarantee that th .e most stable struetures
were found. Moreover, transitions into excited states of S n can be identified and provide
valuable additional information . Details are given in Table 3 .2, where we list the VDE
and the binding energies corresponding to different transitions for the spectra shown in
Figs .3.7, 3 .8 and 3.13.

FurtlIerinore, vibrational fine structure is resolved in the spectra of S,; with n=2,3,4,6.
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Molecule Symmetry Method Frequency w e

S 2	D h(3E;) Fxpt"

	

725.65 ( mag)
Fxpt t'

	

725 ± 12
here

	

691 (e?$ )

Cis

	

778 (ag)
S3 3.9(a)

	

C2„('Ax)

	

Exptd	256 (a1 ), 575 (a1), 656 (b 2 )
here

	

247 (a 1 ), 583 (al), 660 (b 2 )
DE'

	

257 (ai ), 602 (a 1 ), 690 (b 2 )
MP2 1	263 (a 1 ), 577 (a 1 ), 758 (b 2 )

S 3 3.9(b)

	

D3h

	

here

	

478 (e'), 625 (4)
DF9	478 (e'), 619 (a1)

S4 3.9(c)

	

C2„(aA 1 )

	

here

	

111 (a 1 ), 238 (a 2 ), 334 (b2),
336 (a 1), 652 (b 2 ), 689 (a1 )

C1h	141 (a 1), 222 (a 2 ), 353 (b2),
421 (a 1), 693 (b2), 701 (aj)

S4 3.9(d)

	

D2h ( 1Ag )

	

here

	

67 (b3u), 249 (au), 322 (ag),
335 (bog), 668 (b2u), 697 (ag)

CIh	120i (b2. ), 262 (au), 334 (ag),
355 (b3g), 782 (b1u ), 877 (ag)

S4 3 .10(a) C2h($Ag)

	

here

	

98 (au), 107 (bu ), 216 (ag ),
462 (aag ), 638 (b am ), 648 (ag )

CIh	101 (au), 140 (bu), 252 (ag),
528 (ag), 678 (ag), 681 (bu )

'Ref. [HH79].
bPresent work, photoelectron detachment
C Ref [QSM90], CISD(TZ2P+f).
dRef. [[LPLO86].
*'Ref. [MHA93], TZ2P+f, LSD.
Ref. [RAH+86], quoted by Ref. [MHA93], MP2, 6-31G*.

gR.ef . [MHA93], TZ2P+f, LSD
hRef. [QSM90], CISl7(DZP).

Table 3 .3 Calculated vibration frequeneies wG

	

of seleeted isomers of neutral Sn, n=2-4.
Additional labels refer to the figures.

As already mentioned in section 2 .3 .3, we have used the seif-con.sistent multiple-signal
dassification (MTJSIC) procedure described by Kohanoff [Koh941 to caiculate the vibra-
tion frequencies of local minima on the BO energy surface of the neutral Clusters closest
to the geometry of the most stable isomer of the anion. The calculations require non-
thermal .y equilibrated MD trajectories for the system in question . We remove an electron
from the enion and allow the systems to evolve in MD run .s (at ti 300 - 500 K) to find
the dosest minimum on the energy surface of the neutral Cluster . The resulting struc-
tur.°al Parameters are given in Table 3 .12. duster atoms are then displaced by small
amounts, either randomly or according to the eigenveetors of the expected normal modes,
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Molecule Symmetry Method Frequency av,

S6 3.10(b) D3h here 108(e"), 161 (as), 207 (e`),
249 (aß), 271(a'I ), 301 (e"),
672 (e"), 710 (ai )

Se6 3.10(c) D3d

	

Expt~

	

180 (ev), 203 (eg), 265 (a ,g),
312 (a2,4 ), 390 (a 1 .j, 451 (e u),
462 (eg), 477 (aig)

here

	

160 (e,,), 187 (eg), 255 (a ig),
303 (a2 .u), 347 (aiu), 458 (e u),
474 (eg), 476 (a ig)

S 9 3.10(d) C2 Expt1 100, 104, 111, 117, 151, 155,
161, 181, 188, 215, 222, 245,
256, 297, 416, 436, 442, 454,
455, 463, 477

here 89(a), 119(b), 135(b), 148 (a),
170(a), 201(b), 219(b), 230(a),
230(b), 242(b), 295(a), 393(a),
419(a), 429(a), 435(b), 454(a),
465(a), 483(a)

~

	

. [Ste75a].
bc .S9 from Reference [S sS85].

Table 3 .4: Calculated vibration frequencies

	

(cm-i) of selected isomers of neutral S,,, n=6,9.
Additional Iabels refer to the figures.

and the trajectories are followed for 2000 to 8000 time steps at 300 K. The results for
selected Clusters are given in Tables 3.3 (2-4 atoms) and 3 .4 (6 and 9 atoms), together with
experimental frequencies . `or the Clusters with n=2-4 atoms, the agreement is generally
better than found with other methods of calculation.

Adiabatic energy differences, i .e ., the energy differentes between the optirnized stru .c-
tu.res of an ;on and neutral Cluster, will : be discussed where appropriate.

In the rase of sulfur, or for any atom with the valence configuration or p4 , the energies for
th.e multiplet 3P, 1D and rS can be obtained by von Barth [vB79] fits to the corresponding
equations and their energies together with energies of higher excited states with respeet to
the GS of the an.ion are given in appendix 0 . The limits an the reliability of the procedure
are shown by the results for the (single determinant) state 3P, where a direct calculation
gives a VDE of 2.42 eV . A fit using all tbree determinants gives 2 .21 eV, while the measured
value is 2.08 eV HL85a] . The photoelectron spectra of Sj [Figs. 3 .7(a), 3 .8(a)] show a
feature assigned to this transition as well as a further feature assigned to the transition into
the 1D state of neutral S at 3 .223 eV BE, which is also overestimated by our calculated
value (3.63 eV) .
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Moleeule Symmetry to,

Dooh , 2 flg Expt a 589.4 (o-g)
here 577

Si 3.5(a) 2 B1 Expt b 235.5 (ai), 535 (arg, 571 (b i )
here 216 (a j ), 529 (hl.), 557(bi)

aRef. [CC78) (Si in ultramarine green).
b Ref. [CC78] (from blue and red sulphux solutions in dimethylfor-

mamide and hexamethylphosphoramide).

Table 3 .5: Caleulated vibration frequencies (nie, cm') of S 2- and S 3- .

The attachment of an additional electron to the neutral sulfur isomers generally leads to
an appreciable increase in the bond lengths . The calculated value for (see Table 3 .6)
is - 6% langer than that in the neutral dim.er (3.61 a.u .) and slightly langer than that
reported below for S . In S2- the added eleetron oceupies axt antibonding Irg*(3p) orbital
and the strength of the double bond in S 2 is reduced accordingly.

As explained in section 2 .1 .2 and appendix B, the transition energies into sonne multiplet
states, such as the "Et, 'Et, "Et, "Et, and '44 of the . . .5erg22tru327rg3 configurations
of S2- , cannot be computed with the von Barth fitting procedure, since the orbitals in
the determinants required differ only by phase factors . However, the remainin.g caleulated
exeitation energies to the 'E;, and l E states of S 2 (1.91, 2.45, 2.98 eV) are in
satisfactory agreement with the the First three peaks (1 .84, 2.45, 2.73 eV) observed in
Fig. 3 .7(b).

A single vibrational progression with a frequency of 725±12 cm' is assigned to fea-
ture A in the speetrum, in accordance with earlier measurements (725 .65 cm' [111179]).
Alth.ough the calculated value [691 em a (o-g )] deviates noticeably from these results, the
agreement is better than that achieved by Cl ealeulations (778 cm- t , [QSM90]) . The
measured frequency of S 2- (Table 3 .5) is for solutions . The dependence an the host is
shown, for example, by the Raman frequencies of S in Nal, KI, and Rbl (599 .8, 600 .0,
and 605 .7 cm', respectively) [SF76] . Data for S 2- in ultramarine green [CC78] is given in
Table 3 .5.

S3

We have found three local minima in the energy surfetee for this ion (Table 3 .6) . The open
ground state C2 ,7 , Fig . 3.5(a)] with valence eleetron configuration lailg2c42g3allg
144ai3g2bl differs from the C2v singlet ground state of S 3 by having a (3.6%) langer
bond and a (he 20%) smaller bond angle . The present values (see Tables 3 .6 and 3 .12) agree
well with. recent Cl calenkations (3.58 a.u., 117° for S 3 ; 3.76 a.u., 115° for S3- ) [ZvN94].
The bond length in the matrix isolated anion has been estimated by electron paramagnetie
resonance (EPR) to be 3 .97 a.u. [LL78] The calculated dissociation energy (into S 2- and
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Moleeule Symmetry State AE
S;- D,h 2 11 g 0.0

d12=3 .81
3.5(a) C2a 2 13 1 0.0

(112,13=3.79; a1 =II5 0

Si 3.5(b) C2v 2 E2 1 .73
d12,13=4.17 ; d23=4 .20; oz i=610; a2,3=600

S -3-i 3.5(e) D ov4, 2H,, 2 .22
d12,13=4.06

S7 3 .5(d) C2v 2A2 0.0
d12 ,3.g=3.71 ; d14=5.83; d23=4.28 ; 42 14=78 0 ;

SZ 3.5(e) D2h
2Au

0.05

d12,34= 3 .69 ; d14,23=4.92
SZ 3.5(f) C2h 2B, 0.13

(112,34=3.76; d23=4.03; oi2,3=108'

'.fable 3.6 : Structure parameters for isomers of Sz, n,=2-4, with energies LEE relative to the
ground state (eV) . Bond lengths 4 in a.u., bond angles ai and dihedral angles yij in degrees.
Additional labels refer to the figures.

S) is 4.4 eV/molecule (experimentally 3 .3 eV/molecule) [NE86], somewIaat larger than the
estimate found for the dissociation of S 3 [HJCP88] . The second C2v structure [Fig. 3.5(b)
and Table 3.6] is a Jahn-Teller distorted version of the D 3h structure (equilateral triangle)
of S3 and has an energy rauch (1 .73 eV) higher than the fiirst and rauch longer bonds
(4.20 a.u.) . The structure of a high.-lying linear [D .h, Fig. 3 .5(c)] isomer is also given in
Table 3.6.

The measured excitation energies (2 .50, 3 .7, 3.9 eV) are consistent with transitions for
the open structure [Fig . 3 .5(a)] to the 3 A2/3B 1 and 3B2 state of the neutral duster
(2.64, 3.73/3.77, 3.95 eV), but not with excitations for the ring structure [Fig . 3.5(b)]
(1.34, 2.93, 2.94 eV for the 3A2 , 3 B 1 states, respectively) . The calculated adiabatic
electron affinity (2 .50 eV) for the C2v ground state of S 3- is aeceptable Agreement with the
experimental value (2 .396+0.02 eV) . Minor deviations between the VDE (2.50 ± 0 .05 eV)
and the adiabatic electrort affinity (EA, 2 .396 ± 0 .02 eV) obtained from spectrum 3.7(e)
and the values found in an earlier work ([0BH74], VDE=2 .41±O.03, EA=2 .106+0 .014 eV)
are attributed to different vibrational temperatures of the anions.

As explained above, the Interpretation of the vibrational structure contained in the
speetruin requires the calculation of the fundamental modes of the local minimum struc-
tures an the BO energy surface of the neutral trimer at the GS geometry of the anhin.
Meyer et al. [MSH072] assigned a band in the gas Phase absorption spectrum at 590 cm'
to the stretehing frequency of S 3 . Raman bands at 651 and 585 cm" for S 3 in an SO 2

=tax and at 662 and 583 cm" in solid argon [TB75] were assigned to the b 2 and al

stretching modes [HTB73] . A Raman study of sniff= vapor [LPLC86] identified three fun-
damental modes at 656, 575 and 256 cm', and a more detailed investigation by the same
group assigned the a 1 bending and stretching modes to wave numbers of 281 and 581 cm",
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(e) S4- ( D 2h) (» s4- (C 2

«4

	

(C s)

(b) s; (D 2,,)

4

2

(.4 s; (c 2)

Figure 3.5: Struetures of (a-e) S3- and (d-f)

	

Figure 3.6 : Structures of (a-d) S 5- and (e-f)
SZ.

respectively [PEC93] . In the infrared spectra of S3 in solid argon, the b2 stretching mode
has been identified [BMA9I], although the wave numbers reported (674 .5, 676 .2 and 680
cm» depend on the trapping site . While there is some seatter in the measured frequen-
cies, our calculated values of the harmonie vibration frequencies are in overall agreement
and deviate least (less than 4 %) from the results in Ref. [LPLC86] . The reoptimization
after ionization of the C2 1) structure [3 .5(b)] of Si gave the D3h isomer of S3 [Fig. 3 .9(b),
Table 3 .12], to which no measured spectral features haue been attributed . Vibration fre-
quencies calculated for there two isomers of S 3 using other methods [RAH+86, MHA93]
are also given in Table 3 .12. The vibration frequency (570±24 ero .- 1) eneountered in the
photoelectron speetrum is larger than that in Ref. [NE86] (500±48 cm-1 ), which might
be due to the differente between hot and cold bands . lt agrees well with the calculated
value 583 (a l) of the C2 ,, isomer, but falls in a pronounced gap of the speetrum for the
D3h isomer . 'Ehere is no evidente that the latter is generated by the PACIS . The measured
frequeneies of S3- are for solutions [CC78] and agree well lieh the values calculated here
(Table 3 .5) . The structures of both S3- isomers [3.5(a) and 3 .5(c)] relax on ionization to
the C2, isomer of S3 [Fig . 3 .9(a)], whose structural Parameters are given in Table 3 .12.
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S "4-

Three structures of the anion [Fig . 3.5(d-f)] have very similar energies [Table 3 .6] . The
most stable - a eis-planar structure with C2u symmetry [Fig . 3 .5(d)] - was also found in
a recent theoretical study [ZvN94], with bond angles - 12% larger and the "laug" Bond
distance - 9% smaller than ours.

We have noted that recent theoretical [QSM90] and experimental work [B A91] on
neutral S4 indicate that the most stable isomer has cis-planar (C2 ) symmetry. This is
supported by caleulations using the present method, wIlere we find that this isomer is
0.05 eV more stable than the planar rectangular ring structure [Fig . 3 .5(e), D2h ] discussed
previously. [HJCP88] The energy extrapolation scheue las the near-degeneracy between
diese two forms, the final separation being - 0 .11 eV. The D2h form of the anion is not
stable, as the additional electron causes one of the longer bonds to open . A third structure
0.13 eV above the C2, isomer is a planar Irans isomer with C2h symmetry [Fig. 3»5(f)]. A
preference for the eis form is also evident in the larger anions . Other structures considered
here - planar and nonplanar - had higher energies and viere unstable on. armealing at
300-500 K.

The measured binding energies in the speetrum of SZ (Table 3 .2) are consistent with
the calculated multiplet structures of the C2, [3 .5(d)] and D2h [3 .5(e)] geometries, but
ineompatible with the sole presence of the C 2h form [3.5(f)] (with multiplet energies 2 .89,
3.36, 4 .07 eV for T Ag , 3B, , 1B , respectively) . On the other hand, neither the C2,, nor the
D2h isomer can account for feature C in the spectrum at 2.7 eV BE (see Table 3 .2), which
in tarn compares best with the VDE of the C2h form [2 .89 eV (124)] . Therefore, we cannot
rule out a contribution of the C2u isomer to the photoelectron spectrum on the base of the
present data.

This ambiguity is not removed by the analysis of the vibrational fine structure in the
spectrum, although the lower frequeney (250 ± 16 era-» at feature B assigned to the
ground state transition lies closer to the calculated values for the C 2,, [238 cm" (a 2 )] and
D2h [249 cm-«au )] isomers than to any obtained for the C2h form. On the other hand,
the second feature termed C in Flure 3 .7(d) and Table 3 .2 shows a more pronouneed
vibrational progression corresponding to a vibration frequency of 630 ÷ 24 cm' . This
value agrees better with the calculated frequencies for the C2h isomer [638 cm', (bu)] th.an
with frequencies calculated for the C2,, [652 em-«b2 )] and D2h [668 em-«b2u)] isohaers,
although the C2t, value is still withi t the error bars . The comparatively lange vibrational
progression observed at this feature is also more compatible with the C2h structure than
with the others, since this structure differs most between the anion and the neutral species
(the deviations in the bond angles and the bond lengths are - 4% and - 5% respectively
for the C2h isomer compared to less than 2% and 3% respectively for the C2,, and D2h
isomers) . This is consistent with the observation that feature C (at binding energy 2.7±0.1
eV) cannot be assigned to any of the eleetronie transitions of the C 2, and D2h isoraers, but
fits better to the calculated VDE of the C2h isomer (2 .89 eV) . As the caleulations predict
that the C2h isomer is only 0 .13 eV less stable than the OS, it is likely that both C 2u and
C21- geometries or all three isomers of S 4 - considered here contribute to the spectrum.
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Figure 3 .7: Photoelectron spectra of 8-

	

Figure 3 .8: Photoelectron spectra of S;-
clusters (n=1-5) recorded at hv=3 .49 eV

	

clusters (n=1-5) recorded at hv=4.66 eV
photon energy. See text for a discussion of

	

photon energy. See text for a discussion of
the features rnarked .

	

the features marked.

The fundamental vibration modes of S 4 have been studied in both Raman and infrared
spectroscopy. Claxk and Cobbold [CC78] reported Raman bands at 352 cm' and 674
cm', and Brabson et cri . [BMA91] measured infrared spectra of sulfur in an argon matrix.
Absorption.s at 661.6 and 642.4 cm' behaved differently an annealing and photolysis,
and were identified with the C2v open-chain [Fig . 3.9(c)] and the branched ring nonplanar
isomers of S4, respectively . We compare the vibration frequencies found in the present
investigation also with these values and with those of Quench et al. [QSM90] in Table
3.3. While it is not possible to make a definite assignment on the Basis of these results,
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(a)c 2, () D 3h

(d) D 2h

	

(0 Du,

	

(d) C 2

Figure 3 .9 Structures of seleeted isomers of

	

Figure 3 .10 Structures of seleeted isomers
neutral S3, and S4 .

	

of neutral S4 , S8, and Sg.

particularly as the measured values are in a matrix, our caleulations show modes at 652
and 689 cm' for the C22 isomer [Fig . 3 .9(c)].

We note that the calculated value for the adiabatic eleetron afänity of the C2, isomer of
S7 (2 .38 eV) agrees very well with the results of a Cl caiculation with Davidson correction,
2.46 eV [ZvN94].

Ss-

The most stable isomer in Ss- (Table 3 .7) is a broken ring with symmetry [Fig . 3.6(a)],
reminiscent of the C "envelope" predicted for S 5 [liJCP88], with one bond broken by the
additional electron . This h.as also been found in Cl calculations of S [ZvN -94], where the
large interatomie separation (5.70 a.u.) is 10% shorter than ours (6.35 a.u.) . The extra
eleetrort occupies an antibonding orbital with a Zarge amplitude this region . We show
below that the saure is true for Se- and S 7- , where the addition of an electron to neutral
rings also Ieads to bond breaking . The next local minimum in. the energy surface (0 .04 eV
higher) is a eis-trarzs (C1 ) form [Fig . 3.6(b)] that can also be derived from the C & isomer of
S5 by breaking anotber bond . The comparatively einoll. dihedral angle in this cluster can be
viewed as a remnant of the pattern already encountered in the cis-planar (C 2,,) structure of
S . Anotier isomer (0 .09 eV above the most stable) is a helical chain [Fig . 3.6(c)] with C2
symmetry. The terrainal bonds in this structure have a siniilax length to the bonds in Si',
indicating a bond order between one and two . The central bonds are longer, approaching
the value in catenapolysulfur S 0, (3 .90 a.u.) [Don74] . A similar pattern is observed in the
bond lengths of longer helical chains . A gap of 0 .18 eV separates these structures from a
eis-trans planar (C,) form [Fig . 3.6(d)] . This also contains the motif of the eiB-planar (C 227 )
isomer of S 4- and was found by annealing the isomer of neutral S 5 considered previously
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olecule

	

Syrnmetry State äE
S' 3.6(a)

	

2A"

	

0.0
d12,45=3.76 ; 4(115 =6.35; d23,34=3.98; a 1,5=87° ; a2,4=108°;

(13=95' ; 712, -745=400 ; 715=0 0 ; 723, -734 = -760
3 .6(b)

	

2A

	

0.04
d 12 =3.79; d23=3.85; d34=4.23; d45=3 .71 ; (12=111 0 ;

as=I00 0; a4=l05 0 ; 723= -62° ; 734= -llö
Sj. 3 .6(c)

	

C2

	

2B

	

0 .09

d12,45=3.75 ; d23,34=3.e a2,4=112° ; a3=98' ;72s,34=- 1 120

Table 3 .7: Structure parameters for the isomers of S 5-, with energies relative to the ground state
(eV). Bond lengths dij in a.u., bond angles ce i and dihedral angles -rij in degrees. Additional
labels refer to the figures.

[RRB 9 0].
The pronounced peak B in the spectra [Figs. 3.7(e), 3 .8(e)] of S 5- (2.97+0 .03 eV) (feature

A is assigned to fragrnentation into ST) is dosest to the value calculated for the 3 .6(a)
structure (2 .85 eV), but two other structures [Fig . 3.6(b), Fig. 3.6(c)] have excitation
energies only 0 .04 and 0 .09 eV higher . White the VDE of structure [Fig. 3 .6(b), 2 .80 eV]
is also dose to the experimental result, the VDE (3 .21 eV) and espeeially the lowest-
lying triplet state (3 B, 3 .34 eV) of strueture [Fig . 3 .6(c)] fall in a gap in the photoelectron
spectrum of S5- , and there is no evidence that the latter isomer is generated by the PACIS . A
tentative assigument of the features in the spectrum to either 3 .6(a) or 3.6(b) would require
that peak B stems both from the GS transition and the transition into the corresponding
lowest excited states at 3 .28 eV [3A", 3 .6(a)] and 3 .30 eV [3A, 3 .6(b)1, respectively. This
slightly favors structure 3 .6(a), whose transition energy is 0.3 eV higher than the observed
peak position, but still lies within the fixst intense band . While no higher excited states
of 3 .6(b) can be obtained within. LSDA, the broad unstructured feature around peak C at
3 .9 eV is compatible with transitions into excited states of 3 .6(a) at 3.81 eV ('A") and
3 .92 eV CA» . Since the caleulations predict that 3 .6(a) and (b) are almost degenerate

= 0.04 eV) and no vibrational Eine strueture could be resolved, the interpretation of
the measured speetra is not altogether conelusive, and in view of the uncertainties in both
experiment and theory, either (or both) of these structures could be present.

The structure of S6- [C2, Fig. 3 .6(e), Table 3 .8] was found by annealing a ehainEke ge-
ometry and can be seen as two overlapping C2, eis-planar sections . The dihedral angle
(see Sec. 3 .3.2) between the bisecting planes is --800 . A puckered chairlike S 6- ring with C2
symmetry [Fig . 3.6(f)] is only 0 .02 eV higher in energy. The increase in the bond length (to
5.09 a.u.) caused by the additional electron is less than in the S 5- ground state ring. The
remaining struetural parameters deviate little from the experimental values in S6 [Don74],
the bond lengths by at most 2%, the bond angles by less than 5%, and the dihedral angles
by -2% . Another C2 boat structure [Fig . 3.11(a)], eonsisting of two weakly bound sulfur
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gi)s;(c. ,)

(c) C

(ie C

Figure 3 .11: Structures of (a-e) Si- and (f)

	

Figure 3 .12: Structures of S.
S (C,).

trimers, lies 0 .10 eV above the isomer in Fig . 3 .6(e) . The energy minimum is shallow and
the strueture distorts readily to lower (C 1 ) symmetry an ann.ealing. We also found a
isomer [Fig. 3.11(b)], a heikel (C2 ) ehain [Fig . 3 .11(e)], and two structures containing the
cis-planar motif of SZ [Fig. 3 .11(d),(e)1, with energies 0 .12, 0 .17, 0.20 and 0 .25 eV above
the most stable isomer . The all-trans ehain [3.11(e)] is slightly less stable (by 0 .05 eV)
than the cis-trans drein [3 .11(b)1 . Annealing of an all-cis chain also led to the puckered
ring [Fig . 3 .6(f)].

The calculated VDE (2 .61 eV) of the most stable isomer of S 6 - [Fig 3.6(e)] is in
excellent agreement with the measured value for ground statt transition in Fig . 3 .13(a)
(2.62+0.1 eV) . Apart fror the virtually degenerate structure Fig 3.6(f), whose VDE is
2.70 eV, the other structures have VDEs in the range (2 .87-3.55 eV) and their appearance
in the speetrum can therefore be mied out . Although the struetures 3 .6(e) and 3 .6(f) have
alm.ost equal energies, the VDE (see above) and higher vertical excitations of the former
isomer [3 .17 eV (3B), 3.80 eV ('B)] agree better with the peak positions in Fig . 3.13(a)
(3.3+0.15 eV, 4 .1+0 .1 eV) than those of the latter isomer [3 .51 eV (3B), 3 .89 eV ('B)].
This view is also supported by the comparatively sman theoretical AEA for S 6- (1 .86 eV),
whiä is compatible with the large differente between the struetures of the ground states
of the anion (C2 ) and the corresponding neutral prismane duster [Fig 3 .10(e) (D2d)] This
is an example, which Blustrates that neutral and eharged Clusters might have substantially
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Moleeule

	

Symmetry State .b.E
SZ 3.6(e)

	

C2

	

A

	

0 .0
d12,66 =3.69 ; d23,45=4 .53 ; d34=3.65 ; ex2,5 =99"; ex-3,4=97';

'723,45=-5° ; 734=-73'
Sj 3 .6(f)

	

C2

	

2 B

	

0 .02
(112,66=3.80; d16=5.09; d23 ,45 =3.96; d34=3.98;
a 196=1.02'; a2,5=107' ; a3,4=106° ;

716=-62' ; 723,45=-76 0 ; 734=75'
S 3.11(a)

	

C,

	

2A"

	

0 .10

d12=4.97; d1623=3.80 ; d34,56=3.81; d45 =4.71;
42 1,2 =95 0 ; (4,6=112' ; a4,6=97';
712,45'00 ; 7165 -723'810 ; 734, -756=82°

Table 3 .8 : Structure paxameters for isomers of S6- , with energies relative to the ground state
(eV) . Bond lengths clij in a.a., band angles c and dihedral angles -),.ij in degrees . Additional
labels refer to the figures.

different geometries . The photoelectron speetrum Fig . 3.13(b) of S 6- is the first of a se-
ries of spectra of langer Clusters up to n=6-9 that have been generated with source
adjustment (11) . These Clusters have relatively high VDE and show at most two clearly
resolved transitions at relatively high BE . The only observable peak in Fig. 3.13(b) at
3.35±0.05 eV lies in the nage of calculated vertical excitation energies of the ehainlike iso-
mers, Figs . 3.11(b-e) (i .e ., 3.13-3 .55 eV) . lt may in gerteral be assumed that a comparatively
sharp envelope in the speetram as in Fig . 3.13(b) indicates a similarity in the structures of
the anion and the neutral, although this individually depends on the local shapes of both
energy surfaces. We therefore searched for the minima on the energy surfaces of the neutral
S6 closest to the chain isomers in Figs . 3.11(b-d) . While the chain isomers Figs . 3 .11(b,d)
readily distort to the ring isomer Fig . 3 .11(a), the helical chain Fig . 3.11(c) is the only iso-
mer that preserves both its clraiar topology and the all-trans pattern of its dihedral angles
in the neutral species . Relaxation of the neutral chain from the anionic C 2 strueture to a
rather dose C 1 form (not included in the figures) results in an energy lowering of only 0.37
eV. We observed also the reverse transition from the neutral C l isomer into the anionle
C2 ehain upon charging . The isomer is stable against MD runs up to 300 K, and its
all-trans pattern might be stabilized by a rotational energy barrier against distortion to
cis-frans or all.-eis patterns that are eneountered in the ring isomers (a detailed diseussion
about rotational barriers in sulphur compounds may be found in [Ste75b, Ste83] the latter
also estimates the barrier to be ta0 .9 eV high) . Although the helical chain matehes best
the Features contained in the spectrum, we do not attempt any defirdte assignment fiere,
since we assume that the Clusters generated by the PACIS with source adjustment (lt)
are the result of a rapid quenching process and do not necessarily represent energetically
favourable struetures (see the discussion in seetion 3 .3.2).

The strueture [Fig 3.6(e)] relaxes to the prismane (D3h) form [Fig 3.10(b)] of the
neutral Cluster after electron removal, which is a local minimum on the energy surface of
the neutral duster . lf the strueture [Fig 3.6(f)] is taken as the starting geometry for S 6 ,
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lt relaxes to the (D 3d) ground state [Fig 3 .10(c)] . The vibration frequencies calculated for
botla S 6 structures are given in Table 3 .4 together with. rneasured values of the hatten The
only frequency measured for the S 6 structure (570+32 cm') is signifieantly higher than
both the calculated and Raman frequencies of the D3d isomer and falls in a pronounced
gap of the spectrum for the D 3h isomer. Since the vibrational structure was only observed
in spectrum S 6-- (11), where the anions are supposed to be chainlike, this is evidence that
the neutral einster does not have time to relax to one of the more stable isomers during
the measurement . lt is also consistent with the observation [LPC ÷88] that all unbrancbed
sulfur rings regardless of the size have no fundamental frequencies above 530 cm' . To
examine this point further, we have studied the vibrations of S 6 by performing thernially
non-equilibrated MD-runs starting from the helical (C2) geometry found for the anion.
The existence of a totally symmetric (a) vibration with frequency 619 cm' provides further
support for the above picture.

S7--

As in the case of S 5- , there are no structures consisting entirely of planar sections, and
the most stable isomer is a distortion of the neutral S7 ground state, a chairlike ring
with symmetry [SRS77a, SRS77b, SSP+ 80] . The "long" bond in S7 (experimentally
4 .12 a.u.) opens to give a distorted chairlike C,, form [Fig . 3.11(f) and Table 3 .9] with
a broken "bond" of length 5.47 a.u . . This structure was found by annealing an all-cis

ehain. The other changes in the structure of S 7 are also sman, with bond lengths ehanging
by less than ,- 1%, and angles by less than -5% . The second longest bond of the S7
ehair [experimentally 3 .97 a.n .] can also open in the =Ion, leading to another C 1 isomer
[Fig. 3 .12(b)] only 0 .02 eV less stable than the First . The additional Charge is localized an
a "bond" of length 5 .59 a.u. Another isomer that is virtually degenerate (AE - 0 .005 eV)
with Fig . 3.11(f) is a distorted bogt (CO strueture [Fig . 3.12(a)] derived from a C,,, isomer
in neutral S 7 [HJCP88] by breaking its longest bondi Other isomers [Figs 3 .12(c)-(e)] show
the planar sections familiar from the ci& .planar (C2,.,) structure of S'j and have energies in a

Molecule

	

Symmetry State AE
A"

	

0 .0S'7: 3.11(f)
d12,67=3 .76; d17=5.47 ; d23,56 =4.00 ; d34,45=3 .91;
a1,3,5 ,7=l070 ; ei 2,6=110'; ei4=l090 ;
712, -767= 74°

;
7235

	

734,-745 82°
S',ii 3 .12(a)

	

2A

	

0 .0

d12=3.71 ; d17=5.75; d23=4.13; d34=3.83; d45=3.94;
d56=3.99 ; d67=3.74; (4=1000 ;

	

a3=103° ; c 4=109°;
a 5 =l040 ; a6=110° ; (27=930 ; 11 2=86 0 ; 717=- 10°;

	 723=-37 0 ; 734=-80 0 ; 745=70' ; 766=58 0 ; 767=-840

Table 3.9: Structure parameters for isomers of S 7-- , with energies relative to the ground state
(eV) . Bond lengths dij in a.u., bond angles oti and dihedral angles 'yij in degrees . Additional
labels refer to the figures .
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Figure 3 .13: Photoelectron speetra of
86- and S7- reeorded at hv=4.66 eV
photon energy. Spectra are shown
for each duster for two source adjust-
ments corresponding to the mass spec-
tra shown in Fig . 3.3 . Adjustment
S (a) and S 7- (c), adjustment 11 : S6
(b) and S 7-" (d).

narrow range (0 .02 eV wide) starting 0 .28 eV above the ground state . A helical (C2) chain
[Fig. 3 .12(f)] lies 0.36 eV above the most stable isomer . Hybrids of planar and chainlike
sections tend to become more stable than helices as the duster size increases.

The photoelectron spectrum of S7 with source adjustment (1) [Fig . 3 .13(c) sh.ows rather
broad peaks with unresolved vibrational fine structure at 2 .66+0.05 (VDE), 3 .47+0.07,
4,14+0 .07 and 4 .4+0 .1 eV. The overall agreement with the corresponding values for the
most stable isomer [Fig . 3.11(f)] (see Table 3.2) is rather good, especially for the VDE (2 .69
eV). While the resuits (2 .52 and 3 .81 eV) for the isomer [Fig . 3.12(a)] are less compatible
with the peak positions, the vertical excitation energies of isomer [Fig . 3.12(b)] correspond
well with th.e experimental values . The remaining isomers haue all VDEs above 3 .4 eV and
can therefore be mied mit fror consideration . As might be expected from the preceding
discussion, th.e peak positions (3 .38+0.05 and 3 .6+0.2 eV) in the spectrum Fig . 3 .13(d)
generated with. source adjustment (11) lie in. the lange of the calculated vertical excitation
energies of the chainlike isomers Figs . 3 .12(esf) arid agree best with the values for the
helical ehain Fig . 3.12(f) [3 .52 eV ( 3 B), 3 .62 ( lA)j. As for the helical ehain isomer of Si- ,
we found also a elose local minimum an the energy surface of S 7, just 0 .29 eV more stable
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Symmetry State
D2	B

	

0.0

0.06

Molecule
S 3.14(a)

+5112 , 56=3.86; dIms=3.97; d23,67=4.00; dm ,78=4.07;
c1,2,s,s=IO9 0 ; cr3,4,7,8=n60 ;

712,56=-800 ; 72a,67=94' ; 1'18,45-a--92 0 ; 734,78=-1070
Si 3.14(b)
d23,67=4.40 ; d12 , 34, 56 , 78=3.66; d18,45 =5.25 ; a2 ,3,6J=101 0 ;

01,4 .5,8=95% 718,23,45,67=00 ; 712,56s -734,78=890

Table 3 .10: Strnature parameters for isomers of S 8- , with energies relative to the ground state
(eV) . Bond lengths dij in a.u., bond angles and dihedral angles ,yij in degrees . Additional
labels refer to the figures.

than the geometry in Fig. 3.12(f) . lt is a with respect to its lang axis) contracted C 2
helical chain.

Sie-

The best known of the neutral sulfur Clusters is the D 4d crown shaped ring [Ste84, Ste85],
and mir eaIculations indicate that the most stable isomer is a distortion of this struc-
ture to D2 symmetry [Fig . 3.14(a)] . Compared with the experimental data for (neutral)
orthorhombic (cis) S8 at 100 K [CYB + 77], the additional eleetron induces an approximately
uniaxial stratela, with two bonds an opposite sides of the ring inereasing in length by 5% . A
C2, isomer [Fig . 3.14(b)] is only 0 .06 eV higher energy than the rin& lt may be viewed as
two loosely bound cis-planar (C2 ,) tetramers, such as found in SZ, since the bond lengths
[Table 3.10] deviate by only -3% from those in S 4- , and the orbitals along the shortest dis-
tance (5 .25 a .u.) between the tetramers are weakly bonding . Sinne the LSD approximation
often overestimates the strengths of bonds between closed Shell systems [JG89], the laug,
weak bond between the tetramers may be an artifact of this approximation . The cis-planar
tetramer is found as a structural unit in other isomers. For example, a C2 structure with
slight distortions from C2h symmetry [Fig . 3.14(c)] lies 0.34 eV above the ground state
and differs from Fig . 3 .14(b) only in the relative orientation of the planar segments . An
isomer with C 1 symmetry and a planar section [Fig . 3 .14(e)] lies 0 .02 eV above the C2
structure. Two others with terminal planar sections, including one with C 2 symmetry and
planar units at each end, lie a further 0.07-0.08 eV higher . In addition to the most stable
all-cis ring isomer [Fig. 3.14(a)], we considered a ring derived from it by inverting two
dihedral angles. The energy of the resulting C1 speeies [Fig. 3 .14(d)] is 0 .35 eV above that
of the ground state ring. This strueture is more compact than that in Fig . 3 .14(a), and the
increased strain caused by the additional electron results in one weak bond of length 5 .19
a.u. Thera are numerous chain structures derived by the addition of a single atom to S 7-
chains . The lengths of the central bonds of the all-trans helical chain [0 .56 eV] are dose to
the measured values in catenapolysulfur (S o., 3 .90 a.u.) [Don74], the bond and dihedral
angles are -- 3% larger and --10% smaller, respectively . Several eirainilke structures differ
fror the helix in the sign of one or more dihedral angles and haue energies within 0 .12
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c s

Figure 3.14: Structures of

	

(asd)

	

Figure 3 .15 : Structures of S.
"Closed", (e-f) 'Logen".

eV below and above this isomer . Of particular interest are structures with one and two
terminal planar tetramers (C 1 and (12 symmetry, respectively) that are 0 .12 eV more stable
than the helical chain.

There are only two peaks A and B observable in the spectru.m shown in Fig . 3 .16 at
3 .87+0.07 and 4 .3+0 .07 eV, respectively. These values are again in the saure range as
Chose for the chainlike isomers, but, as already pointed out, we de not atteinpt to malte
a definite assignment hexe. The excitation energies calculated for the helical eh.ain isomer
(not shown in the figures) are at 3 .62, 3 .89 and 4 .12 eV and cannot account for the features
contained in the spectrum . Nevertheless, we found, as for the heliees of S 6- and S7- that
a 02 all-trans ehain (not shown in the figures) is the dosest local mirdmum an the energy
surface of the neutral isomer, just 0.82 eV more stable than the anion structure. The origin
of a weak Feature at eV BE is unclear, and it might due to the presence of a further
isomer .
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S 9
(b)

4

	

3

	

2
Binding Energy (eV)

Hure 3 .16 : Photoelectron spectra of S-elusters (n=8,9) recorded at hv=4.66 eV photon energy.
See teilt for a discussion of the features marked.

Sg-

The rapidly inereasing number of isomers with duster size rules out any attempt at com-
pleteness for larger elusters, but we have studied several isomers of S 9- to see whether
trends in the smaller anions continue . The experimental geometries of S 9 and its ions are
not known [SSSS5], but the theoretical prediction [1JCP88, RRB90] of a C 2 ring as the
most stable form of S 9 is consistent with the Ramm spectra of mierocrystalline samples
[SSS85] . The corresponding structure obtaiued with the present basis set is given in Table
3 .12 . The most stable isomer of S 9- encountered is a distortion of the neutral ground
state [Fig . 3 .15(a) and Table 3.11], where one interatomic separation increases from 3 .94 to
5 .38 a .u. . The anion structure related to the Cis boat isomer of S 9 [Fig . 3 .15(b)] lies 0.06 eV
higher . lt also has Ca symmetry, and can be derived from the S B- isomer [Fig . 3.14(b)] by
inserting a single atom in plane of one of its longest Bonds . The eis-planar (C2") tetramers
are distorted, the dihedral angle heilig 35° . A C, chair isomer [Fig . 3.15(c)] is 0.10 eV
higher in. energy, with structural parameters similar to those reported previously for an
isomer of S9 [H3CP88] . The all-trans helieal ehain [Fig . 3.15(d), C2 ] lies 0.40 eV above the
ground state and has a pattern of bond 1engths and angles that is similar to that found
in the helical isomer of S . As in the rase of the smaller elusters, isorrters with one (CO
and two (C2) terminal planar tetramers are more stable than the helix, in S 9- by 0.02 eV
and 0.12 eV, respectively. The energy of the last structure that we eonsidered, a

	

cage
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Molecule

	

Syrnmetry State

	

.E

Si 3.15(a)

	

A

	

0 .0
d12,39=3.76; d19=5.38 ; d23=3 .97; d34,56=3.92 ; d45=3.91;
dsr,rs= 3,95 ; 011,5,6,9=109 ' ; a2 , 4=1100 ; (23=105 0 ; a7=107°;
(4-1120 ; 712 =-77 0 ; 719= - 55° ; 723=66° ; 734 =84° ;

745= - 78° ; 756=-75' ; 767= 1980 ; 778=-79' ; 789=195 0
Sj 3.15(b)

	

Cs

	

2A" 0.06
d12,39=3.71; d19=5.72 ; d33J3=4.09; d34,67=3 .84; d45,56=3.95;
42 1,9=950 ; a2,3=l080 ; 42 3,7=1050 ; 424,6=1110; (4=110 0 ;

7129 -789=112'; 723, -778=-35' ; 734e -757=-950 ;
74s, -756=1010

Table 3.11 : Structure parameters for isorners of S 9- , with energies relative to the ground state
(eV). Bond lengths dij in a.u., bond angles aj and dihedral angles 7ij in degrees . Additional
labels refer to the figures.

[Fig. 3.15(e)] very similar to a isomer of S 9 described in Ref. [HJCP88], was 0 .14 eV
above the helix. The additional electron causes the longer bonds between the atoms la-
beled 3,4 and 7,8 in Fig. 3 .15(e) to inerease to 4 .61 and 4 .74 a.u., respectively, significantly
larger than the longest bond in the cis-Planar (C2 ,,) tetramer unit (- 4 .28 a.u .).

The peak positions obtained from the analysis of the photoelectron spectrum in Fig . 3 .16
(3 .90±0 .1 and 4 .3+0 .1 eV) are closer to the values of the C 2 eirain (3.68, 3.94 and 4 .24 eV)
than to any of the values eomputed for the ringlike structures (2 .63-2 .86 eV), but no definite
assignment is possible nor attempted in this case (sen the discussion above and in section
3.3 .2) . Again, we found a dose minimum (0 .91 eV more stable than the anion structure)
with G I symmetry and all-Irans motif (not shown in the figures) an the energy surface of
the neutral species.

Although the photoeleetron spectrum of S 9 - exhibits no vibrational fine structure,
we have calculated vibration frequencies of the most stable (C2) isomer of S9 shown in

Fig. 3.10(d), since its vibration frequencies are of particular interest . Two different forms of
S9 have been identified, but it has not yet proved possible to prepare single crystal samples
[SSS85] . The essential details of the structure eould nevertheless be determined from the
Raman spectra, since the distribution of the vibration frequencies was quite different from
Chose of other sulfur rings . In particular, there were gaps in the frequency distributions
between 310 and 410 cm-l and 490 and 600 cm-1. The frequency spectrum was only
consistent with or C2 symmetry, and with relatively narrow ranges of bond lengths
(3 .84 - 3 .95 a.u .) and dihedral angles (70 - 130°) . We have performed a detailed study
of the vibration frequencies of the most stable isomer found in the MD/DF caleulations
[113C1988], and compare the results with the measured Raman frequencies [SSS85] in Table
3 .4. The Iow symmetry of the molecule and the relatively large nurnber of modes (21)
complicate the caleulations, and we include only modes whose symmetries can be identified
unambiguously. The differentes between the frequencies in the a- and ß-forms of S9 [SSS85]

the symmetric ring deformation, for example, leads to intense Raman lines at 188 and
181 cm', respectively indicate that we cannot expeet detailed agreement between theory
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Figure 3 .17: Variation of the length of the
central bond d of three adjacent bonds with
dihedral angle 7 .

3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.6

(d 4-d . )f2 [A li j

Figure 3 .18 : Variation of bond length d
with the mean length of the two neighboring
bonds.

and experiment . Nevertheless, the overall agreement is satisfactory, particularly conceruing
the frequency gaps mentioned above . We haue little doubt that the most stable isomer in
S9 is the C2 strueture shown in Fig . 3.10(d).

3432 Trends and Discussion

The planar C2v motif Birst encountered in SZ also appears in planar sections of the larger
anions. Structures consisting entirely of this pattern exist only for even values of n, in which
ease they are among the most stable isomers . Its presence is also apparent in Fig. 3.17,
which plots bond length against dihedral angle 7 for all anion structures shown in the
tables . A similar relationship has been observed by Steudel and coworkers [Ste84, Ste85,
Ste75b, Ste75c, Ste77a, Ste77b, Ste831 for neutral sulfur einstens . Apart from a duster
of points near 90° reminiscent of the "normal" dihedral angle distribution [Pau49) (this
configm-ation minimizes the repulsion between the tone pair lr orbitals at the S atoms),
there is a second duster of values near y = 0° . The elongation of the central bond as
deereases from 90° to 0° is favorable for a negatively charged molecule . A second trend
noted by Steudel and coworkers for the neutral Clusters is the inverse relationship between
bond length and the mean of the lengths of the neighboring bonds . This trend is also found
in the anionic struetures (Fig. 3.18, for all anion struetures shown in the tables) . Another
farnily of anion geometries of Iow energy consists of the opened or puckered rings of the
neutral Clusters, where at least one of the bonds is strained or broken due to the presence
of the additional eleetron . The ground states of S 5- , S8- and Sg.- belong to this faire.
Open chainlike structures without planer sections also occur, and their stability relative to
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Figure 3 .19 : Isosurface plot of the eleetron

	

Figure 3 .20: Isosurface plot of the magne-
density of the chain isomer of S 6- shown in

	

tization density of the chain isomer of S6
Fig. 3 .11(c) . The density cm the surfaee is

	

shown in Fig . 3.11(c) . The magnetization
0.007 a.u . .

	

density an the surfaee is 0.0008 a .u..

the most stable isomers decreases with increasing duster size . Hybrids of all-trans chains
with the C2 , cis-planar unit of S7 ()uur in S 6- -S$ and are an average -0 .1 eV more stable
than their all-trans cotmterparts.

The comparison between theory and experiment [Fig . 3 .4 and Table 3 .21 indicates that
einstens generated by the source are ringlike up to S 5.- and chainlike for S8- and S . S6-- and
S7- can occur in both forms, with source adjustments 1 and 11 favoring rings (low VDE)
and chains (higher VDE), respectively . In Fig. 3.4 we plot the VDE values for the nage- and
ringlike structures found for the anions . For n > 5 there is a variety of chain structures,
and the ranges of VDE values are shown by bars for n=6-8 . The difference between the
VDE of the two dasses of structures is striking . Apart from a small peak at S 5- , the broken
ring structures show almost constant or even decreasing VDE with inereasing duster size,
while the values for the chains increase at first and then saturate near S . The outermost
eleetron is more tightly boand in the chains, an effect that has also been observed in carbon
clusters [YTC+ 88] . The eigenvalue spectra support this view, sinne there is a relatively
small gap between the uppermost two occupied orbitals in the chain isomers . Sinne the
sum of the eigenvalues is one contribution to the total energy, a small gap leads to a high
VDE. The gap deereases coutinuously with increasing duster size from 0 .83 eV in the C2h.
chain isomer of S7 to 0.06 eV in, the C2 helical chain isomer of S . The charged broken
rings and planar structures are more compact, and both the energy of the highest occupied
electron state remains high, and its separation from the next occupied orbital remains lange
as the duster size increases . Consequently, the VDEs are considerably lower than in the
chain isomers. Apart from S1- , S 2- and the Dsh and D2h rings of S 3- and S7, the largest
eigenvalue gap (2 .23 eV) and the lowest VDE was found in the lrst genuine ring in Sii . The
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Figure 3.21 : isosurface plot of the electron

	

Figure 3.22 : Isosurfäee plot of the magneti-

density of the isomer of S6- shown in Fig,

	

zation density of the isomer of S 6- shown in
3.6(f) . The density on the surface is 0 .001

	

Fig. 3.6(f) . The magnetization density on

a.u. .

	

the surface is 0 .0008 a .u..

exceptionally Iow VDE of S 2- is not surprising, since the additional eleetron misst occupy

an antibonding orbital with a relatively ?arge amplitude.

These differenees in the KS eigenvalues and the VDEs can be related to differences in
the electronic structure . Representative for all (helical) chains, we show in Figures 3 .19 and
3 .20 isosurface plots of the electronic and magnetization density, respectively, of the ehain
isomer of S 6- shown in Fig . 3.11(c) . Both pictures are taken from the saure perspective.
As inspection shows, the magnetization density m z (r) (n+ -. n_ )(r°)/2 (a .u .) of all anion
clusters is, within the numerical accuracy, identical (apart from a facto'. +2) to the single-
partide density of the excess KS-electron . As this rase, a detailed study of the densities
of all ehain isomers shows that the additional electron occupies an antibonding orbital
localized mainly on the terminal bonds of the ehain . The potential energy is then lower
in longer chains with larger distances between the ends. This picture is eonsistent with
the saturation of the VDE found in longer chains . As a typical example for the electronic
structure of the ring isomers, we reproduce in Figures 3 .21 and 3 .22 isosurface plots of the
electronic and magnetization density, respectively, of the ring isomer of S 6- shown in Fig.
3 .6(f) . Again, both pictures are taken from the sarae perspective . The surplus electron
(whose density is proportional to the magnetization density in Fig . 3 .22) occupies an
antibonding orbital with comparatively high amplitude in the region of a strained bond
between atoms Iabeled 1 and 6 . A high degree of localization of the excess eleetron ean
also be observed in the remaining ring isomers that 1eads to the presence of strained
and/or broken bonds in all ring isomers considered. For simple electrostatic reasons, this
is energetically less convenient for the excess electron than the situation encountered in
the ehain isomers .
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e Symmetry £

pes& 0
d12=3.61

3.9(a) Ck 0.0
fi2,23=3. ;a2=I1

3 .9(13) D3h

04.2,23,13=3.94; a1,2,s=6
3.9(c) Ck 0.0

d 34=3.61 ; d23=4.2% et2 , 3=100'
3.9(d) D2h 0.03

d12 ,34=3.60; d14,23=4.7% x12,34=90°
S4 3.10(a) CA 0.44

2=3 . ;4113,24=3 . ;O22=111°
3 .10(c) D3d 0.0

d,-=3.9\

	

-=1030; 723,16,45 -712,34,56=740
£10

	

) D 0.21
4arm=3. ; 2, . . .=5.07 ; », ..,=6 ;01251=9 °
3 .10(d)

	

C2	0 .0
d12,45=3.88; 49,56=3.94 ; 334=$92 ;d67,69=3 .90; d7s=3.91;

=1 07\ a=110;c =103\ a9,6=1 06 0; a =10 \
723e-745=750 ; 7125 -734=- 76' ; 9,5e=- 6 20 ; 789,67=113 0 ;
778=-85°

Table 3.12 :
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an effect also found in carbon clters[BMSG ,±SGG \ Correspondingly, we also observed
our simulations that the number of local minima on the BO energy surface of the Iar r

anions (i.e., a T =

	

with ainlike geometries is mu greater than the number
isomers with doed structures . The statistical weigh .t of echam isomers in the ensemble
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by bonding between the terminal atoms will be hampered by the negative eharge localized
on these atoms. Accordingly, the (hot) duster beam leaving the source should be imagined
as an ertsemble of different isomers with predominantly ehainlike structures, at least for
the langer anions n>6 . A more rapid cooling process or "quertehing" would then
freeze the structures of the isomers into geometries of dose local rdinima on the BO energy
sm-face, whereas a slower process, induding many subsequent heating and cooling eyeles
induced by collisions similar to an annealing of the elusters, would result in a distribution
of geometries that is dominated by the absolute mhsimum struäu.re. We note that similar
[GHB+95] observations have been made in. beams of carbon elusters, where rapid cooling
can result in the production of several isomers that are not necessarily the most stable.
For example, most C60 Clusters have ring and double ring stradures, and the cagelike
fullerene isomer dominates only if slow annealing is allowed . Aecordingly, for S6- and S T- ,
rings are observed wen conditions allow a slower cooling of the plasma and more time
for the nuelei to rearrange. There are fewer isomers in the smaller elusters, the time
required for structural relaxation is shorter, and only the most stable ringlike structures

are observed. lt is possible that ringlike structures etmild also be generated for S n -, n>8,
if the duster beam is annealed suitably, as found in C,, elusters [GHB95] . Together witb
our resuits, the photoelectron spectra [Fig. 3 .13(a-d)] provide direet spectroseopic evidente
for the existente of different duster isomers in the gas Phase . The existente of multiple
isomers can also be iuferred fror measurerrtents of reaction kinetics (see [MD087, 0J90]
and references therein) .
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3.4 Phosphorus Cluster Anions

The cluster structures of phosphorus, the neighboring element of sulfur in the periodic
table, have been particularly difficult to characterize. Although experimental data on the
dinier and the tetramer have been available for over sixty years [JH90a], it is leas than
ten years since P,„,+ ions were identified mass spectrometrically up to n = 24 [ 1V1ar86] . The
dominant components in the vapor Phase of the group Va (group 15) elements (P, As,
Sb, Bi) are tetramers, and elusters with multiples of faur atoms dominate irt the mass
spectra obtained, for example, in photoionization measurements of Sb n with n up to 300
[BCC+ 95] . Phosphorus Clusters have often been studied as components of organometallie
and other moleeules [Seh90, BG93] . However, although there have been several theoretical
studies of charged and neutral phosphorus Clusters, artd systematie trends in the struetural
patterns have been discussed by several authors [BG93, vH-188, Häs94], there has been an
almost complete lack of experimental studies that provide struetural information about the
isolated Clusters . Here, we try to provide further information by comparing our 0P-MD
results on phosphorus cluster anions P; up to n=9 with photoelectron speetra obtained
from [GPS96].

We perform caleulations for neutral Clusters at the anionic and other geometries, and
we have identified new Pn. isomers, induding one for the heptamer that could be the most
stable.

Earlier calenlaflotts on neutral and eharged elusters with up to 11 atoms [JH90e, SJ92,
JS92] predicted that the most stable isomers found for P 6 , P6, and Pr were derived from the
"rote or "buttere" structure of P4 (C2,,) by the addition of one, two, and three atoms,
respectively, and for P 8 a wedge-shaped (C2 ) structure related to the cuneane isomer of
(CH)6 [JH90c].

Phosphoras cluster anions up to n=9 have been detected previously by Snodgrass et
od. [SCF+85], who also performed photoelectron spectroseopy on P . Photoeleetrott spec-
troscopy on cluster anions of other group Va (group 15) elements has been carried out by
Polak et erl. [PHGL91] (antimony Sb n and bismuth elusters Bin to n = 4) and by Gausa
et ca. [GKS+] (Sb; and Bi,-; to n=9, comparison with density functional ealeulations to
n=5) . These and other works will be discussed below . As in the seetion 3 .3, the compar-
ison of the measurements and calculations focus on the vertical detaehment energies and
the vibration frequendes.

3 .4 .1 Optimal Geometries, Vibration Frequencies, and Vertical
Exeitation Energies

In this seetion we discuss the structures of phosphorus anions and the excitation energies to
states of the neutral einstens . We focus on the vertical detaehment energies (VDE), where
the geometrical structure is unchanged, but adiabatic energy deerenees will be discussed
where appropriate . Structural parameters of the anions are given in Tables 3 .13-3 .16, and
vibration frequencies in Table 3.14.
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The energy differences between the ground state of the phosphorus anion and the low-lying
states of the atom are calculated tobe 0 .85 eV ( 4 S), 2 .39 eV and 2.90 eV ( 2P) using the
scheme described in sec. 2 .1 .2. This is in acceptable agreement with the measured eleetron
affinity of phosphorus (0 .7465 eV) [HL85a] (one of the lowest of any element, reflecting
the half-full shell in the atom) and the lowest excited states of the atom at 2 .16 eV ( 2D0)
and 3 .07 eV ( 2P0) [M 185] above the GS of the anion . The photoelectron speetram (not
included in the figures) Shows these three peaks clearly, althougli the spie-orbit splitting
is not resolved in the present experiment.

The calculated VDE of P 2-" (0.86 eV) corresponds to the excitation to the ground state of
P2 , measured to be 0 .68±0.05 eV in the spectra. The energies of states derived from the
ground state configuration of P 2 (o-g2tr,l, by the excitation rrg (o-grrbrg ; 3 11g , 'Ilg )
are accessible to LSD calealtions using the approach of von Barth (2 .1.2), and we discuss

these energies below. However, states arising from the excitations tr,„ ' g (u:t21rg ; 3E ,
3E z, 3A, and related singlets) [Her50] are indistinguishable in an LSD calenlatim, as is
explained in section 2.1 .2 and appendix B . The only "mixedssymmetry" deterrrtinantal
KS state of this configuration has an excitation energy of 3 .98 eV. Information about
these states can nevertheless be found from experimental measurements an other group Va
(group 15) dirners or could be gained by Cl caleulations, where it is possible to distinguish
between states with "+" and "-" symmetry, i .e ., the symmetry according to reflection in
a plane containing the moleeular axis . Observed intensity maidma in the PE spectra Iie
at 3.03, 3 .65, and 4.10 eV binding energy and the measured energy differences (Te) for the
(shorter) equilibrium separation of the ground state of P 2 are 2.33, 3.53, and 3 .50 eV for
3 Et,+ , 3E , and 31lg states, respectively [IIII79] . The calculated vertical excitation energy
(MD/DF) for the 3119 state is 4 .22 eV, with an energy 3 .30 eV above P 2 ('E) at the
energy minimum for P . The narrow range of energies of the 3 E,,-, 3A,,, and 3flg states
makes an assignment difficult . Nevertheless, while the 3A,, state has not yet been observed
in P 2 , there is evidence that it lies between the 3;4' and 3E: states in the other group Va
(group 15) dimers N2 [HH79, LG91], Ase [HCR+85], and Bi t and Sb2 [PHGL91, BL89].
Vibration frequencies of P 2 (730 ± 80 cm-" r ) and P2- (560 + 120 ern") can be observed
in the spectra. These vibration frequencies differ somewhat from Chose determined by
Snodgrass et al. (We(P2) 774+48 cm', (ne (P2- ) 630+50 ein' [SCF+ 85]) . The calculated
values (MD/DF) in Table 3 .14 (781 and 659 cm-», however, are in good agreement with
all available experimental data for P 2 and

P3-

The trimer anion has been investigated previously by Burdett and Marsden [BMC88]
and Hamilton and Sehaefer [HS90] . Botha sets of workers found three low-lying mirdma : an
equilateral triangle (D3h , 3N2 ), a linear closed-shell singlet (D h , 1E4i, ), and a bellt (C2v)
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(e) (f)

(c) (d)

Figure 3,23: structures of (ase) Pi, (d) P7,

	

Figure 3 .24: Struetures of (a-e) PI and (d-f)
and (e-f)

	

P,-i . Labels in (f) are as in (d).

triplet. The first two were found to be so dose in energy that a definite prediction of the
ground state was not possible . In the present MD/DF ealeulations the linear structure
has the lowest energy, but the D 3h and structures are only 0 .06 and 0 .27 eV less
stable. The vertieal detachment energies of the tliree struetures (Fig . 3 .23(a-c)) show
striking differences, however, being 3 .00 eV, L88 eV, arid 1. .73 eV, respectively. There are,
of course, higher-lying states of P 3 corresponding to each of the three struetures found
for P . They will contribute to the rneasured intensity near peaks (D,E) in Fig . 3.26,
but all oceur at binding energies weil above 3.0 eV . The lowest quastet state for the
D3h structure, for example, has a vertical excitation energy of 4 .08 eV. All calculations
performed to date cm P 3- give a consistent picture : The linear and equilateral triangular
structure are virtually degenerate, and the bent (C2,) form is only -0 .2 eV higher in
energy. lt is very likely that more than one isomer can be generated, depending an the
experimental conditions . The speetra (Figs . 3 .25 and 3 .26) show five peaks at 1 .68, 1 .96,
2.89, 3.91 and 4 .32 eV binding energy. The ealeulated vertical excitation energies to the
first two states in P 3 are (1.73 eV, 3 .70 eV for C2 ) and (1 .88 eV, 4.08 eV for D3h) . In view
of the uncertainties

	

both experiment and theory, either (or both) of these structures
eould be present . We note, however, the large gap in the exeitation spectrum for both
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Moleeule Symrnetry

D h , 21lg .0

d12 =3.72
Pii 3 .23(a) Dcoh, 0.0

d=3.68

P3 3.23(b) D3h, 3A2 0.06

oit-t4 .08, ce=60°
0.27P -3i 3 .23(c) C2,, I A 1

d1 2 , 23=3.90, a123 =72.6 0

P7 3.23(d) e2, 0 .0
d12 =4.18, (123=4.09, a213=58.6 0 , a124 :---77 .1 0

Pj 3 .23(e)

	

Dsh

	

0 .0
d= 3.96, ot=108°

Pj 3 .23(f)

	

C2,

	

1 .44

d12=4.28, d33=4.18, d 15 -r--4 .16, (2213=58.5 0 ,

	

(454=77.50

P-8- 3.24(a)

	

C2,

	

0 .0

d12=4.24, d23=4.18, d 16=4.08, d66 3.96, a213=59.1, a124 -..a90 .1 0 , ä216=108.2', et165 l04.5 0

Pj 3.24(b)

	

D3h

	

0.30
ein= 4 .14, d16 =4.60
Pi 3 .24(c)

	

C2h

	

0.35

c112=4.06, d13=4.18, d34=4.45, a123=62.3 0 a234=99.8'

Table 3 .13 : Struaure parameters for isomers of Vj. , n=2-6 with energies t2tE relative to the

ground state (eV). Bond lengths ds, in a .u., bond angles eia in degrees . Additional labeis refer to

the figures.

isomers, whieh means that the strong peak at 2 .89 eV taust corne from another structure.
Since the linear isomer gives a vertical exeitation at 3 .00 eV, the measured binding energy
curves are consistent with the existence of at least iwo isomers, one of which is linear . The
photoelectron spectrum of P 5- at hv=3.49 eV shows evidence for photofragmentation into
P3- and P2, with different relative intensities of the features corresponding to peaks (Ase)

observed here . This indicates that peak C miglat be arising from a different isomer than
from peaks A and B . This is consistent with the results of the caleulations . According
to the above assigninent, peak C in the speärum of P 3- should exhibit vibrational fine
structure corresponding to the vibrational modes of linear P 3 . The ealeulations indicate
that the neutral and negatively charged trimers have the saure bond 1engths, so that a
narrow peak should ()mir in the photoelectron speetram . No fine structure is observed,
and the peak is broader than expected. Both features are consistent with the thermal
exeitation of hot bands, sinne thermal excitation would result in the preferential excitation
of Iow energy modes that are beyond the energy resolution of the apparatus.

Vibration frequencies for P 3- have been ealeulated by Hamilton and Sehader [13S90]
using the Hartree-Fock approaeh, and the results are compared with the present work in
Table 3.14. Apart from the C2,, isomer, the results show the expected tendency of the
HF method to overestimate vibration frequencies . Feature A is assigned to the ground
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Figure 3 .25 : Photoelectron spectra of P;,--

	

Figure 3.26: Photoelectron spectra of P-
clusters (n=2-5) reeorded at hv=3 .49 eV

	

elusters (n=2-5) recorded at hti=4 .66 eV
photon energy. See taxt for a discussion of

	

photon energy. See taxt for a discussion of
the features marked.

	

the features marked.

state transition and exhibits vibrational fine structure when recorded with 111)=2 .33 eV.
The spectrum is consistent with the excitation of either two vibrational modes of P 3-
(frequencies 340/435+40 cm') or a single mode (frequency 390±50 cm -» . While the
former values would be compatible with the C2v isomer, the latter would favour the D3h
isomer.

All features observed in the spectrum of Sb 3"- have been assigned to emission from the
D3h isomer [PHGL91] . In the absente of spin-orbit coupling, the present calculations, as
well as those of Balasubramanian et aL, [BSD91} predict a single vertical excitation energy
to a 2 E" state . This state, which undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion to two nearby rtu'nima,
would be split by spin-orbit coupling.

The phosphorus tetramer has the familiar tetrahedral (Td) structure. The additional elec-
tron in the anion, however, results in a Jahn-Teller distortion that is so large that it is
not meaningful to analyze the evilibrium structure (Fig . 3.23(d)) in terms of tetrahedral
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Molecule

	

Symmetry

P 2	D,,h, Eg Expt'

Expt (here)
MD/DF

FT

	

D .h , 2zu Expt .P
Expt (here)
MD/DF

Ps

	

Expt (here)
P3	D h

	

Y1D/DF
P3	G`2	MD/DF
P-

	

Expt (here)
Pi 3.23(a) .D,,h

	

MD/DF
HF(DZP)C

Pj 3.23(b) D3h

	

MD/DF
HF(DZP) C

Pj 3.23(c) C2v

	

MD/DF
HF(DZP)C

Pj 3.23(e) D5h

	

MD/DF

HF*

780.77

730+80
781

630+50
560+120
659
460+65, 645+60
140 (rcu), 484 (ug), 723 (u,a)
334 (b 2 ), 409 (aa,), 623 (ag)
390±50 or 340/435+40
176 (7ru), 482 (cri), 809 (cru)

188 (7ru), 552 (o i), 886 (mau)
427 (e'), 572 (a ll )
457 (e'), 641 (i)
313 (b2 ), 449 (en), 607 (a,)
158, 337, 686
207 (4), 294 (e2), 487 WI), 493 (e2), 453 (ei)
224 (es), 336 (e2), 509 (aai), 532 (e2), 564 (ei)
233 (4), 348 (e2), 514 (all ), 531 (e2), 563 (ei)

aRef. [HH79]
bRef [SCH'+ 85]
CRef. [HS90]
'dRef. [HS89]
°Ref. [Jan89], unscaied values

Table 3 .14 : Vibration frec uencies (wr, cm') of selected phosphorus Clusters.

synxmetry. The vertical detachment energies calculated for transitions to the lowest-lying
singlet and trielet structures are 1 .35 and 2 .91 eV, respectively. There are two pronounced
peaks in the measured spectra of P7, at 1 .35 eV and 2.69 eV, both of which can be

interpreted in terms of transitions from the "roof'-shaped isomer.

The very broad %st peak indicates a large difference between the geometries of the most

stable isomers of the anion and neutral Clusters . The calculated adiabatic electron afhnity,

the difference between the lowest energies of P7 and P 4 is only 0.19 eV, in satisfactory
agreement with the onset in the measured spectra . Relaxation of the neutral tetranier
from the anionic structure to the tetrahedral form results in an energy lowerring of 1 .16 eV.

The "roof" structure is also found to be the most stable in calculations for Sb4 and
Bi7 [G S '] .
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The pentamer is an interesting ease . The planer (eyelo-P 5 ) anion has been stabilized as a
ligand [SB87] and prepared by reacting white phosphorus in solution with tetrahydrofuran
[B089] . lt has been calculated to be the most stable isomer in Sb 5- and Bi 5- [GKS +].
Hartree-Fock calelilaflotts [HS89, Jan89] give a consistent pieture of both geometry (P-P
bond lengths of 3.955 and 3 .959 a.u, respeetively) and vibration frequencies (Table 3 .14).
Scherer and Briick [SB87] noted that eyelo-P5- could possibly be formed from P 3- and P2 ,
and Hamilton and Schaefer [HS89] observed that the high frequency vibration observed
by Baudler and coworkers [B089] could be due to the presence of P . Caleulations by
Glukhotsev et al. [GS93] indicate that the D5h isomer of P5- is stable with respeet to
both dissociation (P 5-	P 3- + P2 ; ®E.= 71 .6 kcal/mol) and disproportionation (2P 5- ---

2P3 + P4(Td) ; AE=116.4 keal/mol.)
The present ealeulations lead to two low-lying isomers . The planar ring (D5h , Fig.

3 .23(e)) has bonds of length 3 .96 a.u . and is 1 .44 eV more stable than the structure
(3 .23(f)) related to the most stahle form found for the neutral pentamer . The planar ring
is isovalent with the cyclopentadienyl anion (Cfl)5 and is an "aromatie" 6r-system [0S93].

There is a striking dilferenee between the vertical detachment energies of the two isomers
of the anion (Dsh : 4.04 eV, C2 ,, : 2 .08 eV) . A single peak at 4 .04 eV domin.ates the spectrum
of Pj measured at hv.4.66 eV . Uris is in excellent agreement with the calculated value
for the planar pentagonal form (3 .23(e)) . The C2,, isomer (3.23(f)) related to the structure
predicted to be the most stable in the neutral heptamer is much less stable and has a much
lower excitation energy. There is no evidenee that this isomer is generated by the PACIS.

The calculated vibration frequencies (Table 3 .14) are about 10% below the liartrees
Fock values, which are generally higher than experimental frequencies by approximately
this amount

	

89].

P6-

The most stable isomer in all the present ealeulations was the C2ü form (Fig . 3.24(a)),
which is 0 .3-0 .5 eV more stable than the other isomers (3 .24(b,c)) . White the measured
photoelectron spectra (peak positions given in Table 3.17) are in reasonable agreement
with the calculated values for the lowest-lying states of P 6 (2.29, 3.33 eV), the other stable
structures found give similar values [2 .44, 3.70 eV for 3 .24(b) ; 2 .65, 3 .43 eV for 3 .24(e)1 . lt
is certainly possible that the source produces more than one isomer.

P.

Sirnulated annealing led in the heptamer P 7 not only to low-lying isomers of the anions,
b
that
ut to a stable isomer of the neutral Cluster - the C2,, structure shown in Fig. 3.24(d)

had not been found in sortier work [Jli90e] . The MD/DF ca.inlettions indicate that
this structure is slightly (0.11 eV) more stable than the C, ("roof plus trimer") isomer.
The anionie structure (Fig . 3 .24(d)) is the most stable in all. the present caleulations, with
a second isomer (3 .24(e)) 0.40-0 .45 eV higher. The open form (3 .24(f)) related to structure
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Figure 3 .27: Photoeleetron speetra of P;;-elusters (n=6-9) reeorded at hv=4 .66 eV photon

energy. See text for a diseussion of the features marked.

(3.24(d)) is a further 0 .6 eV higher . Struetures 3 .24(d,e) are related to the prism strueture
of P6 by bridging Bonds in and between the triangular faces, respeetively . (Jomparison of
3 .24(e) with the "roof plus trimer " strueture of P 7 (Fig. 5(b) of Ref. [JH90c]) shows that
the effeet of the additional eharge in. the aDion is very lange . The energy eilange in P7

between these two structures is eorrespondingly large (0 .68 eV).
The measured intensities fall for elusters with more than six atoms, and relatively

unstructured backgrounds become more apparent . The pronotmeed peak A in the spectrum
(Fig. 3 .27) of P (VDE 2 .79 eV) is dosest to the value ealculated for the 3 .24(d) strueture
(3.11 eV), bitt the etlaer two structures have exeitation energies only 0 .2 eV higher . Another
featuxe Al is weak, and its loeation dose to the BE of peak A in the speetrum of PJ suggests
that it may originate from a photofragmentation process . The struetural relaxations an
removal of an eleetron from structures 3 .24(d) and 3 .24(e) are quite different . In the former,
the anionic and neutral structures are very similar, the ehange in energy an relaxation is
only --0.1 eV, and we expeet a sharp rise intensity to the maximum at the VDE . In the
latter, the caleulations prediet a relaxation of -0 .6 eV and a mach broader peak . Although
the ealeulations prediet that 3 .24(d) is more than 0 .4 eV more stable than 3 .24(e), the
interpretation of the measured speetra is ambiguous, and it is possible that both isomers
are present .
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M&% e Symmet
P 3.24(d) C, 0.0
d16=4.28, d12=4.24, 3=±20, d37=4.01, »=10 9\ O132=60.8 9Q7.111/\ eg374=l00.00
p/ 3.24(e)

	

C

	

0 .41
d2=4.15, 7=4.08, $ 6=4 .1$ d46= 08,

	

=83$\ (2 216=88.8', O165=89$\
164=100.8° ,<454=58 .5°

t( 3.24(f)

	

C,

	

1 .47
6=3 .80, 3=4.33 d37=4.00, a613=1 *\ 32= 3\ o137=1 .4°

f\ 3.28(a)

	

C

	

0 .0
d13=4.,(7=4.,d34=4,33, 7=4.0$ 54.3$ 6 =4.15, d6=4.2,Ö 34= .3

37=1 , , Y##=10%I\ a;5=100 ., 7k= .7,42346=89.8° k=61.4

P 3.28(b) C2, 0.

3=4.33, d78=4.77, d27=4.13, d25=4., 56=71 .1\ (43 86.60, a273=102.7'

P 3.28(e) C2 1.28

• 4.07, 4=4»$ a=4$% 46=4.,na&=88., 34j=88$\ aNa=1023% 12=91 .6°

36-922 0 1 q=aaa\ 5 =9680

P 3.28(d) D4

d45=4.10, c134=4.86

e 3 .15 : St uc ure parameters for isomers
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the ground state

	

Bond n h dj in a.u., bond an.gles a in degrees . Additional

1 beis refer t0 e figures.
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Figure 3.28: Structures of P8-- . Labels in (b)

	

Figure 3 .29 : Structures of PG- .
and (d) are as in (a), (b), respectively.

3.28(e) . The vertical excitation energies are consistent with three results . The agreement
between the measured VDE (3 .05 eV) and the calculated value (3.02 eV) is very good,
while the values for the other three isomers are mueh lower (2 .34-2 .55 eV).

G-

Our caleulations predict that the most stable isomer of P G- is the Cs form shown in Fig.
3.29(a), which may be viewed as a dimer attached to the most stable form of P . The C2
ruft 3.29(b) found in crystalline Hittorf's phosphorus [TK69], is only -412 eV higher, and
structure 3.29(c) is more than 1 eV less stable.

The most stable isomers in PG- have VDE values that are 3 .60 eV (3.29(a)) and 3 .28
eV (3.29(b)) . The VDE for the latter, less stable structure is then in better agreement
with the measured value (3 .11 eV) . But structure 3 .29(e) has a VDE of 3 .1 eV, and the
experimental information is not sufaient to make a definite assignment in this rase.

3 .482 Trends and Diseussion

The trends in the structures of the phosphorus duster anions are rerniniseent of the neutral
elusters. The struetures are "three-dimensional" from n 4, and from n = 7 they Show

distributions in bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles that are similar to those
found in bulk phases of the element . Phosphorus atoms prefer threesfold coordination,
although two-fold coordinated atoms generally have shorter bonds. The skortest bonds
found were the multiple bonds oeeurring in the dimer and trimer . Bonds in reetangular
structural units (bond angles -a 90» are generally longer than those in triangular units,
and the presence of rectangular units is energetically tmfavourable . An example is the rase
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Moleeule Syrnmetry

	

ZiE
Pf; 3 .29(a)

	

C,

	

0 .0
d34 =4.05, d45 =4.04, d56 :n4 .18, d67=4.14, d78=3.91, th6=4.12, d12=4.17, c113=4 .31, a345=101 .6 ö
(456=99.5', a567=102.6°, otss l at102 .6 0 , a67s=106.60 , 4613 =101 .20 , ete 12=l04.90 , a132 =57.80

3.29(b)

	

0 .27
d45=4.14, d56=4.31, d5g= 3 .91, tI6l=4.32, ea 945=60.6 0, a456a--109 .60, a587 103.1°,
etwa-95 .8 °, a687l04.8 0
Pj 3.29(c)

	

C2 ,

	

1 .49
d45=4.03, d56=4.15, de= 4 .37, 47=4.30, d73=4.12, a345 =I.10.O', a46.6=123 .3°,
ase=95 .89 9 ea 67s=91 .6 0 , c€659r..t63i6'

Table 3 .16 : Structure parameters for isorners of Pj, with energies äE relative to the ground
state (eV). Bond lengths 4 in a.u., bond angles cri in degrees . Additional labels refer to the
figures.

of P9- , where 3.29(c) is less stable than the otherwise similar strueture 3 .29(b) . Rings with
approximately pentagonal projections are found, and the most stable form of P 8- can be
viewed as a "pentagon plus trimer" structure.

The anionic structures are generally more open than the corresponding neutral systems,
and there are other differences arising from the different number of electrons . In P4, for
example, the tetrahedral structure is stable, while P7 undergoes a JahnsTeller distortion.
For n. = 3, 5, an the other hand, the anion struetures have higher symmetries (D 3h, D5h )
than the Mahn-Teller distorted struetures of P3 and P5 . As in the rase of the sulfur Clusters,
the presence of the additional eleetron in the anion can stabiLize structures that are unstable

the neutral Clusters . In Sthese were chain structures that revert otherwise to the
more stable rings . The vertical detachment the former were larger than in the latter,
where the most weakly bound electron occupied an orbital Ioealized to one bond or atom.
The dglerenees in VDE are smaller in the phosphorus anions, but we note that P 8- has
two local minima (3 .28(b),(d)) corresponding to struetures with two and form expanded
bonds, respectively - that are less stable than the related structures (3 .28(a),(c)), where
the additional eharge is located in the region of one (broken) bond.

In those eases, such as P 4- , P5- , and where the energy calettlations give an uns
ambiguous prediction of the form of the most stable isomer, the calculated detachment
energies are in satisfactory agreement with experiment . The measurements indicate that
the most stable form of P 8- (with high probability P8 as well) has a "wedge" (cuneane)
rather than a cubic structure . In PJ, where the present and earlier caiculations predict
the existence of three isomers with different structures but very similar energies, we show
that the source generates at least two isomers, one of them linear. Spectra for Pj taken
with hv=3.49 eV (below the eleetron affinity 4.04 eV) show fragmentation into Pi- and P2 .
We have noted above (See . 3 .4.1) that there is evidence that the saure process occurs in
solutions containing the pentamer anion. The situation in Py- and P9ii is less definite . The
energies of the most stable isomers in these eases are only -0 .2 eV lower than the next
most stable, and the vertieal excitation energies in the P 7- isomers are similar . The VDE
of the second most stable isomer of P g- is in better agreement with the measmied value
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A' A B C D E

1 0.75 2.16 3.07

2 0.68 3.03 3.65 4.10

3 1.68 1.96 2.89 3.91 4.32

4 1 .35 2.69 >4.40

5 2.49 4.04
6 2.22 2.59 3 .00 3.47

7 2.19 2.79 4.00

8 2.20 3.05

9 2.70 3.11

Table 3 .17: The BE's in eV of the eleetronic transitions observed in the photoelectron speetra

of The uncertainty in the measurements is +0 .05eV except for n = 1 . The BE's of features

A correspond to the VDE's.

than the value of the most stable isomer.
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3.5 Mixed

	

con-Carbon Cluster Anions Sin,Cm -

Elements belonging to the saure group of the periodic fable have properties in common, and
carbon and silicon (group 14) are no exceptions . Nevertheless, their differenees are very
prononneerl. The immense variety of organic ehemistry, refteeting the ability of earbon to
form single, double and triele bonds, is not shared by silicon, which favors multi-direetional
single bonds. lt is perhaps not surprising that the struetures of the elemental Clusters show
striking differenees.

For pure carbon Clusters with up to 10 atoms, ab initio calenkations [PC59, RB87,
MFG90] have predicted odd-membered Clusters to have linear optimal structures, whereas
cyclic forms have been ascribed to even-membered Clusters, although at least linear
C4 might be favoured by entropy at room temperature [ASG90, BMB88] . And indeed,
experimental results show evidence for the presence of both linear and eydic geometries:
linear 04 has been observed in matrix Fourier transform infrared measurements [SG89,
WSG91] and by photoelectron spectroseopy [ABKN9I], while the rhombic form has been
observed only indireetly in a Coulomb explosion experiment [VFK + 91], which is diffieult
to Interpret unambiguously. The larger Clusters have been observed [I-IGK +95] to form
monoeyelie rings and there is evidente for th.e existente of bieyelie rings for C n , n ,?,,20.
Finally, many Clusters with even numbers

	

have lowestsenergy isomers that belong to
the famous fullerenes [GDC + 92],

By contrast, Si,., Clusters are predicted to be cagelike for 5<n<11 [RR88, RR90, AP90,
WVVR95] and the peaks in the abundance speetra corresponding to fullerene structures in
C,,, are absent in [AMS91] . CP-MD calculations [RAP94] have predicted that for Si,,
with n,?:,25, the atoms are organized into two shells: an outer one reminiscent of a fullerene
topology and an inner one of highly eoordinated atoms.

White the combination of theory and experiment has led to a radier detailed picture
of the elemental Clusters, this is not so for mixed Clusters Si n Cn, . lt is natural to expect
that such eitasters exhibit structural features of C,,, and Si,, and this has been confirmed
by a number of studies in the Aast years . The experimental work ineindes absorption
speetra in matrices [PMG92, PMG94] and in the gas phase [RBRR94, OGP + 94], and the
recent PE studies [NTN +95] of Sin C,n- anions. These dato provide a ehstilenge to theoretis
eians, as does the sarge number of topologically distinct isomers that can occur in mixed
dusters. Whiie there have been numerous theoretical ([GS84], [GS85, Rit91, BDF + 92],
[DC94], [AGS90], [LG88], [MAZ89], [Rit94], [FMZ95], [MFZP93, MFZ +94], [FZM+94])
and experimental ([PMGS90, BR92, MGLSS84], [PMG9I], [Rit92, PMG92], [PMGRG95],
[WG92], [PMG94]) publications an individual einstens, a systematic investigation
is still naissing. We rote that the bulk phases of SiC also have remarkable properties.
There are more than 100 cristalline forms ("polytypes") [Yeo88], characterized by different
stacking sequences of close-packed layers that can have long periods . The amorphous phase
(a-SiC) is a high-temperature semieonductor whose structure has been the subject of sonne
debate. A. recent study using a eombination of MD and DF ealeulations [FGPB93] showed
that the structure has many (40-45%) homonuclear bonds, with the C atoms tending to
form chainlike structures .
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Photoelectron spectra of pure en - anions [YTC+88, ABKN91] consist of sharp features
for n=3-9 and of relatively broad features for n>IO . Furth.ermore, the VDEs of odd
numbered Clusters display rauch lower values than those of the even numbered ones for
n<10 anal, starting at n=10, the even/odd pattern inverts . Both observations can be
explained qualitatively by a transition from linear optimal structures to ring topologies
at n=10. The peaks in the transition between anion and the neutral species of three
dimensional struetures are broader than those between the speeies oflinear isomers, because
the freedom of bending or rocking vibrations having Iow frequencies is higher in the former
and the peaks of these Iow frequency vibrations cannot be observed separately . The even-
odd alternation of the VDEs can also be understood, since even numbered linear anions
have a r2 7r 1 configuration, i .e., an attached electron oceupies the HOMO, whereas odd
numbered chains have a 1- 1 configuration, i .e., the electron occupies the higher lying LUM0.
The pattern inverts for ring isomers, since two more electrons of the former lone pairs of the
ehain enter the system after closuxe of the ring . This is consistent with recent numerical
results [WB92, LS90, PA92] and has been affirmed by ion ehromatography measurements
on Clusters with up to 10 atoms [vHKGB93].

Photoelectron spectra of Sip, for n<12 [CYP+87] and Raman spectra of Si„` for
n=4,6,7 [HOM+ 93] have been interpreted successfully by theoretical investigations [RR91a,
RR9Ib, RR92, GM95], assigning, e .g., a rhombus to Si4- , a trigonal hipyraraid to Si 5- , a
tetragonal hipyramid to Sij and a "triplet tetracapped tetrahedron" to Si7 . As these in-
vestigation have shown, in sonne cases (e .g., C8-, C8 - , Si6 -, Si8 -, Sig" [RB87, RR9la]),
the geometries of both carbon and silicon duster anions can differ substantiaily from those
of their neutral counterparts.

While the structures of pure en- and anions are thus relatively well understood
through a combination of theory and experiment, the structures of anionic Si nC,, - Clusters,
which are essential for interpreting PE data, have not yet been studied systematieally.
We deseribe here the results of an extended series of DF ealeulations on SinCa, - anions
(n+rn<8) and their neutral counterparts and focus on the comparison of our results to
available PE spectra of these dusters [GPS96, NTN +95]i

3.5 .1 Optimal Geometries, Vibration Frequencies, and Vertical
Exeitation Energies

The interatomic distances included in Tables 3 .18-3.22 are shorter than 3 .82 a .u. between C
atoms and 5 .35 a.u. between Si atoms, which corresponds to the minima of the respective
pair correlation functions of liquid C [GMCP90] and Si [CP91] between the first peak
for eovalently bonded pairs and the second peak for nonbonded pairs . For C-Si distances,
we have Chosen the arithmetic mean of both values, i .e., 4 .57 a.u. as a eutoff distance.
"Bonds" are shown in Figures 3 .30-3 .39 for interatomic distances <5.3 a.u., irrespective of
the atomie species . The photoeleetron spectra have been recorded at hv=3 .49 eV [NTN+95]
and hv=3.8 eV photon energy [GPS96], respeetively.
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Molecule

	

Symmetry State	 AB
Sie-	C~u

	

2E

	

0 .00
(112 =3.17;
SiC 2 - 3.30(a)

	

C27

	

2B2

	

0 .00
d12 =2.49; d13,23 =3.56; a123,213=70' ; (2132=410 ;
SiC2- 3 .30(b)

	

2 11

	

0 .03
d12=2 .43 ; d23=3 .32;
Si2C- 3.30(c)

	

%3 , h

	

2 11

	

0 .00
d12,13 --,3 .25;
SiC3- 3 .30(e)

	

Cooe,

	

2H

	

0 .00
d12= 2.45; d23 =2.52; d34=3.22;
SiC3 - 3 .30(f)

	

C2t,

	

2A2

	

0 .49
12,23=2.58 ; d14 , 34-=- 3.78; d24 =3 .45; oi123=152' ; a214,234=62 0 ;

SiC3- 3.31(a)

	

C2 ,,

	

0 .67
(42 , 23=2.70; d13=2 .76; d14,34=3 .54 ; a123=61' ; a214 , 234=126° ; ot143=46';
Si2C2 - 3 .31(b)

	

2Ä„

	

0.00
d12 =2.49; d13=3.56; d14=3 .49; d23 =3 .77; d34=4.56; a123=66';
a214- 1550' ; a143- 500 ; a234' 890 ;
Si2 C 2 - 3 .31(c)

	

Deoh

	

21l

	

0 .10
d12=2 .48 ; d14,23=3 .26;
Si3G- 3.31(e)

	

C2,

	

2A2

	

0.00
12 , 14=3 .38; d13=3.58 ; d23 , 24=4.49; a214=l610 ; (424=960 ;

Table 3.18: Structure parameters for isorners of SinGm-, rt-f-m=2-4, with energies AE relative to
the ground state (eV) . Bond lengths ciij in a.u. and bond angles e jk in degrees . Bond angles are
given where appropriate . Additional labels refer to the figures, where also the atom numberings
are defined.

SiC

Our calculations for neutral SiC yield a 311 GS

	

with a 3 E- excited state
[ . . (7r)2(o-)2] 0.42 eV above it, in agreernent with Cl results [BR92, 0 .44 eV, MR-SOCI] . The
lowest singlet 1E- sate [ . .(r)4] was found at 0 .76 eV [BR92, 0 .65 eV, MR-SOGT] . Although
C 2 and Sie are well-known species [I11179], it was not until 1988 that SiC was identified
speetrometrieally by by Bernath et al. [8RO88] . The authors were able to resolve the
0-0 band of the eleetronic transition in the vibration-rotation spectrum of SiC.
lt has subsequently beeil detected [CGG89] at millimeter wavelengths in the envelope of
a carbon star . In combination with theoretical resuits, the the 3H GS bond length has
been estimated to = 3 .248 a.u., with an estimated accuracy of 0 .002 a.u.. Our value
r, = 3 .24 a.u. compares well with this result as well as with other theoretical predictions
[BL87, 3.28 a.u. ., MRC1].

Addition of an electron to the abovementioned SiC triplet states yields a 2E GS
[ . . .(7r)4(u)l] with a 211 state [ . . .(7r)3(er)2] 0 .47 eV above it . The shorter bond length in
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1

(c) (d)

(e)

	

(e)

	

(0

Figure 3 .30: Structures of (a,b) SiC 2 - (c,d)

	

Figure 3 .31 : Struetures of (a) SiC3-, (b-d)
Si2C- and (e,f) SiC 3- . Light spheres are Si

	

Si 2C 2 - and (e,f) Si3C-. Light spheres are Si
atoms, dark spheres are C atoms.

	

atoms, dark spheres are C atoms.

the anion [3 .17 a.u. (2 E)] thau in the neutral GS is consistent with the presence of more
7r electrons in the former and is also observed with Si 2 /Si2- Clusters [NHE87] . No other
experimental results were found the literature nor could a photoeleetron spectrum be
reeorded by Gantefoir et al . [GPS96] for this very elusive molecule, but we nevertheless list
our results for the anion in Tables 3.18 and C .2.

SiC2 -

Aeeording to our results, neutral SiC 2 has a C2,, 'AI GS with a C-Si-C angle of 41 0 . A
linear Si-C-C strueture is 0 .19 eV less stable. The corresponding triplet states are 1 .55 and
2.27 eV higher in energy. This is in agreement with the experimentally determined [SG85]
band angle of 40-41' and theoretical values for the energy difference between the isomers of
0.22 eV [GS84, TCSCF] and 0 .16 eV [DC94, QCISD(T)/6311+G(3df,2p)] . Our calculated
band lengths [r(Si-C)=3.48 a.u., r(C-C)= 2.41 aal' .] are reasonable agreement with those
extracted from spectroscopic data [r(Si-C) .3 .42 a.u., r(C-C)= 2 .36 a.u., [MGLSS84]].

Adding an eleetron stabilizes the linear isomer [ 211 state, Fig. 3.30(b)] with respect
to the other, which is now virtually degenerate (0 .02 eV higher) with a 2B2 state of the
C2v anion shown in Fig. 3.30(a) . The bond lengths in the C2,, isomer are larger in the
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Composition VDE
Total atoms n m Figure N G Cale

3 atoms 1 2 3.30(b) 1.54(0 .06) 1.72(0.05) 1 .69

2 1 3.30(c) 1 .17(0.05) 1 .18

4 atoms 1 3 3.30(e) 2.76(0.04) 2.90(0 .10) 2.86
1 3 3.31(a) 1.93(0 .10) 2 .00(0.10) 2.08
2 2 3.31(b) 1 .93(0.08) 2 .10(0 .15) 2.07

3 1 3.31(e) 1 .54(0.08) 1 .60(0 .05) 1 .69

5 atoms 1 4 3.34(a) 2.34(0.04) 2.33(0.05) 2.27
2 3 3.34(d) 1.71(0.10) 1.77(0.05) 1 .82

3 2 3.35(a) 1 .90(0.15) 1 .88

4 1 3 .35(d) 3 .12(0.10) 3.21

6 atoms 1 5 3 .35(f) 3.14(0 .03) 3.29(0.05) 3.22

2 4 3.36(c) 2.49(0.08) 2.70(0.15) 2.59

3 3 3 .37(a) 2.16(0 .08) 2.42(0.05) 2.51

4 2 3.37(e) 2.10(0 .08) - 2.18
5 1 3.38(b) 1.74(0.08) - 1 .81

7 atoms 2 5 3.38(e) 2.16(0.06) 2.22(0 .05) 2.18

6 1 3.39(c) 1 .74(0.08) [1 .79]
8 atoms 7 1 3 .39(e) 2.92(0.08) [3 .32]

Table 3 .19 : SinC,n- Clusters: vertical detachment energies (VDE, eV), with uncertainties in

brackets, obtained from photoelectron spectra of Nakajima and coworkers [NTN +95] (denoted
"N") and Ganteför and coworkers (denoted "G") . Calculated VDEs (denoted "Tale") are also

given. Values in square brackets belong to isomers that are not the most stable.

andon by about 3%, while the bond angles remain the saure . The plaotoeleetron spectra
of Fig. 3 .32(a) [GPS96] and of Nakajima ei al. [NTN+951 show relatively broad peaks
around 1 .72+0.05 eV [GPS961 and 1.54+0.06 eV [NTN+951, respectively, which would be
compatible with the presence of both isomers with calculated VDEs 1 .50 eV (C2,,) and
1 .69 eV (C,,,,) . Fig. 3 .32 also indicates the presence of an excited state at 3 .62+0 .05 eV
BE, which favours the linear isomer, whose first excited state ( 311) lies at 3 .69 eV BE, and
exeludes the C2v isomer that has a 3B2 state at 2.99 eV BE, since the spectrum shows
only a very Iow Signal at this value . The spectrum of Nakajima et al. [NTN+95] as well
shows no significantly increased intensity near 3 .0 eV, v~htch should be observable, if the
assignment to the C2v isomer would be correct, so that the presence of this isomer in either
of the experiments is unlikely.

Si2C°

The neutral Si 2 C dimer has C2,, and D,,,), structures that are again close in energy, the 1A 1
state of the C2,, isomer being 0 .11 eV more stable than the 1 E9+ state of the linear isomer.
The energy ordering and diff.erelee is sirnilar to that reported in other studies ([R1t91,
0.08 eV, MBPT2/6-311G(2d)], [GS85, 0,09 eV, CISD]) . Two trielet states were found at
-2 .5 eV above the 02" ground state. The

	

structure has a SiC bond length of 3 .21 a.u.
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and a SiOSi angle of 116 0 , in aeeordanee with other theoretical results ([Rit91, r(SiC)=3 .22
a.n ., a(SieSi)=119 .5', , [BDF+92, r(SiC)=3.18 a.u., ee(SiCSi)=117 .6°, TZ+2P+f CISD]).
The length of the Sie bond is unusually skort, as has already been noted by Grev and
Schaefer [GS85], and this has been attributed to the strong polar character of this bond.

The addition of an electron causes the SiCSi angle of the 0 2, isomer to increase in
our simulations and we obtain the saure linear isomer [Fig . 3.30(c)] with a 2II GS for
both neutral species. Such a behaviour may already be expected from simple electrostatic
considerations . Starting frorst an equilateral triangle, we found another local minimum
with geometry [Fig . 3.30(d)] and 2A1 GS only 0 .01 eV higher in energy an the BO
energy surface of the anion . As can be seen from Table C .2, the excitation spectra of
the neutral species at the geometries of the anions show marked differences which should
fadlitate their distinction in the photoelectron spectra. The photoeleetron spectrum of
Ganter& et al. [GPS96] depicted in Figure 3 .32 is indeed incompatible with the presence
of the C2 ., isomer. On the other hand, the ealculated VDE (1 .18 eV) of the linear species is
in excellent agreement with the spectroscopic result (1 .17±0.05 eV) and the presence of a
second peak with a broad, unresolved Franck-Condon profile at 3 .66 eV BE is in reasonable
agreement with our value for a transition into the lowest excited state [3 .49 eV ('llg )] of
this isomer.

SiC3 -

As we haue seen in the previous sections, eitere is a strong competition between eyelie
and linear isomers in the series of neutral three-atomie silieonsearbort Clusters : Si3 has a
eydie GS strueture l, Si2C has a weakly bent C2 geometry, SiC 2 is edle (C2,) and C3 is
linear (here and Ref. [RB87]). On the other hand, as our results indicate, three-atomic
silicon-carbon anions are more indined towards linear geometries : while Si3 - is still cyclic
[RR91a], Si 2 C- and SiC 2 - are linear, and photoeleetron spectra of C3- [YTC+88] indicate
that this isomer is linear, too . A similar behavior may now be expected for tetra-atomic
Clusters . Both Si3 (here and Ref. [Rag86]) and Si4 - are rhombic and C4 might also prefer
a rhombic form [ASG90] . Neutral SiC3 indeed has a rhombic C2,, minimum structure with
a GS (here and Ref. [AGS90]) and a transannular (Cross ring) CC bond [r(CC),2 .72
a.u. (fiere), r(CC)=i2 .78 [AGS90]] . Another rhombic C2,, isomer with a transannular SiC
bond [r(SiC)=3 .58 a .u . (here), r(SiC)=3 .55 [AGS90]] just 0 .08 eV [AGS90, 0 .19 eV] above
the GS . A. furth.er, linear isomer with a 3 E- GS isomer has an intermediate energy of
0 .01 eV above the GS [AGS90, 0 .18 eV] . Other structures and eleetronie states considered
are appreciably higher (>0.75 eV) above the GS.

In the anion, the near degeneracy of the isomers is lifted and their relative order reverses
completely . The linear isomer [Figure 3 .30(e)] is now more stable than the C 2 ,, isomer with

the transannular SiC bond [Figure 3 .30(f), 0 .49 eV higher] and the former GS, the C 2,,
isomer with a transannular CC bond [Figure 3 .31(a)] is another 0 .18 eV higher in energy.

1 0ur LSDA caleuleions favour a 3 .A'2 isomer slightly (by 0 .08 eV) over a 1 A 1 isomer, while
Hartree-Fock calculations [Rag85, CCD+ST(4)] report an inverse ordering with the C2, isomer beireg
0.02 eV more stable .
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Si2C3 -

Si3C2

Sies "

Si C4.

Si3C3

Si2C

Hinding nergy (eV)

Figure 3 .32:

	

Photoelectron spectra of

	

Figure 3.33:

	

Fhotoelectron spectra of
SinC;;,-clusters (n+m=3-5) recorded at

	

SinC, - -clusters (n+m=5-7) recorded at
hv=3.8 eV photon energy.

	

hv=3.8 eV photon energy.

Again, as already observed at the S,, - (helical) chain isomers, the additional electron has
a high amplitude at the terminal Bonds of the linear isomer, which are contracted by
2% compared to the neutral speeies.

The photoelectron spectra recorded by Gantefär et al. iGPS961 (Fig . 3.32) and Nah-
jima et al. [NTN+ 95] both reveal an interesting detail : apart fror the main peaks (VDE :
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Moleeule Symmetry Method Erequency we

SiC3

	

C) Expta

	

2178+250
here

	

168 (7r), 442 (ar), 588 (er), 1283 (st), 1959 (u)
SCF &	164 (ar), 456 (jr), 659 (er) 1275 (et), 2037 (c)

Si2C 2	C ('A')

	

Expt°

	

1490+120
here

	

172 (a"), 269 (a'), 424 (a'), 585 (a'), 673 (ea'),
1530 (a')

SCF C	245 (a"), 306 (a'), 537 (a') 668 (a '), 754 (a'),
1560 (a')

Si 2 C 2	Doch(3E;) here

	

123 (aru), 425 (arg ), 455 (o'g), 863 (o), 1845 (o-g)
SCFC	117 (aru ), 278 (arg), 493 (8g), 933 (o), 1801 (o-9 )

Si 2 C 2

	

D2h('Ag)

	

here

	

152 (b 3 ,,), 288 (b2u), 440 (ag), 865 (b3g),
907 (ba u ), 1011 (ag )

SCFC	213 (b30, 397 (b2u), 522 (ag), 978 (b39),
1011 (b1u), 1067 (ag )

Si2C 2

	

D,,„h(1Eg+) Exptd

	

411+50
here

	

97 (aru), 236 (arg), 450 (org), 586 (ard ), 875 (o ),
1558 (o,g), 2053 (0 u)

SCFd

	

85 (7ru), 210 (arg), 442 (o ) 519 (aru), 869 (o ..),
1527 (mag), 2082 ('u)

dPreseat wark [GPS96], photoelectran deta.cbment
bRef. [AGS90], TZ2P
`Ref. [PMGRG95], TZ2P
dRef [R,'t94], MEPT(2)/DZP

Table 3.20: Calculated vibration frequencies w e (ern-) of selected isomers of neutral Sin Cm -,

n+m<5.

3 .0+0 .1 eV [GPS96], 2 .76±0 .4 eV [NTN+95], first excited state at 3,i3±0 .1 eV [GPS96])

that are only compatible with the caleulated excitation spectrum of the linear isomer

(VDE : 2 .86 eV, first excited state ('E+ ) . 3 .27 eV), there is another very weck signal at

1.93+0.1 eV [NTN+95] and 2 .0+0 .1 eV BE. Both experimental groups assign this feature

to the presence of a second isomer, and Nakajima ei ai. [NTN+95] see indications that it

might be produced by a ring isomer . In fact, the position of this feature agrees weil with

the calculated VDE of the C , isomer wich. the transannular CC bond, i .e . 2.08 eV, as can

be see n from consulting Table C .2 . The spectrum of Gantefir et al. [GPS96] shows also

another, even slightly weaker peak at 2 .31 eV BE, which agrees weil with the VDE of the

C2,, isomer with the transannular Sie bond, i .e., 2 .35 eV. The peak at 3 .0 eV BE exhibits

also vibrational firne structure with frequency 2178+250 cm_
;

(see Table 3 .20), which is

consistent with our assigument of this feature to the linear isomer. To conelude, the spec-

tra show signs for the presence of all three isomers, while the dominant contributions steh

from the linear GS of the auion .
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Si2C2 -

There have been several studies of the structure of Si 2 C 2 . Rhombic and linear states
were studied by Trucks and Bartlett [TB86], who calculated energies up to fourth order
in perturbation theory . Another more extensive study by Lammertsma and Güner [LG88]
predicted a new low-lying isomeric state of C . symmetry and Sudharkar et al . [SGL89'
compared two rhombic D2h structures in terms of a band streteb isomerism . A higher level
comparison of a number of isomers was provided by Fitzgerald and Bartlett [FB90] . We
have reconsidered six different isomers and their triplet states, the lowest three of them
being: a rhombic D2h isomer with 1 Ag GS is 0.18 eV below a distorted trapezoidal Cs
structure ('A' state), which in turn is an .other 0 .18 eV more stable than a linear isomerie
state (3E;) of .D 0,, h symmetry . The energetie ordering is in accord with Ref. [LG88], who
found for the corresponding energy differenoes 0 .36 eV and 0.13 eV at the MBPT(4)/6-31G*
level.

As might be suspected from the previous results, the linear isomer [Fig.3.31(c)] is
favoured in the anion, but it is still 0 .1 eV less stable than the true GS of the anion,
which we found to be the distorted trapezoidal C 2 structure [Fig.3 .31(b)] (2A" state) . The
rhombic D 2h isomer [Fig.3 .31(d)] is 0.25 eV less stable than the Cs strueture of the an-
ion. Furth.ermore, we observed several 2 isomers of the neutral species undergo considerable
structural rearrangement upon charging, all transforming into the isomer, which in-
dicates that the "catehment region" of this isomer is comparatively large . On the other
hand, the remaining structures did not change their shapes signifinantly upon ebarging.

The photoelectron spectra of Gante& et aL [GPS96], Fig. 3.32, and Nakajima et al.
[NTN+95] agree well with the calculated exeitation speetrum of the C,,, isomer, Table C .2.
Our calculated VDE, 2.07 eV agrees particularly well with the position of the First peak

in Fig. 3.32 at 2.1+0 .15 eV BE, whereas Nakajima et al. ENTN+ 95] give 1 .93+0 .08 eV
for the saure quantity. Other peak positions at 2 .73+0 .05 eV and 3 .28+0 .05 eV BE agree
well with the calculated transition energies into the 3A" and the 'A" excited states of the
neutral species at 2 .83 eV and 3 .21 eV BE, respectively. The peak at 2.1 eV BE seeins
to be the first of a pronounced vibrational progression with frequency w e se-1492+l20em-",
which is compatible with the theoretical frequeney speetrum of the C, isomer (see Table
3.20) . Theoretical results for th .e vibrational spectra of the reinaining two isomers are,
however, not compatible which the experimental value, which falls into a pronounced gap
in their frequency spectra (between. -- 1100 em-" and - 1800 cm-1 , as can be seen in
Table 3.20. Although we found no definite sign for the presence of the linear isomer in
the speetrum, it cannot be excluded, since our calculated peak positions [2 .14 eV (3E -g-,
VDE), 2 .49 eV ('E;)} partially eoincide with peaks of the most stable isomer and/or fall
in ranges of comparatively high intensity . On the other hand, the rhombic isomer is, for
example, incompatible with the speetram, as its calculated VDE at 1 .56 eV BE falls in an
interval of alniost zero intensity.

2Among them a trapezoidal C2v structure ( 3B1 state) 0 .81 eV and a es isomer ( 'A1 state) 1 .04 eV
above the rhombie isomer .
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(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

(a) (b)

CD-0-0-es-0

4

	

5

Figure 3 .34: Structures of (a) Si 3C- 1 (b,c)

	

Figure 3 .35 : Strnatures of (asc) Si 3C 2 -,
SiC4- and (dsf) Si2C 3 - . Light spheres are Si

	

(d,e) Si3 C- , and (f) SiC 5 - . Light spheres
atoms, dark spheres are C atoms.

	

are Si atorns, dark spheres are C atoms.

Si3C

Experimentally, Si3 C has been identified in the products of vaporization of carbon/silicon
nähttures trapped in Ar at 13 K by Presilla-Märquez and Graham [PMG92], who also
also identified fundamental vibrations . In Hartree-Fock calculations, Rittby [Rit92] in-
vestigated six different isomeric structures of the neutral speeies . We have reconsidered
these structures, both in their singlet and triplet states, and found, in agreement with
Ref. [Rit92] that a rhomboidal C . strueture ('A 1 state) with two equivalent silicon atoms
and a transannular Sie bond is the energetically most favourable isomer . The next C2,,
stmatura, sitnilar to the anion shown in Figure 3 .31(f) with. 3B1 GS is 1 .44 eV lass stable
than the rhombus and artother rhomboidal C 2, structure with transannular SiSi bond is
0.40 eV higher in. energy.

The energetic ordering of the struetures is preserved in the anion, the rhomboidal isomer
Fig. 3.31(e) now beilag only 0 .80 eV more stable than structure Fig . 3 .31(f) and 1.20 eV
below the rhomboidal isomer Fig . 3 .34(a) . As might be expeeted, the experimental values
for the VDE agree well with the calculated valne for isomer Fig . 3.31(e), as may be seen
from Table 3 .19 . The agreement is not only good for the VDE, it remains so even for
peaks of excited states at 3 .12 eV, 3 .5 eV and 3 .8 eV BE in the speetrum of Gante& ei
al. [GPS96] (3 .16 eV and 3 .51 eV are the calculated values; a fourth state with a vertical
excitation energy of 3 .88 eV is not the lowest state of a given symmetry (3 B1 ) and therefore
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Moleeule

	

Symmetry

	

State
SiC4-	3.34(b) C,„.„,

	

u 0 .00
d12 =2 .43 ; d23=2.50; d34=2.42 ; d45=3 .27;
Si2C3	3.34(d) 3Jc:oh

	

2 11,, 0 .00
d12,23=2 .46 ; d15,34=3.22;
Si3C2- 3.35(a)

	

C2	0 .00
'112=2.51; d14 , 24=3 .82; d15 , 23 .-3.33; d34,45=4.56; ot123 =l500 ; a143=84';
42346=1300 ;

Si4 C- 3.35(d)

	

C2v

	

2A1

	

0 .00
d12,15.3.47; d13a4.3 .84; d23,24,35,45 =4 .54; d34 a--4 .67; an 5=146' ; a314=750 ;

Table 3 .21 : Structure parameters for isomers of Stnein - , n+ m=5, with energies LiE relative to
the ground state (eV) . Bond lengths dij in a .u. and Bond angles in degrees . Bond angles are
given where appropriate . Additional labels refer to the figures, where also the atom nurnherings
are defined.

not covered by theory) . On the other hand, the spectra do not Show any increased intensity
near 2 .06 eV and 2.47 eV BE, which are the VDEs of isomers Fig . 3 .31(f) and Fig . 3.34(a),
respectively. These isomers may then be excluded from further consideration.

S C 4 -

SiC4 - has beeil investigated experimentally by Withey and Graham [WG92], who identifi .ed
a fundamental vibration . Moazzzen-Ahmadi nad Zerbetto [MAZ89] investigated the GS of
linear SiC4 by MBPT (2)/6-311G(d) calculations . Apart from this structure, which turned
out to be the most stable in our calculations as well, we considered also a C2 ,, ring ( lA I
state) 0.62 eV above the chain as well as several others, planar and nonpianar anes, all
with eonsiderably higher energies (>1 .0 eV) than the chain.

As for SiC2 - and SiC3 -, the relative stability of the linear chain Fig. 3 .34(b) inereases
further (to 1 .08 eV) in the anion, and the remaining structures become even less important.
Indeed, there is ne sign for thc : presence of the ring isorner [Fig. 3 .34(c)] in Fig . 3.33,
whose VDE (1 .95 eV), e .g., falls into an energy interval of low intensity . On the other
hand, VDE (2.27 eV) and the other calculated transition energies (> 4 eV) into excited
states of the chain isomer are in accordance with the presence and position of only one
peak (and the aecompanying vibrational progression) at 2.33 and 2.34 eV BE in the spectra
of Ganter& et al . [GPS96] and Ref. [NTN+95], respectively. The origin of another weck
feature in the spectrum of Ref. [GPS96] at -2 .60 eV BE is umlear. lt might Bither belang
to the vibrational progression of the ferst peak or belang to a transition into an excited
state. Unfortunately, the discussion of further peaks is not possible within LSDA, sinne it
would revire the calenlation of multiplets arising from two unpaired electrons (see the
discussion in appendix B).
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Si2 C3 -

Si2 C3 has been investigated experimentally in the vapor of Si/C mixtures by Presilla-
Mrquez and Graham [PMG94], who also reported the observation of two fundamental
vibrations by Fourier transform infrared measuremeuts . One of the vibrations was again
observed by van Orden et al. [OGP+ 94] using infrared laser spectroscopy. Extensive
calettlations at the MBPT(2) level Rittby [Rit94] investigated nine different isomers of
Si2 C3 both in their singlet and trielet states . We also found that most stable isomer is
a linear D h chain ( 1 ;17 state), and the energetic ordering is the saune as reported by
Ref. [Rit94], apart from minor deviations. The second most stable strueture encountered
here, a planar C ring with a C 3 submolecule (not included in the figures) that is 0 .68 eV
less stable than the chain, has not been considered previously. We found, however, that it
is not stable under siraulated annealing at temperatures up to 600 K, where it transforms
into the chain, and it might be that it is not a true rainimura . We also considered nine
other isomers, which turned out to be more than 1 eV less stable than the chain, among
them a structure, similar to that of the anion shown in Fig . 3 .34(e) at 1 .38 eV, and
a distorted a2v bipyrarnid [see Fig . 3.34(f) for the eorresponding structure of the anion]
1 .55 eV above the minimum.

Again, charging stabilizes the linear chain [Fig . 3 .34(d)] slightly, with respeet to the
other isomers, bat also the C1 isomer [Fig. 3.34(e)] becomes more stable than another
C2, structure (not included in the figures), which contains an triangular C 3 submolecule
in a more equilateral form, and ends 1 .45 eV above the minimum . The bipyramid [Fig.
3.34(f)] distorts to C,, symmetry and reaches a local minimum 1 .46 eV above the most
stable isomer . Inspeetion of Table C .2 shows that the presence of the second and third
lowest energy isomers is not compatible with the observed peak positions in the spectra.
Nakajima et al. [NTN+95] found a peak at 1 .71+0.1 eV, while Ganteför ei al . [GPS96]
report peak positions at 1 .77+0.05 eV and 3 .5 eV, see also Fig . 3.33. Only the vertical
excitation energies of the chain (VDE: 1.82 eV, 3E,, state: 3 .66 eV) can explain consistently
the peak positions in the spectrum . The assignment to the chain is further supported by
the observation of a vibrational progression at the second peak with frequency 411+50
cm', which is 'Hose to a fundamental vibration (at 450 cm') of this isomer (see Table
3 .20).

Si3C2 -

Neutral Si3 C 2 has reeently been investigated by Frou.dakis et sä. [FMZ95], who considered
five different isomers . We have considered these and other structures and found, in aaeor-
danee with Re£ [FMZ95], that the strueture oflowest energy is a planar C . pentagon with
a C2 submolecule, 0 .52 eV below the most stable three-dimensional structure, a distorted
D3h hipyram.id. Oth.er stru.ctures (three-dimensional, planar and linear), with higher in
energies will not be discussed fiere.

Charging affects little the relative stability of the two most stable isomers shown in
Figure 3.35(a,b), which also tarn out to be the most stable in the anion . Furthermore, we
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observed that several isomers that were stable in the neutral species transformed readily
into the pentagon upon charging in MD runs between 300 and 600 K . The third most
stable neutral isomer (not considered by Ref. [FMZ95]), a planar pentagonal ring with
transanmilar CC bond transforms upon charging into the strueture in Figure 3 .35(c), which
is virtually degenerate with the bipyramid (only 0 .04 eV less stable) . The photoelectron
speetram reeorded by Ref. [GPS96] shown in Fig . 3 .33 reveals several unusual features:
apart from a sequence of sharp peaks that are ahmost identical in shape and position to
those in the spectrum of Si2 C4-, there are other features of mueh lower intensity added.
Re-estimation of the data revealed that the mass spectrometer was not able to resolve the
small mass differenee (3ms i + 2mc --a 108 a.m.u., 2msi + 4mc = 104 a.m.u.) between Si3C2
and Si2C4, yielding two overlapping peaks in the mass spectrum . Since the PACIS generates
the more stable Si2C4- in rauch higher abundance, the second, smaller maximum in the
common intensity distribution eorresponds to a mixture of both anions, by far dominated
by Si2C4 - . This allows us to identify features arising from SisC 2 - as those that are missing
in the spectrum of "pure" Si2C4 - . This yields peak positions at 1 .9 and >2.43 eV, in
agreement with those obtained for the VDE (L88 eV) and the energy for exeitation into
the neutral '132 state (2.59 eV) of the pentagonal structure . Of course, the experimental
information is not sufficient to exclude the remaining isomers, although their presence in
the beam is unlikely, given the comparatively 'arge energy dil'Ferenees from the minimum
structure.

Si4C-

Si4 C has been studied by Nakajima ei al. [NTN+95] with MP2/6-31G* calenietions. The
authors report a distorted trigonal (C3 ) bipyramid with the C atom in an apical position
to be the most stable isomer . This agrees with our findings, but an almost isoenergetic
distorted pentagonal (C2,) ring was found only 0 .1 eV above . Another distorted trigonal
(C2,) bipyramid similar to the corresponding anion shown in Figure 3 .35(d) is another
0.19 eV less stable.

The energetie ordering and the stability of the struetures changes appreciably in the
anion, the trigonal (C2s) bipyramid [Fig . 3.35(d)] now being the most stable . This was
also the result of MP2/6-31G* ealeulations of Ref . [NTN+ 95] . The second lowest-lying
planar C 2,, structure depicted in 3 .35(e) is 0.38 eV higher in energy. All the remaining iso-
mers considered underwent major topological changes in the anion and transformed into
the bipyramidal minimum . The only observed peak at 3 .12±10 eV in the photoelectron
speetrum. of Tief. [NTN+ 95] agrees weil with the VDE of the minimum strueture (3.21 eV),
while the second isomers VDE (2.01 eV) does not fit the spectrum . The exceptional high
VDE [it is the highest among all our five-membered Clusters and is even higher than the
experimental value for C 5 (2 .27 eV)] can be explained by the additional bond between
atoms 3 and 4 in Figure 3.35(d) that is created upon eharging of the duster . The sub-
stitution of a Si atom for C introduces considerable strain in the underlying D 3 trigonal
bipyramid of Si 5, eausin.g a bond between atoms (3,4) to open in neutral Si4 C (eqnilibrium.
distance 5 .55 a.u.). Furthermore, the more compact C atom attracts electron density from
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Molecule

	

Symmetry State
SiC 5 - 3.35(f)

	

11

	

0 .00
d12=2 .44 ; d23 =2 .50 ; d34=2 .42; d45=2 .49; d56 =3 .25;
SiC 5 - 3.36(a)

	

C2 02 A1

	

0 .81
(112,45 =-2.56 ; d13,35=3.55 ; 416,56 =3 .42; d23,34=2.55; (485=68' ; (1 123=-88';

a234= 157° ; a216=159';
Si2 04 - 3 .36(c)

	

D

	

2rIti

	

0 .00
d12,34=2.47 ; 43 ,45 =3.19; d23=2 .43;
Si3C3- 3 .37(a)

	

C1

	

2A

	

0 .00
d12 =2.45; d16=3.24; d23 =2.49 ; d34,35=3.55 ; 45 =4.24 ; a435 =73°;
Si4C2- 3 .37(e)

	

2A

	

0 .00
(112 =2.97; di4 , 23=3.46; d1 5 =3.89 ; d16=3.53; d25 =3.90 ; d26 =3.52;

44 =4.69; d35=4.62; d45 =4.63 ; d58=4.64;
Si5 C- 3.38(b)

	

2A'

	

0 .00
d12 =3.42; d13=3.83; d14 =3.59 c1 15 -=3 .83; d23=4.78 ; d25 =4.79; d26=4 .65;
1134,45 =4.43; d35 =4.59; d38 =4.46 ; d56=4.45;
Si 5 C- 3.38(c)

	

C2,,

	

2B2

	

0 .00

t112 , 13, 14 , 15=3 .61 ; d18=4.08; d23,45 =4.50; d25,34=5.24; d25,36,46,55=4.60;
Si 2 C5 3 .38(e)

	

D,,ok

	

2 1"19	0 .00

d12,45 =2.45 ; d17156=3 .22 ; d23,34=2.43;

Table 3 .22: Strueture parameters for isomers of n + m=6,7, with energies /SE relative
to the ground state (eV) . Bond lengths c1,ij in a .u. and bond angles aijk in degrees . Additional
labeis refer to the figures, where also the atom numberings are defined.

the Si sites in the duster, which can be seen in Figures 3 .44 and 3 .45, where we reproduee
isosurface plots of the eleetronic density of the Si 4 C- isomer in Figure 3 .35(d) . The region
of high density (>0.023 a.u.) enclosed by the surface shown in. Figure 3.45 is localized
around the C atom. After ionization, the attached electron will be repelled by the partial
Charge around the C atom and will be pushed into the Si 4 substructure, as we can see in
Figure 3 .46, where an isosurface of the magnetization density of the saure duster is shown.
This quantity, which is proportional to the single-partiele density of the additional electron,
attains a ]arge amplitude between the Si atoms (3,4) opposite to the C atom in the duster,
where it contributes to the formation of a bond (equilibrium distanee 4.67 a.u.), which
explains why this level is so tightly bound . Pure Si5 - has also an exceptional high VDE,
as has already beeil noted previously [CYP + 87, RR9la] . Contrary to our observations at
Si4C - , Raghavachari and Rohling [RR91a] have found that the additional electron of Si 5 -

goes into an orbital that is antibonding between the two apex atoms, causing them to move
apart. They argue that the strain hereby introduced in the Si 5 structure is eompensated
by a contraetim of the equatorial Si 3 substructure, which results in an increased bonding
that stabilizes the uppermost electronic state .
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SiC5

Neutral and anionie SiC 5 have been studied by Nakajima et hl. [NTN+95] at the MP2/6-
31G* level of theory, who also calculated adiabatic electron affmities at the PMP4(SDTQ)
level . As in the previous cases, we investigated several isomeric structures of the neutral
species, among them. a linear (Cco" ) ehaiin, a planar pentagonal (C2s) ring and a planer
(C2,,) structure of rhombus SiC3+C2 [see Fig . 3.36(b) for the (sirnilar) structure of the
corresponding anion] . The latter is a very flexible molecule : the transannular C 2 fragment
in the ringlike SiC3 submolecule undergoes hindered internal rotation with only a very
shallow rninimum at C2, symmetry. The ehein was found to be the absolute minimum, the
other two isomers are 0 .24 eV and 0 .39 eV less stable, respectively . Several other isomeric
states that have been considered have even higher energies and will not be discussed fiere.

The energetic ordering is not reversed in the anion, and the energy differentes of the less
stable isomers [Figs . 3 .36(a) and 3.36(b)] to the linear chain [Fig . 3.35(f)] rather increase
to 0.81 and 1 .18 eV, respectively. The dominant features in the photoeleetron spectrum of
SiC5 - agree reasonably with calculated values for the linear chairr . The experimental VDE
is 3.14+0 .03 eV, our theoretieal value is 3 .22 eV. The nett higher predicted peak position
[3.51 eV, corresponding to a transition into the 1E+ state of the neutral species], is outside
the sampling interval of Ref. [NTN+95] (0-3 .49 eV BE) . The topological eihanges between
the anionie and neutral chain are minor (bond lengths changed by less than 2%), and this
also visible in the better resolved spectrum of Gante& et al . [GPS96], Fig . 3.33, where
the 0-0 peak of the ferst progression has also maximal intensity, i .e ., the nuclear vibrational
ground states of the anion has greatest overlap with the vibrational ground state of the
neutral species . Usuaily, the VDE is assigned to the masdmura of the envelope of the
peaks aecorapanying a transition, which is in this rase restricted to He between the peaks
of the 0-0 arid the 1s--0 transition . Apart from this, its position is largely arbitrary, and
the position of the highest peak seems to be a reasonable ehoiee. This gives 3 .28+0.1 eV
for this value, in good agreement with the calculated 3 .22 eV . A second peak appears at
3.53+0.1 eV BE in this spectrum, in good agreement with our value of 3 .51 eV for the
BE of the fast excited state . No other features are visible in the sampling interval of the
rneasurement, in aeeordanee with our calculated excitation energies for this isomer (see
Table C.2).

Nakajima et al. [NTN+ 95] see evidente for the presence of a second ringlike isomer
in their spectrum and give reasons for their assignment of a feature of Iow intensity near
1 .7 eV by comparison with the EA they calculated for the planar structure [Fig . 3.36(h)].
Starting with their structure, we basically conflrmed their results, laut found an the other
hand that the VDE of this isomer (3 .14 eV) is not compatible with the experimental VDE
they give (1 .65+0.1 eV). Since the VDE corresponds in general to a peak of high intensity
and they identify the EA with the threshold energy (onset), the VDE cm . be determined
mach more reliably, so that their assignment raust be questioned . On the other hand,
the anion structure [Fig. 3.36(b)] is rauh less stable than the linear chain (1 .19 eV) and
also less stable (0 .38 eV) than the second lowest-energy structure, the C2, pentagonal ring
shown in Figure 3 .36(a), even in the neutral species . However, the VDE of this isomer is
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(c) (d)
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Figure 3.36: Structures of (a,b) SiC 5 - and

	

Figure 3 .37 : Structures of (ad) Si 2C3- and
(esf) Si2C4- . Light spheres are Si atoms,

	

(elf) Si4C2 - Light spheres are Si atoms,
dark spheres are C atoms .

	

dark spheres are C atoms.

also too ?arge (2 .86 eV) to explain the feature near 1 .7 eV so that the origin of this feature
reraains unelear . Moreover, the speetrum of Ref. [GPS96j shows almost zero intensity in
the same energy range, but a small feature at 2 .9 eV BE, which irdght stein fror the
pentagonal ring. The comparatively high VDE of the linear isomer eompared to its ring
analogue is in. } ne with our expeetations for the even-odd alternation of VDEs in linear
and ringlike Cr, clusters, since even-merabered rings should have Iow VDEs, unlike odd-
raembered chains.

Si2 C4

Five different structures of Si2 C4 have recently been investigated by Froudakis et al.
[FZ +94) at the SCF, MP2 and CASTP2 levels . We reconsidered their structures as
well as several others . In aheordanee with Ref. [FZM+941, we found the linear D oh nuclear
arrangement with Si atoms in terminal positions and a 'EZ state the toest stable isomer,
followed by a hexagonal ring ("chair strueture") [similar to the anion 3.36(d)] 0 .79 eV
higher in energy. Our next structure in the energetic ordering, a version of this ring dis-
torted to planar C2h symmetry [sirr) ilar to the anion 3 .36(e)] has not been considered before
and was found to lie only 0 .08 eV above the C8 ring. Considerably higher in energy than the
last isomer (0 .64 eV), we found a planar C2t, strueture with two Si atoms attached to the
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saure end of a C4 chain submoleeule [see Fig . 3.36(f) for the structure of the corresponding
anion]. Other structures also considered by Ref . [FZM+ 94] were found at 1 .08, 2 .69 and
1 .93 eV above the linear isomer (in the energetic ordering given by Ref. [FZM+94]).

In the anion, the chain [Fig . 3 .36(c)] is again stabilized with respeet to the other
structures and is now 0 .48 eV more stable than the chair [Fig . 3.36(d)], 0 .62 eV more stable
than the ring [Fig. 3 .36(e)] and 0.71 eV more stable than the structure in Fig . 3.36(f).
All other isomers of the anion are even higher in energy . For the VDE, NakajLma et rd.
[NTN+95] have determined the value 2.49±0.08 eV and Ref. [GPS96] 2.57±0.05 eV, which
agrees particularly well with the value for linear chain, i .e., 2.59 eV. Another transition
might ()mir at 2 .79±0 .05 eV, but this assignment is not definite, sinne this peak almost
calmeides with the peaks of the first vibrational progression . The energy, however, agrees
well with our theoretical energy of the transition into the 'EZ state, 2 .85 eV. There are no
definite sigus of other electronic exeitations the remainder of the speetrum . Inspeetion
of Table C .2 in append.ihr C shows that none of the other isomers matehes the pattern of
the peak positions . The fast that the VDE (3 .15 eV) of isomer [Fig . 3 .36(f)] is higher than
the corresponding value of isomer [Fig . 3.36(c)] may be explained by the tendency of the
surplus electron to have high amplitude at the ends of the chain, which is energetical more
favourable, if C atoms are present there (see the discussion in section 3 .5.2).

Si3C3 -

In extensive theoretical ealeulations, Mühlhäuser and coworkers investigated as many as
17 different isomers of this maleeule [MFZP93, FZ '94] by reoptimizing the most stable
HF geometries at the MP2(TZP) and MP2(TZ2P) levels . We resexamined 8 of their
most stable structures as well as other geometries . White the Iowestsenergy isomer was
found, in accordance with Ref. [MFZ+ 94], to be a distorted pentagonal pyramid, with
a strongly bent (apical angle 44°) C3 submolecule, the energetic ordering we obtained
sometimes differed from that reported before . We found also several low-energy isomers
not considered previously, among them as our second most stable a distorted C, hexagonal
ring with a weakly (135°) bent C 3 submolecule (not included in the figures) 0 .51 eV above
the minimum structure, and a planer C, , isomer with a linear C 3 submoleeule, similar to
the anion structure in Fig . 3.37(a), 0 .85 eV above the minimum.

Charging seeins to favor structures energetieally that contain an. almost linear C 3 sub-
molecule, such as the planar

	

isomer [Fig. 3.37(a)] whieh is the most stable in the anion.
0 .31 eV higher in energy, we found a structure shown in Fig . 3 .37(b), which was no
low-energy structure (1 .43 eV above the minimum) in the neutral species . As already men-
tioned, strongly bellt C 3 submolecules seem to be energetically unfavorable in the anion,
and indeed, the C'g ground state of the neutral species distorts to C1 symmetry yielding the
structure shown in Fig . 3 .37(c) with a less bent C3 subunit 0 .08 eV higher in energy. The
next isomer in the energetic ordering, another 0 .33 eV less stable, is a distorted C 'g prism
depicted in Fig . 3.37(d) . This structure was derived from the foarth. isomer in energetical
ordering (0 .71 eV less stable than the absolute minimum) of the neutral species . Several
other isomers had energies more than 0 .8 eV above the minimum .
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Figure 3.38: Struetures of (a) Si 4C 2 - , (b-d)

	

Figure 3.39: Structures of (a-c) Si6C- and
Si N C--, and (e-f) Si 2 C 5 - . Light spheres are

	

(d-e) Si 7C- . Light spheres are Si atoms, dark
Si atoms, dark spheres are C atorns .

	

spheres are C atoms.

The experimental VDEs for this molecule are 2 .16+0 .08 eV [NTN95] and 2 .42+0.05 eV.
Our value for the most stable isomer (2 .51 eV) agrees weil with the latter result, and also
the higher exeitation energies at 2 .93 eV (3A1 ), 3.07 ('A 1 ) and 3.73 (3A 1 )3 mateh the
pattern of the peak positions in the spectrum (at 2 .88 eV, 3 .25 eV, and 3 .75 eV) . The
remaining isomers are less compatible with the features in the spectrum, as can be seen
from their VDEs (see Table C .2).

Si4C2-

Four different structures of Si4C2 have been investigated by Froudakis cif. [FZM+94]
and only one of them has been found to be a true minimum . lt is a C2, isomer dose to
the anion structure shown in Figure 3 .37(f) . Another distorted D 2 octahedron [see Fig.
3.38(a) for the corresponding anion] is virtually degenerate (AE=.0.06 eV) with the First
isomer . There were several less stable struhtures, among them a C 1 structure dose to the
anion shown in Figure 3 .37(e) 0.6 eV above the minkaum.

The energetical ordering of the corresponding anions is again different from that of the
neutral species, and the most stable anion is now structure [Fig . 3.37(e)], which is 0 .20 eV

8The last two values bdong to states that are not the most stable of a gjven symmetry and are therefore

not coverecl by theory.
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more stable than isomer 3 .37(f) and 0 .46 eV more stable than structure 3 .38(a) . The only
isomer that can account for the Features in the speetra, is the minimum structure 3 .37(e).
Nakajima et al . [NTN+95] report a VDE of 2 .10+0 .08 and our value for strueture 3.37(e)
is 2 .18 eV, while all other low-energy isomers (less than 0 .5 eV above the minimum)
considered in this work have VDEs below 1 .2 eV. The appearance of a second peak at
>3 .30 eV is in reasonable agreernent with our ferst exeitation energy [3 .48 eV ( 3 A stete)]
for this isomer . An interesting phenomenon encountered here is the remarkable differen.ee
between the VDEs of the individual isomers . While isomer 3 .37(f) and 3 .38(a) have roughly
the saure value, that of 3 .37(e) is more than twice as sarge . This can be related to structural
differences of the isomers. The C atoms of structure 3 .37(e) are rather embedded into the
Si substructure, resulting in a high coordination of the C atoms in this isomer . This
inhibits the formation of a double bond between them. The bond is strained eonsiderably
in the neutral species, resulting in an interatomic distance of 3 .12 a.u.. In isomer 3 .37(f)
of the anion, on the aper hand, which looks more like a C2 dimer loosely bound to a
Planar S4 duster, they are linked by a double bond (bond distanee : 2 .49 am.) . The closer
CC distance in 3 .37(f) lowers the potential between them, wirkt induces a higher partial
Charge at the C atoms than in 3.37(e) . An attached eleetron will eonsequently be pushed
away farther into the Si substructure, resulting in a higher amplitude of the excess electron
in regions of high potential energy (i .e., beyond atoms 4 and 6, here) than in 3.37(e) . In
3 .37(e) however, the partial Charge at the C atoms is weaker than in (f), so that an. attached
electron is even able to enter the (low-potential) region between them and to strengthen
the CC bond (resulting in the typical single bond distance of 2 .97 am.), which stabilizes
the corresponding electronic level and increases the VDE . The neutral D2 octahedron [Fig.
3 .38(a)] underlying the anion in Figure 3 .38(a) exhibits already maximal coordination and

strained bonds so that an attached electron eaimot compensate for its repulsion from
the partial charges on the C atoms into the Si 4 ring by participating in the stabilization
of a bond. On the contrary, it is even forced to occupy antibonding orbitals rtear the Si
atoms, causing the bonds between atoms (3,4) and (5,6) to open in the anion (to -4 .95
a.u.).

Si5 C -

Nakajima et al. [NTN''95] not only deterrnined the VDE from their photoeleäron spectrum
to be 1 .74+0.08 eV, but also performed MP2/6-31G* calculations in order to determine
the most stable isomer of the anion . They found a C21, structure with 2Ar electronic
stete which is similar to our structure shown in Fig . 3.38(d) . This isomer is, however,
only the third lowest-energy strueture encountered in our ealeulations, and we found two
virtually degen.erate isomers, a distorted octahedron [Fig . 3 .38(e)] and a slightly more
stable (AE=0 .01 eV)

	

variant [Fig . 3 .38(b)] of the structure in Fig . 3 .38(d) to be about
0.28 eV more stable than the structure . The C,, isomer [Fig. 3 .38(b)] could also be
coneeived as consisting of a SiC dimer [consisting of atoms labeled 1 and 2 in Fig . 3 .38(b)]
attached to a slightly berat Si 4 duster. The bond lengths in the Si 4 subunit between 4 .43
and 4.45 a.u. support this view, indicating a rather strong bond order between one and
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two. The closely related isomer [Fig. 3.38(d)] is, on the other hand, less tightly bound and
has double bounds ordy between atoms (3,4) and (4,5).

Prorn the calculated VDEs of these isomers (L81 eV, L54 eV, 2 .07 eV), only the first
of the most stable isomer fits the experimental value . In partienlar the last v.ahle of
the minimum structure proposed by Ref. [NTN+95] is not compatible with their own
experimental result . There are no further peaks of sizeable intensity in their speetrum,
apart from a steep inerease in intensity at the upper border of their sampling interval
(3 .49 eV), indicating the presence of a second peak around >3 .4 eV, whieh would again
agree with the first excitation energy of our minimum structure [3 .38 eV, (3A') state] . To
eonelude, no definite indication for the presence of any of the remaining isomers can be
seen in the speetram, although our ealeudations indicate that the two lowest-energy isomers
are almost degenerate . Unfortunately, the resolution in the experiment is not high enough
to decide about the presence of smaller peaks at the corresponding energies (isomer 3 .38(c)
should lead to peaks around 1.54, 3.39 and 3 .61 eV in the energy range ofinterest, according
to our ealeulations). The different VDEs of isomers 3 .38(b) and 3 .38(d) can be understood
as a consequenee of the different bond strengths of these Clusters already observed above.
The Cs structure has two additional single bonds between atoms (2,6) and (3,5) compared
to the C2,, structure and in total twice as tauch double bonds thau this isomer . This both
stabilizes the former isomer with respect to the latter, and is an energetical less favourable
situation for the attached eleetron, whieh, repelled from the partial eharge around the
atom into the Si substructure, has now fewer empty orbitals with Bonding eharaeter at its
disposal. This leads to a somewhat higher VDE for isomer [Fig . 3 .38(d)].

Si2 C5 +

The results of Ref. [NTN+ 95] and of Ref. [GPS96, see Fig . 3 .33] indicate a VDE of
2.16+0.06 eV and 2.22+0.05 eV, respectively. No other peaks are discernible in the speie-
trum of Ref. [NTN+95], and the next definite peak in the spectrum of Ref . [GPS96] appears
at 3.56 eV BE.

Chur calettlations indicate the existente of two low-energy isomers of the anion, a
&ah. [Fig. 3.38(e)] and a C,, pentagonal ring [Fig . 3.38(f)] that is 0 .72 eV less stable.
About the saure energy dieerenees and ordering were also found for the neutral species.
As might be expected from the distinet energy differenee, only the most stable isomer
ean account for the spectral features, with VDE at 2 .18 eV and an excitation energy of
3.73 eV for a transition into the 3E,, state of the neutral ehain, in contrast to the ring,
which has excitation energies well above 3 .0 eV . The comparatively high VDE of this
isomer compared to its linear analogue is in Iine with oar considerations on the even-odd
alternation of VDEs in linear and ringlike

	

Clusters, since odd-membered rings sh.ould
have high. VDEs, unlike odd-membered ehains .
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Si6 C-

The spectrum of Rd. [NTN+95] Shows a distinet peak at 1.74±0 .08 eV, their value for the
VDE. Another, rauch broader feature with unresolved vibrational fine structure attains
its maximum around 2 .7-3.1 eV. We found a C2, structure [Fig . 3.39(a)] to be the most
stable both for the anion and for the neutral species . lt can be derived from the minimum
structure of Si5C- [Fig. 3.38(b)] either by capping the face between atoms (3,5,6) witlr
an an additional Si atom, or, likewise, by replaeing a Si atom of the optimal structure
of Si7 (which we found, in accordance with Raghavaeltari and Rohlfing [RR88], to be a
pentagonal D5h bipyramid) by a C atom. The large interatomic separation between the
Si atoms (2,7) and (4,6) of 5.11 a.u. is rauch larger than standard values for elemental Si
clusters (4 .3-4.8 eV [121(3 +93] ), and the molecule is in fast rather floppy iu our simulations,
undergoing low-energy bending vibrations at Tn-300 K . A Cs structure [Fig . 3.39(b)] lies
0.30 eV higher in energy, foilowed by another isomer [Fig . 3.39(c)] at 0 .36 eV. The
latter isomer can as well be derived from the optimal strueture of Si 5 C- by capping a
face containing a C atom . Other struetures considered were both less stable and/or not
true minima on the BO energy surface . However, at most the isomer shown in [Fig.
3.39(b)] would be compatible with the spectral features . The calculated VDE is 1 .79 eV,
and further caleulated excitation energies are 3 .17 eV (3 A") and 3 .36 eV (r A"), but this
assignment is admittedly not very conelusive, regarding the energy differenee to our most
stable isomer and the broad vibrational progression observed around the second feature
that suggests a major geometrical change between anion and the neutral species, which
has not been observed for this isomer.

Motivated by the observation of Nakajima ei ah [NTN+95] of a similarity between
this spectrum and the photoelectron spectrum. of pure Si7, we experimented with replac-
ing Si atoms with C atoms in the lowest-energy isomers of Si T . Replacing a Si atom in
axial position in the D5h pentagonal bipyramid GS of Si7 leads to an low-energy struc-
ture (0.07 eV less stable than the "most stable" minimum), which is, however, rtot stable
against MD runs at about 300 K and is probably not a true minimum (not included in the
figures) . Replacing Si atoms in several positions in the second most stable Si 7 structure,
a C3 tricapped tetrahedron 0 .79 eV less stable than the D 5h GS (see Ref. [RR88]), lead
upon annealing to less stable local minimum geometries or to any of the structures alteady
known. So, despite all our efforts, it is possible that we have not found the true minimum,
althou.gh we have ade doubt that the strueture in Figure 3 .39(a) is the most stable . 0n
the other hand, the energy difference between the lowest-energy isomer and the isomer in
Fig 3 .39(c) (0.36 eV) should not be overstressed, as recent publications on C 2o [RSO+93]
and 024 [RZP + 94] have shown that the inclusion of gradient corrections to the potentials
(see sec. 2.1 .2) can have dramatic effeots on the energy ordering of the isomers, changing
relative energy differentes by up to 8 eV. Another possible explanatiort for our failure to
explain the spectrum of Ref. [NTN+ 95] conclusively might be that Si~C s Clusters eannot
be distinguished from Si3 C 3 - by the mass spectrometer, since both clusters have the saure
mass. Since Ref. [NTN+ 95] vaporize a silicon-carbon rod using a laser, they cannot control
the Si:C ratio in the vaporized material, and it is possible that Si 3C3- is produced in signif -
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icant amounts, which would lead to a superposition of the corresponding spectra . In fact,
the observation of a broad vibrational progression with obviously large vibrational quanta
is more consistent with a C8 submolecule with strong CC bonds than with a strueture con-
taining relatively weak SiSi or Sie bonds . However, this should not be overstressed, since
the same argument also applies to other Cluster pairs in clusters already discussed
here: Si4C- and SiC8 -, Si4 C 2 - and SiC9 -, Si8 C- and Si 2 C8- , and Si7 C- has the same
mass as both Si4C8- and SiC 15 - . This raises the question of why no signs for the presence
of other isomers were found in the spectra of Si4 C-, Si4 C 2 - and Si5 C-i A possible reason
is that intensities of the clusters in the beam generaily decrease with increasing number
of atoms, so that larger clusters might be less significant in the spectrum . Alternatively,
the other clusters in fliese cases (SiC 8 -, and Si2C8 - ) are all carbon-rieh and can be
expeeted to have properties more similar to those of pure carbon clusters . The experimen-
tal VDEs of C 8- and C9 - are 4.42 and 3 .70 eV [YTC +88], respectively. This is beyond
the scope of the instrument (0 - 3 .49 eV), and it may also apply to the corresponding
silicon-containing einstens . The properties of Siees in the present case roight already be
afreeted by the higher percentage of Si in its structure. As we discuss in section 3 .5.2, its
VDE might be lowered, resulting in an observable signal in the speetrurn.

The marked differenee of the VDEs of isomers [Fig. 3.39(a)] and [Fig . 3 .39(0] stems
from the fact that in (a) the surplus electron contributes to strengthening of the bond
between atoms (6,7) . lf duster [Fig . 3 .39(a)] is derived from the underlying pentagonal
bipyramid of Si 7 by replacing a Si atom by C, considerable strain is introduced into the Si
substructure opposite to the C site, =sing the bond between atoms (6,7) to open (to a
bond length in the neutral isomer of 4.71 a .u .) . An attaehed electron will move away from
the partial negative Charge accumulated around the C site and consequently attain a large
amplitude opposite the apical C atom as well . Its contribution to local bonding results in
a double bond in the anion (bond length 4 .44 a.u) between atoms (6,7) and a considerable
stabiligation of the state the excess eleetron oecupies . On the other hand, the replacement
of a Si by a C atom in the Si 7 duster yielding [Fig. 3.39(c)] introduces strain riear the
C atom in the structure, not opposite to it . An attached electron, however, cannot bind
strongly to this site, since it will be repelled by the partial Charge centered around the
C site and will be shifted to the opposite end of the Si substructure . But in this ease,
the strueture of the Si7 duster has remaihied almost intact here, with high coordination
numbers of the Si atoms, and a high occupancy of the bonding orbitals and the excess
Charge is forced into regions of high potential energy.

Si7C-

The spectrum of Si 7C- of lief. [NTN+95] resembles closely that of pure Si8 - of the sehne
authors, apart from a weaker resolution . This suggests that SiC 7 - might be related to
Si8 - just by replacing one Si atom by C . Two relevant low-energy structures for Si8 have
beeil reported by Raghavaehari and Rohffing [RR88] : a bicapped Cal oäahedron and a
tetracapped C2 tetrahedron . In agreement with Rd. [RR88], we have found that the
former isomer is 0 .41 eV more stable than the latter . Replacing one Si atom by C atoms in
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different positions we generated six different structures for the anion that we investigated
by simulated annealing, as well as five structures not related to fliese isomers of Si 8 . The
lowest (C,,) isomer [Fig . 3.39(d)] is in fast derived form the most stable structure of Si 8 . lt
can also be derived by face-capping eifiter of the low-energy isomers in Figure 3 .39(b) and
Figure 3.39(c) of SW- . This isomer is almost degenerate (only 0 .10 eV more stable) with
the C3, structure depicted in Fig . 3.39(e) and 0 .44 eV more stable than the C`s isomer in
Fig . 3 .39(f).

However, the fast and the last structure cannot account for the features contained in
the spectrum, since theär VDEs (2 .05 eV and 2.45 eV, respectively) are tauch lower than
experimental VDE which Nakajima et al . [NTN+95] report to be 2 .92±0.08 eV. This favors
the C3„,. isomer, whose VDE is 3.32 eV. Lowest excitation energies of this structure at 3 .47
and 3,554 eV BE are, however, outside the range of the instrument and it is not possible
to make the assignment more definite . In line with the discussion in the preceding section,
we should nute that the spectrum might be affected by the presence of isomers of Si 408

-and SiC15 -, which have the same mass as Si 7 C- and eannot be distinguished by the mass
spectrometer.

3 .5 .2 Trends and Discussion

While it is generally known (see, e .g., Ref. [CW88]) that C prefers double bonds and Si
favors single bonds, only few attempts have been male to relate this observation to atomic
properties. Within LSD, Harris and Jones [H„179] explained experimentaily known trends
in the bond strengths of group 14 dimers by the radial extent of the atomie orbitals of the
bonding partners . In this picture, the relative strength of the CC bond compared with the
SiSi bond (e .g" C2 and Sie have binding energies of 6.2 and 3 .2 eV [HH79]), is related to the
fast that carbon atoms are more compact than Si atoms . The preference for double bonds
of carbon caaz~ be understood from the relative corapaetness of the atomie s and p orbitals.
In Si, the p orbital has its antinode considerably displaced outward from that of the
orbital and falls off considerably raore slowly . In C, the two orbitals peak at praetieally the
same distance from the nucleus and fall off an almost the same length seale . This induces
comparatively skort bond distances, increases the contribution of p orbitals to bonding and
favors double bonds over single Bonds . Compact 2p orbitals caan be found in all fasst-row
atoms, because there are na underlying p-states in the core to which valenee p states raust
be orthogonal . For elements higher in the periodic table, in paxtietilar Si, there is a p-core ‚
and this is considerably more extended than the s-eore . Accordingly, the valence p orbitals
are displaced outwards with respect to their s counterparts . This weakens the contribution
of p orbitals to bonding and eonsequently favors single bonds over double bonds, resulting
in reduced bond strengths compared to C . For example, while it is known that CC and
SiC er bonds have nearly identical strengths (-4 .8 and -3.7 eV [0S84]), SiC bonds have
only about 60 % of the analogous CC bond strength [Wa193, STGS7] . We can conelude

4The corresponding 1 A 1 state is again not the lawest of a given symmetry and is therefore not covered
by theory.
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Figure 3 .40: Bond length distribution (CC
CSi and SiSi Bonds) of Iowsenergy
Clusters (n + m=2-8, with energies less than
L6 eV above the most stable isomer) . The
number of bonds is sampled over intervals of
0.05 a.u. .

Figure 3.41: Bond angle distribution (CCC
and SiSiSi angles) of low-energy SinC;-
eiusters (n + m=3-8, with energies less than

1 .6 eV above the most stable isomer) . The
number of angles is sampled over intervals of
4'.

that it should be energetical favorable for mixed silieon-carbon Clusters that the carbon
atoms should form connected submolecules within the duster, as may indeed be verified by
consulting the Figures 3 .30-3 .39 . These qualitative arguments may be illustrated in Figure
3.40, where we compare the bond length distribution of CC, CSi and 5151 bonds, sampled
over the 65 most stable (with energy differenee less than 1 .6 eV to the most stable isomer)
mixed silicon carbon eilasters included in our calculations . For CC bonds, the curve shows a
distinet preference for smaller bond lengths elose to s-2 .4 a.u. and deereases towards -2 .9
a.u., which are standard values for CC double and single bonds [MFZ+94], respeetively.
The curve for SiSi bonds, an the other hand, shows the opposite trend, favoring bong bonds
(-4.5 a.u.) over skort ones (4 .3 a.u.), which are dose to the typieal values for SiSi single
and double bonds [LPKJ +93], respectively, but we encountered also substantially strained
SiSi bonds (-4.9 am.), which are not shown in the Figure 3 .40 . The distribution of SiC
bond lengths is more balaneed between the typical 1ength of a double bond, s-3 .2 a.u.
[IVfFG90], and the standard value for a single bond a .u. [TB86] . These values are
dose to the nearest-neighbor distan.ees in the bulk (2 .62 a.u. for C, 3.98 a.u. for Si, both
in the diamant crystal Phase).

Increased bond length and strength are not the only eonsequenoes of the small spatial
extent of the atomic p orbitals of C . Probably of etmal importance for structural properties
is (if we think in LCAO terms) the remarkable ease of sp hybridization in carbon [G385],
due to the comparative doseness of the atomic 2s and 2p levels . White sman C cbusters
have low-lying linear and ring isomers, in which the C atoms are sp hybridized, no such
isomers are known for Si Clusters, nor have we found SiSiSi bond angles dose to 180 0 in
our simulations. This can also be seen in Figure 3 .41, where we pbot the distribution of
CCC (upper curve) and SiSiSi (lower curve) bond angles of our 65 most stable isomers
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Figure 3 .42: VDEs of linear SinC,,n- -

	

Figure 3.43: VDEs of Si,.,C,n -selttsters,
elusters, n=-0 [YTC+ 88] o: n=1, 0 : n=2. Full Brie: 6, dashed: 5, dash-dotted : 4,

dotted: 3. Experimental values (e) are from.
[YTC-+88, C,,-j, and [NTN+ 95, Sin -].

of Sin C, - , although the statistics are less definite than in our previous example (before,
we accepted every bond, but now we accept oniy the oceurrence of 2 C (Si) bonds in
succession).

While the former considerations focus exclusively an the properties of the single atoms
to diseuss the differenees between CC, CSI and SiSi bonds, it is worth examining the
corresponding dimers more closely to understand the topology of silicon-carbon compounds
betteln In C 2 , the GS5 ( l E:) is rr1nu2 bonded whereas in Sie, we found a 7r 3o- bonded

(311) GS, and we have a o-g2 7su2 bond in Si2 (3E; state) . This is in line with our previous

discussion : in C2 , the o-g2p is eloser in energy to the o 2s than in Si, a property that is

inherited from the underlying atomic 23 and 2p levels . Consequently, the energy splitting
upon hybridization between these molecular orbitals is more pronounced in C 2 than in
Si2 , shiftirig the er,,,2s eigen.value to Iower and the crg2p eigenvalue to higher energies . As a
result, the o-g2p level lies above the tr,,2p level in. C2 , while the opposite Nolds true for Si 2 .
Sie takes an intermediate position between these eases . Consider now an atom or radical
approaching the C2 molecule. As the rt-,,2p orbitals are both eompletely filled and the
level is empty, it is the most probable position for a successful bonding and the molecule will
preferentially grow along the molecular axis. This also explains the extraordinary stability
of catenated compounds involving chains or rings of carbon atoms, which distinguishes
carbon from other elements . The opposite Nolds true for an attempted bonding to the
Si2 molecule, where an attack of the a 92p level, whieh is completely filled, would hardly
be successful, and it is much more likely that bonding to the empty ir, .,2p orbital of the
molecules will Lake place, suggesting an offline growth› Indeed, the final, stable geometry
of, e .g., Si4 is a (D2h) rhombus and not a eh.airt . The resulting bonds can be expected

5LSDA gives the wrong order here, reporting the 3 lihh state to be -0 .5 eV more stable than the 1 E+
while the experimental resuits indicate that it is 0.08 eV less stable than the satter .
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to be less directional, as the Si ir 2p orbitals are rather extended . This explains also the
observed tendeney of silicon-rich Clusters for three-dimensional struetraies.

ln contrast to the situation encountered in S T, - and Fes_ clusters, Sin Crn - Clusters
have several features that complicate the discussion of their VDEs . First of all, there are
more highly symmetrie compounds D,, h , etc.), where there are not enough valence
eleetrons to fill the bonding orbitals completely. An example we encountered are linear

chains, where the even-numbered chains have a 3 E; GS [PC59] with two unpaired
electrons . An electron attached to an even-numbered chain will therefore enter a HOMO
and is ranela stronger bound (i .e., has rauch higher VDE) than in odd-n .umbered chains
[lEg+ (lt» GS], where it must enter the LUMO (see the uppermost curve in Figure 3 .42,
where we reproduce experimental VDEs of [YTC+88]) . In the remaining curves, we plot
the VDEs of linear eh.ain isomers of Si„,C„-, - with (from top to bottom) one and two C
atoms replaced by Si atoms . Obviously, the even-odd alternation prevails even if Si is
mixed in, although somewbat weakened in amplitude . Furthermore, since the partially
empty levels are bonding, electron attachment to even-numbered chains will in general
inerease the bond strength and reduce the bond distance in these chains, as we already
observed in the preceding section . Another trend can be expected from our previons
discussion: attached electrons should bind more strongly to carbon sites, since in carbon
submolecules the occupied orbitals are more compaet and doser to the nuclei than their
säkon counterparts, wirich can also be concluded from Figures 3 .42 . Identifying the VDEs
with the binding energies of the attached eleetrons, we can see that the binding is strongest
in pure en chains, and decreases monotonically as more and more C atoms are replaced
by Si . This is not the whole story, as we can see from Figure 3 .43, where we plot the
ealeulated VDEs of some of out- most stable isomers (together with some experimental
results [YTC +88, NTN+95]) . The curves interpolate valnes for n+me--3,4,5,6 . The entries
in the first three eolumns are mostly linear isomers, whose even-odd alternation aecounts
for the fact that the onset of nal-naa--5 curve is shifted to smaller valnes with respect to
the n+m=4 curve. Apart from such shell-closure effeets, which . are most important in the
carbon-rich linear chains and monoeyelie rings, the VDEs should be higher in the langer
Clusters for simple electrostatic reasons, a feature shown by the curves . The expected trend
that the excess electron is more tightly bound to carbon-rich than to silicon-rich Clusters is
also clearly visible, although there is considerable additional structure . This results from
the second complication we encounter in Boing from elem .entary Clusters such as Sam- or
Pn - to mixed Clusters such as iC - clusters . C and Si sites in the structures are no
langer equivalent, as shown by the smaller spatial extension of C eompared to that of
Si. This will in.duee considerable strain in Sin structures, if Si atoms are replaced by C
atoms. Another feature we already discussed in the example of Si 2C-, is that the smaller
spatial extent of the C atomic orbitals will result in a polar character of SiC Bonds, which.
tends to deplete Si,„, submolecules in the Clusters from electrons to the advantage of C
fragments. As in the example of the high-density region of the Si4C- isomer Figure 3.45,
which is localized at the C atom, inspection of our Charge densities shows that this leads
in all cases to a partial negative Charge at the carbon atoms, which tends to push attached
electrons away from carbon sites into the silieon subunit . This can also be seen at the
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Figure 3 .44: Isosurface plot of the electron
density of the isomer shown in Fig. 3.35(d)
of Si4 C ' . The density on the surface is 0 .008
a.u . .

Figure 3 .45: Isosurface plot of the electron
density of the isomer shown in Fig. 3 .35(d) of
Si4C- . The density on the surface is 0 .0023
a.u..

Figure 3 .46 : Isosurface plot of the magnetization density of the isomer shown in Fig. 3 .35(d) of
Si4C - . The rnagnetization density on the surface is 0 .00006 a .u..

example of the magnetization density of the Si 4C- isomer in Figure 3 .46, where the most
prominent accumulation of density is situated between the Si atoms opposite to the C site.
If all bonds in the Si submolecule are saturated, the excess electron becomes localized in
regions of high potential energy, which would result in a Iow VDE, but it may also stabilize
SiSi bonds, that might haue been strained by the presence of C atoms the duster, and
a higher VDE will result . The density in Figure 3.46 is an example for the latter rase,
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since the accumulation of electronic density between the two Si atoms at the bottom of
the picture stabilizes a bond strained in the neutral isomer (the contraction of the bond
length upon charging is -16%) . As we have already seen in the preceding seetion, the
interplay of these two factors can aecount for the irregular behavior of VDEs of sifieon-riell
Clusters, induding the exceptionally high VDE of Si4 C- in Figure 3.43 (see last seetion for
a discussion) and the tendency of the (experimental [NTN +95]) VDEs of Sin - clusters to
be larger than Chose of the Sin C- clusters of the saure size (since the absente of C atoms
in a silicon-rich duster is in general enegetically more favourable for an attached eleetron),
which is also observable in Figure 3 .43 . To conclude, we can discern two regimes of Si n C,-
elusters with different behavior of the VDEst

Carbonsrieh clusters with linear submolecules . They show even-odd alternation
of the VDEs due to shellselosure effeets. Since there are only few Si atoms in the
duster, partial charges at the earbon sites are both small and insignificant for the
VDEs.

Silicon-rich clusters, where the behavior of the VDEs is dominated by the presenee
of negative partial eharges around the carbon sites . Due to eleetrostatic repulsion,
the additional electron will be shifted to Si sites in the duster, where it is compar-
atively weck bound unless it happens to contribute to inereased bonding in the Si n
substructure, as we argued above.

The diseussion above demonstrated that a reliable deseription of the geometry and both the
electron density and magnetization densities6 of the anion clusters, as provided by density
funetional theory, is crucial for a qualitative understanding and an accurate quantitative
deseription of the various features contained in the photoelectron spectra. Exceptional
eases are Si6C- and where the VDEs of isomers that are not the most stable (less
than -0.4 eV above the GS) are in better agreement with the measured values than the
values of the most stable isomers . lt might be interesting to study the effeet of gradient
corrections to the exchange-correlation potential (see seetion 2 .1.2), as recent publications
[RSO+ 93, RZP+ 94] report dramatic consequences for the energy ordering of isomers of
carbon clusters, changing relative energy differentes by up to 8 eV . This could be a possible
objective for flitzte investigations.

6The magnetization density mi (r) (n+ no )(r)/2 (a.u .) of all anion clusters inspected appears to
be identical (apart from a factor ±2) to the single-particle density of the exeess KS-electron within the
numerical accuracy .
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ConcIusion

We have presented a scheme based on density functional theory that is male to describe
aeeurately photoelectron spectra of complex nanosystems, such as anionic Sn - , Pn- and

elusters . The success of our approach rests on two factors : the accurate deter-
mination of the ground state struetures within the local spin-density approximation with
the simulated annealing approach of Car and Parrinello, and the application of the 3 .SCF
scheme without further approximations to obtain exeitation energies that inelude final
state effeets. Although this approach is confined to the lowest states of a given symme-
try, we obtain in most cases sufficient excitation energies to make a definite assignment.
As we have shown in various examples, differences in the geometries of the elusters may
have major iraplieations for the electronic excitation energies and the vertieal detachment
energy (VDE), a prominent example being the striking differenee of the VDEs of ring and
chainlike isomers of S . This has enabled us to explain a eorresponding transition in the
Features observed experimentally in the photoelectron spectra upon readjustment of the
source parameters as resulting from a generation of different Blasses of isomers.

Other examples of the effeets of structural difFerences on the VDEs are found in our
resuits. In P5 - the VDEs of the two most stable isomers, a D 51, ring and a C2v strueture

differed by more than 2 eV, and in Si 5 C- two isomers with related structures [shown . in
Figures 3 .38(b) and 3 .38(c)] have appreciably different VDEs (1.81 and 2 .07 eV, respee-
tively) . To differentiate between such eases makes severe Jemands on both the accuracy
anal the effieieney of the computational metbods, partienlarly if the ground state structure
is not known . Our results show that the the local spin-density approximation within den-
sity funäional theory addresses both requirements . The observable (and in many cases
understandahle) sensitivity of VDEs and exeitation energies to structural differences makes
us confident that the comparison of vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectra with com-
puter simulations can enable us to gain information about ehrster structures that is other-
wise inaecessible .
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Appendix A

FFT Coefficients and Isolated
Systems

For further use in seetion 2 .3 .2, we sh.all derive here exact relations between the FFT
eomponents and the Fourier components and the Fourier transform of th .e density. The
Fourier series of a density that is periodie over a direet lattice with lattice eonstant Ia lat
may be written

(r) =

	

ü(G)e'G' ; MG) =	 ffl cerii(r)e- 'G ', G E
13

	

(A .I)1

where {G} i devotes the vectors of the reeiprocal lattice wirespondfing to a lattice spaeing
darrt . Under the condition that
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the FFT components and the Fourier components of the density are related by:

üfft(G) 13Niil (G), G E {G}z

	

(A .2)

where {G} l denotes denotes the reeiproeah-spare FFT rnesh defined by (2 .50) . This may
be seen by inserting (A .1) into the defining equation of the FFT coefficients'

jiflt(G) _

	

ü(r) exp -tGr

MG» exp zG'r exp -zGr
-t Gfrle

I lt should be noted that no difficulties arise in interchanging orders of summaflom ., since all suras are
finite in the rase, where the relation is valid .
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This last condition ran always be fulfilled for the original periodic density (i .e., 1 = 1) by
adjusting the size N of the FFT mesh, due to the finite eutoff in the expansion of the
density. In the ease of increased lattice spacings 1 > 1, this condition implies further that
the periodic density inust be negligibly small at the cell boundary, so no high-frequeney
oscillations are introduced by cutting it there. this ean be fulfilled for all 1, then the
above relation implies for the Fourier transform of the isolated density of a single unit ca.

f« G)

	

n( G) G E {G}1, 1 � 1

	

(A .3)

sinee, due to the finite support' of i in k-space, we have ü(G) =
In the remainder of this section, a sketeh of the proof that the series (2 .51) converges to

the k-space integral (2 .52) shall be given . Ixet us ferst define the following volume elements
in k-space of volume (2'ir) 3/(13fl) surrounding all G E {G}?:

	1

	

1
171 () : .,--- k k

	

G + 2 -
< $ < 2 }.

-

As may be readily verified, the series (2 .51) may be written as an integral over k-spare of
the following step function

01(k) =

	

aoxAvi(G )(k), aQ =

where the eharaeteristie functions

(21r)3 ii(G)2

	

if G E {G}1 \
0

	

if 0=0

1
.exz()(k) ..es {

	

if k E ,/.WI (G)
X 0 otherwise

have been used . Obviously, we have

Em 01 (k) (27z1.)3 le(k)i 2 _47 Almost everywhere.
1--nx,

	

k2

2 The support of a firneflom, f(x) is the closu.re of the set {xV(x)
3 ,A,s it stands, the definition for A Nolds only for 111 i. odd. For 1,N8 even, the ranges for Xi should

be modified to -1 < 0. This is just a technicality that does not defeat the argument and has been
omittecl for simplicity's sake.
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Since the region where h(k) is nonzero is finite, there exists an integrable function 0(k)
with i0i (k)1 < 0(k) a.e . (take, e.g., 0(k) = 9t(27r) 3m2/k2 , where m := maxäv lü(k), so
that the dorninated convergence theorem (see, e .g. IRS72, §l, (I .16)]) is applieable . This
implies that

1

	

1 (21r)3

	

2 4r
lim fdk (;bl (k)

2 13fl

	

lim -	 	 	 -In(G)i -
z-+.

	

(21r)3

	

G2

Jdk lim Oi (k)
2

2 -1 J(fl3
!h(k)12

2

Convergence can also be ensured, if the contribution of the central volume ZV(0) to the
series (2.51), or to the approximation of the integral (2 .52) respectively, is replaced by

	 41r

	

1 ,,

	

dk

	

fft ,n
2 ,f (27r)3 i

(k)

	

ln(0)l1(0) (27r) 3 2

	

I3N2 in

	

j dx
av,(o)

1

[-1,P

where the last integral may be calculated numerically to high precision using, e.g ., spherical
coordinates . This is done in our program .

1



Appendix B

Excited
Scheme

As already mentioned in sectimt 2 .1.2, excited states that cannot be represented by a
single Slater determinant in the noninteractin.g rase can be obtained by the procedure of
von Barth [vf379], whose application may be illustrated by two examples . Consider, the p4
configuration of the sulffur atom that gives rise to the three terms 3P, aD and 'S. Solving for
the determinantal states that erster the corresponding excited states, we find the following
relations'

1 1 1', 1 1-, 01', - 1 1')

	

3 P,1,1)
1 1', to -, -1 1') = 13P, 0 , 1)

0 1', 0 , - 1 1'9- 1 J) = I'D, 2 , 0 )
1 1'9 1 1,, 0 . , ---1 1') = ) (I 3P,1, 0) + 1'D,1, 0))
1 1', 1 . , 0 1'9 - 1 4.)

	

,h ([3P,1, 0) - 1'D,1, 0))

11 o 1',o ,- 1 1') -'je ,0,0)+ 1'D,o,o)+*IS, o, 0)
1 1 1', 0 1',0 4.,- 1 4.) _ *-I3P, 0, 0) -

	

I 'D, 0 , 0) - . I 'S , 0 , 0)
1 1 1', 1	- 1 1',-1 )

	

,* I i D,0,0) - *
115,0,0).

Since the states of different total angular momentum J that belong to each term are
degenerate in the absente of spie-orbit interaction and the energies are invariant under an
overall ehange of sign of all mu and/or mii , we are left with six different eguations for the

The MS determinantal states are characterized by the on.e-particle numbers na11, ra.1, • • ,, m14, 84

(only quantum numbers of the Jane-particle orbitals in the 3s-shell are given), the multiplet states are
characterized by syzn .etry labels 2s+I X, M L, Ms, where X = S,1', D, . . . correspond to L = 0,1, 2, 3,
Eiere, out of the 15 possible states only Chose corresponding to Mt„ M 5 > o are shown, since the local-
density energies are invariant under a change of sign in ML, Ms
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three unknown quantities

E (1 ` , 1 , 0 t, - 1 t) = E (3P)
E (1 t, 0 `, 0 1, - 1 t) = E (31' )
E(0 t, 0 J , - 1 t, - 1 1) = E ('D)
E(1 t,l 1,0 1, -1 ') = I (E(3P ) + E( 1D )
E(11,,0`, 0 1,- 1 f)

=
E(3F)+ ;E('D)+sE('S)

E(1 t, 1 , -1 -1 1) - 3E('D) +

Although there are in general more determinants than pure-state energies, in certain Gases,
the number of determinants of different energy may be smaller than the number of mul-
tiplets with different energy and the von Barth procedure is not applicable . Examples
we eneountered are linear molecules with two inequivalent unpaired rr eleetrons, as for
example the exeited state configuration u g'irü7rg of the phosphorus dinier, which gives rise
to the terms 2 3 E.+ , 3E,,-, 3 &ß,., and related singlets [Iler60] . To illustrate the difficulties
encountered, iet us consider the more general problem of two inequivalent electrons in the
cylinder symmetric potential of a diatomic molecule . In Russell-Saunders coupling, sym-
metry speeies of a diatomic molecule are characterrized by the total electronic spie and by
the magnitude of the axial component of orbital angular naomentum . For a homonuclear
dim.er, the symmetry property even (g) or odd (u) with respect to refleetion of the coor-
dinates of all eleetrons in the plane bisecting the nuclear axis in the Center of mass (uh)
is also defined . In addition, for E states with zero axial, angular momentum, the property
+ or - is precisely defined for the operation of reflection in any plane passing through
the internuclear axis (oo ) . "+" states remain un.changed under this operation, while
"-" states change signs . Let us see how this is accomplished in our two--electr°on example
by constructrn.g states of the requested symmetries fror two-particle Slater deternainants.
If we use, e.g., cylindrical coordinates (p, z, (p) 3 , the spatial parts of the single-particle
solutions that erster the Kater determinants have the general form [S1a631

j pJ 5 z3)
esine

	

- 1, 2 .

Hera, m devotes the angirlar momentum about the intermolecular axis, and the A may

be (in the homonuclear rase) either symmetric or antisymmetric under the operation
Spatial parts of Slater determinants that would be compatible with a l state (all m raust
add up to zero) would then be

e _

	

,m(1)02,-n(2) + 01,,a(2»2,-m(1))

where the upper sign would be appropriate for a triplet state and the lower for a singlet
state. As inspection shows, fliese determinants are still not synzmetric wich respect to

2The symmetrization postulate forbids the existen .ce of 1E; a,nd 3E states only, if the sr orbitals are
equivalent (see also below).

31n elliptical coordinates (with r~ :_ Ir - Rr p, 1 = 1, 2 and R :=

	

R. 2 1, these read s :_ (r i +?2)/R,
v :_ (r , - r2)/R and '0) the f~ and v dependent parts of the orbitals separate as well (see, e .g . [S 931) .
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o-,4 , instead we have (P,.4,n± ) = en . But +iss symmetry mal be taken into account, if
we use linear combinations f Slater determinants such as for + and -
states, respectively. For a A state, an the other hand, a possible spatial pari of a Slater
determinant would read

1

	

'
<l>±

	

fi

	

,(1)02,,n,(2) OI,as (2)02,41)), m + m' 2 .

Since in this aase the momenta ixt and m' about the intermolecular axis of every determinant
are recpiired to add up to 2, we cannot construct (anti)symmetric linear combinations of
these determinants with respect to application of at,,, and consequently, a A state does not
exhibit +/- symmetry. The single-particle wave functions that enter these determinants
differ only by their phase factors exp(ktmO i.), which a Cl wavefimction, consisting of a
sum of such determinants for several na, nevertheless sensitively depends on. Therefore, Cl
energy terms of, e .g ., 1E, 1 E- and 'A states will (in general) diifer . This Nolds also true,
if we evaluate the energy expectation values of the corresponding determinants within the
the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation, since phase relations like exp zm(01 ± 02) between
the orbitals enter the energy expectation value via the exchange integral . The energy terms
of the correetly symmmetrized linear combinations of single determinantal 1fF states can
be recovered by application of the analognes to the von Barth equations within HF theory
[ZRB77] . The physical origin of the energy-difference is the so-called angular correlation
[S1a63], which takes into account the relative angular position of the two electrons around
the internuclear axis . Since the +/- states considered above contain factors cos m(0 1 -0 2 )
and sin m(0 1 -02 ), respectively, a + state will have lugest amplitude if the electrons move
in diametrically opposite direction.s, in contrast to the - state, which has zero amplitude
in this case (for art0) . Therefore, a + state should be energetically favored by correlation.

Within LSDA, however, the (spins)densities are independent of phase factors of the
orbitals like exp(±smOi) and consequently, the potentials and KS eigenvalues are indes
pentent of m and m' . This means that we would obtain the saure energies if we would
set, e.g„ ma--m'=O in, the above equations, and we can see that in this aase, LSDA can
only distinguish paired and unpaired spin . For example, in the rase of the o-irn3 r9 con-
figuration of the phosphorus dimer, the above equations apply with matm'a--1, but since
the KS energies are independent of m and we obtain only two different KS energies
(for paired and unpaired spin) for the six unknown energy terms . Unfortunately, it is not
possible to determine the symmetry of the state by, e .g., the application of Hund's rules,
since these fall for dimers (for example, all firstsrow dimers have a 1E9 GS, apart from 13 2
and 02 , which are the only ones to obey at least the Erst rule [HH79]) . This should not be

confused with the Hund's distinction of the various coupling Gases of the spinn and angular

momenta that applies well to a diatomic molecule [Atk83] . lt is not possible to appeal to

the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem for the lowest state of a well-defineci mixtuxe of symmetries
proven by von Barth, since the mbcture is in this aase by no means definite, and we malre

4Applying u is equivalent to change simuitaueously the signs of 0 1 and 0 2 , or Likewise, to exchange m
and -m) .
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no atteinpt to ascribe these KS states to any physical states . We rote in passing that
but less severe diffieudties are encountered for a 7r 1 7r 2 configuration, when the 7r

orbitals are equivalent . Such a configuration gives rise to the three terms 3 E, 1 E+ and
but LSDA can distinguish ouly a triplet and a singlet term . 'teile the assignment of

the triplet term is unambiguos, there is no formal justifieation to identify the singlet wich
the 1 E+ term, apart froste the fast that a trausition into a ~fS state is dipole-forbidden
[Atk83] and cannot be observed in most spectroscopic experiments (but see, for example,
[KN93]). However, it is established tradition to dc so (see [JG89] and references therein)
and the reader should be aware of this .



Appendix C

Vertical Excitation Energies of
Selected Clusters

In the first table, we list the ealeulated vertical exeitation energies of the atom and all S;
isomers shown in Figs . 3 .5-3.15, and in the second table the corresponding values for the
Si,,C,n- Clusters Figs . 3.30-3 .39. Only values that correspond to transitions into the lowest
excited state of a given symmetry of the neutral species are considered . In the case of S2,
.

	

devotes the occupancies lo.g2 1o-2cr5,2er,433o-92 1ar!Irr944o4o-of the lower lying orbitals.

Takle Cd : Calculated values (eV) for VDE and for vertical
transition energies for S, n=1,9.

[Ne]3s2p4

Speeies

	

Symrnetry/
Electronic configur tion

. . 5o-g2 22r,12rg2

. . 5cr;21r,,27rg3

.S :7 3 .5(a)

	

C227
Continued an next page .

Excited state Excitation Energy

ID
Is

5s0a

3soa

3D"

I D"
3poa

1 ,poa

3E;, VDE

1E-;-

3ng

[Ne}3s23p34s1

3, 2.21
3.63
4.21
8.82
9.17

10.67
10.85
11.87
12.04
1.91
2.45
2.98
6.25

tut

	

6 .90
1 A 1 , VDE

	

2 .64

aDetachment from the S - 2P ground state into these states is a two-electron transition.
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126 APPENDIX C. CALCULATED VERTICAL EXCITATION ENERGIES

Species Symmetry Excited. state Excitation Energy
3 A2 3.73
3 B 1 3.77
3B2 3.95
A2 4.02

1 B1 4.13
B2 4 .84

3.5(b) C2,, 'A1 , VDE 1 .34
3 A2 2.93
3 BI 2.94

A2 3.29
IBI 3.34
3B2 5.91
B2 6.85

S;- 3 .5(c) Dooh 31iu , VDE 2.84
1E-i- 3 .02
irr 3.27

SZ 3.5(d) C2, 1A1, VDE 2.49

3B2 3.19

B2 3 .96

3B1 4.09

4.33

SZ 3.5(e) D2h lAu, VDE 2 .47

3B3 , 3 .11

Bau 3.90
3B39 3.94
1 B3g 4.19
3B2g 4.45
B2g 4.73

SZ 3 .5(f) C2h Ag, VDE 2.89
3B. 3.36

4.07
3pg 3.87
Bg 4.11

Si-' 3 .6(a) 1 A', VDE 2.85
3. All 3 .28

Att 3 .81
3A, 3 .92

3 .6(3) A, VDE 2.80
3A 3.30

S"5- 3.6(c) C2 1 A, VDE 3.21
3 B 3.34
1B 3.96
3A 4.25

Continu en next page .
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Speeies Symmetry Exeited state Exeitation Energy

56 3.6(d) C, 'A', VDE 2 .77

Si 3.6(e) C2 1 A, VDE 2.61

3 B 3.17
1 B 3 .80
3A 4.53

S .6"- 3 .6(f) C2 'A, VDE 2 .70
3 B 3 .51
'B 3 .89
3 A 4.09

Si- 3.11(a) 'A', VDE 2.87
3 .89

3.11(b) "A, VDE 3.43
3A 3.53

Sj 3.11(c) C2 'A, VDE 3 .55
3B 3.56
1B 4.23
3 A 4.28

Si 3.11(d) C1 VDE 3.13
3A 3 .15

56 3.11(e) C2 'A, VDE 3.46

3B 3.73

'B 4.34

S7 3.11(f) C,,, "A', VDE 2.69

3A" 3.88
3A1 4.15
'An 4.51

3.12(a) Cri VDE 2.52
3A 3.81

S7 3.12(b) 'A, VDE 2.69

3.68

S;.- 3 .12(c) "A, VDE 3.46
3A 3.46

S"7-.

	

3 .12(d) 3A, VDE 3.44
'A 3.46

S 7-: 3.12(e) "A, VDE 3.41
3A 3.53

S7 3.12(f) C2 3B, VDE 3.52
1 A 3.62
IB 4.17

Si 3.14(a) D2 "A, VDE 2.30
3 4.33
1B 1 4.49

Continued an next Page.
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Species Symmetry Excited state Excitation Energy
3A 4.68

Si 3.14(b) 1A 1 , VDE 2.54
3A2 3 .81
1A2 4.17

4.34
S'87 3.14(c) C2 1 A, VDE 2.68

3B 3.57
1 B 3.88

SG- 3.14(e) 1 A, VDE 2.86
3A 3.60

SG- 3.14(d) 'A, VDE 3.35
3 A 3.45

Si 3.14(f) i A, VDE 3.25
3 A 3.56

SG-. 3.15(a) 1 A, VDE 2.86
3 A 3.82

S

	

3 .15(b) C$ 1 A', VDE 2.83
3 An 3.86

4.34

G- 3.15(c) C, 1 A', VDE 2 .64
3 A" 4.06
l An 4.24

S

	

3 .15(d) C2 3j3, VDE 3.68

1 A 3.94

1 B 4.24

SG- 3.15(e) 1 A, VDE 2.63
3A 3.64

'fable C.2: Calculated values (eV) for VDE and for vertical
transition energies for Si,,C;,,-„., 2< n + m �8.

Species Symmetry Excited state Excitation Energy

SiC C,„0 ,j 11, VDE 2.55
3E- 3.25
111 3 .27
is+ 3.30

SiC 2 3 .30(a) C2ü 1 A 1 , VDE 1.50
3B2 2.99
1 B2 3.55

SiC2 3.30(3) C,,oi, 1E+, VDE 1.69
3.69

Continued an next page.
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Species Syrnmetry Excited state Excitation Energy
in 4.19

Si 2 C 3 .30(c) .D,x,. h 1E+ , VDE 1.18
sng 3 .49
lag 3.94

Si2 C 3.30(d) C2v 1 A1 , VDE 1 .56
3B2 2.90
1 B 2 3.37

SiC3 3.30(e) Coov 3E-, VDE 2.86
1E+ 3 .27
sn 4.36
in 4.96

SiC3 3.30(f) C2 ,, 1 A 1 , VDE 2.35

2.83
1B 1 3.55

SiC3 3 .31(a) IA 1 , VDE 2.08
3 13 1 3 .00

3.38
Si2C2 3.31(b) 1 A', VDE 2.07

3A" 2.83
iA r, 3 .21

Si 2 C 2 3.31(c) D,oh 3E;, VDE 2 .14
i Ei.- 2 .49
311 4.55
1 11 4 .92

Si2C2 3.31(d) D2h lAg , VDE 1 .56
3 3.62
IB3g 3.76

Si3 C 3.31(e) C2,, 1 A, VDE 1.69
3B I 3.16

1 B1 3 .51
Si3C 3.31(f) C2 ,, 1A1 , VDE 2.06

3BI 2.33
1B 1 2.45

Si3C 3.34(a) C2,, 1A1 , VDE 2.47

3B1 2.59

I ~i 3 .02
SiC4 3.34(b) Coov 1 E+ , VDE

3H
2.27

4.62
in 5.08

SiC4 3.34(c) C2v I A1 , VDE 1.95

4.13
i B1 4.55

Si2C3 3.34(d) Do,, h IE~ VDE 1.82

Contiriued an next page.
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Species Syminetry Excited state Excitation Energy
3Eu 3.66
'E 3.92

Si2C 3 3.34(e) 'A, VDE 1 .93
3A 3 .01

Si2C3 3.34(f) C, 'A', VDE 2.01
3 A' 3.28

Si3C2 3.35(a) C2 ,„ 1 A lt VDE 1.88
3B 2 2.59

'B 2 2.94
3A 2 4.34
1A 2 4.48

Si3C2 3.35(b) C2 ,, '

	

VDE 2.32
3A 2 3.91
1 A2 4.19

Si3 C2 3 .35(c) 'A1, VDE 2.73
3B2 2.79
1B2 2.92

Si4 C 3.35(d) C2, 'A 1 , VDE 3 .21

3B2 3 .37
1B2 3 .48

Si4C 3 .35(e) C2, 'A1 , VDE 2.01
3A2 3 .00
1 A2 3 .20

SiC5 3 .35(f) 3 E-, VDE 3.22
1 E+ 3.51
3n 4.48
111 4.99

SiC5 3.36(a) 'A1 , VDE 2 .86
3B 1 3 .48
1B 1 3 .70

Si1 C 5 3.36(b) C2 ,, 'AI , VDE 2 .78
3B 1 4 .26

4 .62

Si2 C 4 3.36(c) iah 3EZ:, VDE 2 .59
1E2- 2 .85

4 .91
1 11,, 5 .25

Si2 C 4 3.36(d) "A', VDE 2 .75
3Ar 3 .50

Si2 C 4 3.36(e) C2h lAg , VDE 2.61
3 139 3 .68
iBg 3.86

Si2 C 4 3.36(f) C2, 'A1 , VDE 3.15
Continued en next Page.
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Species Symmetry Excited state Excitation Energy
3 .38

3 1 3.39
Si3C3 3 .37(a) C2, "A I , VDE 2.51

3A1 2 .93
S13C3 3.37(b) C, 'A', VDE 2.76

3A” 3.41' Au 3.57
Si 3 C3 3.37(c) 'A, VDE 1.99

3A 3.50
Si3C3 3.37(d) VDE 2.00

3AI 3 .69
Si4C 2 3 .37(e) 'A, VDE 2 .18

3A 3.48
Si4C2 3.37(f) C2te. 'A1, VDE 1 .02

3.30
"BI 3.58

Si4 C 2 3.38(a) J 2 'A, VDE 1.07
3131 3.84

4.16
Si5 C 3.38(b) C, 'A', VDE 1.81

s A t 3.38
Si5C 3.38(c) C2v "AI , VDE 1 .54

3A2 3 .39
1 112 3 .61

Si5 C 3.38(d) "AI , VDE 2.07
3B1 3.01

3 .34
Si2 C 5 3 .38(e) &oh. 'Et, , VDE 2.18

3 Eu 3.73
1E. 3 .95

Si2C 5 3.38(f) 'A', VDE 3 .17
3AI 3.75

Si6 C 3.39(a) C2„ 'AI , VDE 2.47
3 .13 1 3 .00
'BI 3.17

Si6C 3.39(b) Cffi lAt, VDE 2.27
2.79All 3 .00

Si6C 3.39(c) Cs 'A', VDE 1.79
3 An 3.17
T A PP 3.36

Si7C 3.39(d) C,, 'A', VDE 2.05
3A I 3 .01

Continued on next page.
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Species

	

Symmetry Excited state Excitation Energy
1AI

	

3.19
Si7C 3.39(e)

	

3A1, VDE

	

3 .32
iA1

	

3 .47
Si7C 3.39(f)

	

1 A', VDE

	

2 .45
3Ats

	

2 .69
'An

	

2 .91
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